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ABSTRACT

The last three decades has seen a significant shift in the discipline of New

Testament studies. In particular we have observed the rise of the social

sciences and with them, new methodologies which have eclipsed the more

traditional "criticisms" such as form criticism and source criticism. New

Testament scholars have realised that we can no longer afford to ignore these

advances, and have produced a prolific amount of work which draws upon

sociology in particular, and also social anthropology and psychology.

Despite the consensus that the social sciences are able to provide invaluable

tools for the study of the New Testament, the research that has drawn on these

tools has not been without critique. A common thread to these evaluations is

that the focus is so exclusively social scientific that the text often becomes

lost in the endeavour. When the text is referred to, it is used not unlike a

proof text - to prove the suspicions one has already formed.

Similarly , we have noti.ced that those literary studies which relate more to

the structure, plot and themes of a text may become so focused on specific

words, tenses and so on, that the actual people and context of the text become

lost in the exercise. Therefore our challenge is to develop an approach that

takes both the social sciences and the text into equal account.

This thesis is then an experiment in method. In the quest for an inclusive and

holistic approach to the New Testament, we propose to combine Mary Douglas's

anthropological "grid/group" model with a series of questions developed by

Howard Kee which are aimed at "Interrogating the text". Having discussed a

number of methodological considerations we suggest a four step approach which

we believe will enable u s to analyze the New Testament from a comprehensively

anthropological perspective, while at the same time considering the text

responsibly and fully.

As a test of our methodology we first analyze the complete text of Paul's

first letter to the Corinthians, and then compare our approach with a

similarly anthropological method adopted by Stephen Barton in his 1986 article

entitled, Paul's sense of place: an anthropological approach to community

formation in Corinth l which discusses the specific texts of 1 Cor. 11:17-34

and 14:33b-36.

The results of this test were mixed. On the one hand our methodology provided

a detailed examination of the views held by both the Corinthians and Paul

which we were able to contrast. Our use of Douglas's "grid/group" "model also

allowed a certain amount of prediction as to how these players would likely

have responded to events. However, we discovered that the questions used to

"Interrogate the text" are somewhat tedious and repetitive. Therefore, some

modificat ion and refinement of these questions would be advocated.

ii

1 New Testament Studies, vol. 32, pp. 225-246.



CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1. INTRODUCTION

In the last three decades there has been a significant shift in the discipline

of New Testament studies. It has seen the rise of the social sciences and with

them, new methodologies which have eclipsed the more traditional "criticisms"

such as form criticism and source criticism. No longer can New Testament

studies and theology in general exist in isolation from the milieu of social

scientific discovery. As a result of this realisation, the world of theology

has embraced the new methodologies and models of the social sciences, and has

produced a prolific amount of work which draws upon sociology in particular,

and also social anthropology and psychology.

Much of this research has radically changed the way that we approach the New

Testament . One only needs to think of scholars such as John Dominic Crossan

and Richard Horsley', who have both contributed to the social reconstruction

of the world of Jesus and the Jesus movement, to realise how the discipline

has changed. The scope for i nv e s t i g a t i o n has become much broader as we have

realised the relationship between the social context of the New Testament

authors and their communities, and the issues expressed in the text. We have

begun to think in terms of socio-political and contextual categories, and the

vocabulary used in research has not only shifted focus, but has also increased

notably. Not only do we talk of the Sitz-im-Leben of an author and his

community, but also of issues such as "world view", "social world",

"cosmology" and "social boundaries".

Despite the consensus that the social sciences can provide invaluable tools

for the study of the New Testament, such research has not been without

critique. One critique that I ~eE!~ st:r.(Jn9!.X._~s that many of the studies being )

produced t c:d~Y-Whi~~ take a social scientific persp~~i~e , -·~-~~-d· - to view t~e \

text·-~-~~ C3,fj:erthought _ . somet·hi~g . , .!:II1J~l1 _ .~s t: a_c~.E!~. Ol!1::g .__ 1:: l1E! .. E!.~(L.g~ ·._t:!l~ (( -;:)
arg~ment, in a manrier' notunlike ..a .proof text, which is _.\l, s e d merely to give r

legitimacy to one's ~p~~~. The text becomes secondary to the reconstruction

of the context . ~_~il~lY, tho~tuc:tjes which focus more on the structure, ,,"2.)

plot and development of the text often do nof": take into account thos e

d i,scoveries m~de by the ·..~.9E. i~l· -~~i.E!~~~s . This ~ead s to the question: "Is it
.---- -- _.-------------- --- ..

Jesus and the spiral of violence:
in Roman Palestine. Minneapolis:

1 Horsley, R. A. (1993)
popular Jewish resistance
Fortress.
Crossan, J. D. (1992) The historical Jesus: the life
Mediterranean Jewish peasant. New York: Harper Collins.

of a
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possible to develop a methodology which remains true to social scientific

study and i t s models, yet which emphasises equally the text in a holistic and

responsible manner?" The development of such an approach is our primary aim

in this study. Hence, we will embark on an experiment in method. our .aim is

to attempt to build a methodology which is anthropological in orientation,

taking as its starting point the "grid/group" model of Mary Douglas; but also

a method whLch : has as its focus the text, and which looks at the text

holistically, responsibly and insightfully. A method which is interested in

the whole text, not merely those aspects which may give up sociological or

anthropological information.

The text we have chosen to discuss as a test of our method is I Corinthians.

Initially , we will dis cuss the entire letter as a whole, in line with our

holistic approach~ Our aim here is to put our methodology into practice and

assess whether or not i t will prove a useful tool in the discipline of New

Testament studies. However, we will then test our method further by

contrasting our 6wn d iscoveries with those of Stephen Barton who uses a

similarly anthropological approach to discuss aspects of I Cor. 14:33b-36 and

11:17-34.

As this is to be an experiment in method, we need to be as precise and careful

as possible in every step of this research, so that we do not compromise our

results. In this chapter our task is to explore more fully what we mean by a

social scientific approach, and what such an approach entails. Secondly, as

our focus is going to be on the Corinthian church and the first letter to the

Corinthians, it is also important to look at some of the social scientific

research that has already been done in this area. These two sections will help

put us in the picture concerning the state of current debate, and will also

allow us to place this present study into context. These sections will also

help us to give more form to our aims and hypotheses, which will then be.
outlined. We will then outline the structure that the thesis will take.

1.2. THE SOCIAL SCIENCES AND THE NEW TESTAMENT

As already mentioned, t he last three decades have seen a rise in the use of

social scientific methods in New Testament study. Of this, the most widely

used discipline employed has been sociology. Hence, it is not surprising that

most of the literature looking at the usefulness of the social sciences for

New Testament study have focused primarily on sociology. While the discipline

of social anthropology, which we are most interested in, does vary from

sociology in the types of investigation embarked on, there are considerable

similarities in approach and method. Therefore, I believe that most, if not

all of the points made in regard to the relationship between sociology and the

New Testament, are also relevant to the relationship between social

anthropology and the New Testament. However, we will also include a more

2



detailed discussion on t h e particular issues surrounding an anthropological

approach to the New Testament in the next chapter.

1.2.1. Sociology and the traditional methods

Holmberg (1990:4) notes that sociology is not a newcomer to New Testament

research. It was a crucial component of the form critical method, which placed

great importance on discovering and describing the Sitz-im-Leben of the

author. However, only recently has sociology taken on a major role in its own

right, not as a subsidiary tool of another approach.

With form criticism as the starting point of the cooperation between sociology

and the New Testament, it can be seen as somewhat ironic that sociology is the

main reason for the "demise" of form criticism. Sociology showed the

limitations in scope of the more traditional methods. Best, (1983:182) puts

it succinctly as follows:

But it cannot be denied that even form criticism, with all its talk of

the Sitz-im-Leben (life setting) of the text, was a literary and

theological discipline which produced hardly any concrete historical,

social, or economic information about the traditions which it studied.

And even Paul, who springs virtually to life in his letters, was

reduced inexorably to a propagator of ideas by the tendency to

"reconstruct the conflict between Paul and the church in Corinth as

being an almost purely theological conflict between different

Christologies and other theoretical conceptions" (Citing Holmberg, Paul

and power (Lund, 1978], pp. 206)

So, then, the consensus seems to be that sociology can add to the interpretive

insights of New testament studies by emphasising the social, political and

contextual aspects of the early Christian communities. This leads us to the

inevitable question of how a sociological approach can achieve this. What is

it that sets it apart from the other approaches?

1.2.2. What is a sociological approach?

There has been considerable debate over the last decade as to what exactly a

sociological or social scientific approach entails. There have been several

attempts to define the scope of such research, and there are certain glaring

differences. We will d iscuss each in turn.

3



One of the earliest attempts to describe the scope of sociological approaches

was undertaken by Jonathan Z Smith who delivered a key paper in chicago in

1973, which was published in 19752
• He spelled out ~(:)~flr::::d-H.:..!erent a;-~a~)that

research had taken or could take:

1. The description of social realia found in early Christian writings and

contemporary materials.

2. A genuine social history of early Christianity.

3. Investigations in the social organisation of early Christianity:

a) looking at the social forces in society which led to the rise of

Christianity.

b) analysing the s06ialinstitutions of early Christianity.

4'. Understanding early Christianity with the help of the sociology of

knowledge (Berger & Luckmann) and its emphasis on the creation of a world of

meaning which provides a plausibility structure for its believers. (Holmberg,

1990:4)

Critiquing Smith's views, Holmberg argues that only the last option requires

the use of sociological theory. The other points do not really rely on

anything uniquely sociological (1990:4).

Noting that there is a huge range of "sociological" work being done, Best

(1983:185) attempts to define what a ~ocio-logical study~of the text§,i involves.

He suggests that there are two levels of app_~~~~~ion of social categories to

the New Testament.

---\

1. The first Ls' DEs crf iPTloNJ In reaction to theological approaches, which-._----- ---.-.. ,.

imposed upon the text external theological categories more at ease in the

discipline of Systematic Theology, this method describes andefl\Pliasi:ses the
" .-'--------~-

histori-;;ih, social ) and economic factors. Although this is es';; ;tial for a
\ ,--.- ~_ ._--~ ." - - -

sociological approach,it is ~ot really sociological by itself.

2. A truly sociological approach must move to the level of [EXPLANATI ON{ Here
- ,,-"""-" ---' .--- ~ '

specifically sociological tool,s are employed, such as inteq?retatlve-mod~is,
-'. - ~_ . ------- - .

and c~~parison. e.g. No longer do 'we ask what Paul says about leadership"but
~ . --.', '_', -'~" -, • ".,- ---- ._,.- L~ /l

we ask how our sociological insights about leadership influences the way_we

c~n interpr~tPa~i-' ~ --i e a d-er s hI p _s t y l e and assess his interaction with the

communities he founded (Best, 1983:185).

At this point, a distinction becomes clear that was not really evident in the

work of Smith, although it was alluded to by Holmberg. There is a difference

between, on the one hand, an approach that is truly sociological, and makes

2 See, Smith, J. Z. (1975) The social description of early
Christianity. in, Religious studies review. vol. 1, pp. 19-25.
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use of sociological models in order to interpret and try and make sense of

some social reality; and on the other hand, an approach that merely describes

the ,s o c i a l factors of life.

In a 1984 article, Richter looks at this distinction in more detail, using

different terminology. He argues that it is important to distinguish between

what he calls sociological, and proto-sociological approaches. He explains the

difference in the following paragraph:

A sociological approach to early Christianity will make use of the

explanatory theories and hypotheses of the academic discipline of

sociology and will be interested in explaining as well as describing

the relevant data. Where material does not fall into this category it

is legitimate to use the term "proto-sociological". Any fully fledged

sociological approach presupposes work at the proto-sociological level

(Richter, 1984:78).

Richter f leshes out the differences further, by describing the types of study

tha~ he would call "proto-socio10gica1". The first is the "social de~cription

of rea1ia contained in ~arly Christi~n materials" (Richter, 1984 :78). For

Richter, the defining factor that sets this apart from real sociological

investigation is that it is description only. At this point he overlaps neatly

with the wo r k of Best, however he also goes on to define studies that focus

on a social history as proto-socio10gical. His reasoning is that most of these

studies do not attempt to evaluate the significance of the social data that

they describe. Richter would therefore argue that Ma1herbe and Theissen3 would

fall into this category, because their focus is still primarily descriptive.

Finally, Richter suggests that the use of a sociological concept analytically,

does not necessarily mean that the method is sociological. He asserts that:

Sometimes the use of sociological concepts such as "class", "status",

"power distribution", or "sect" ... - whilst not in itself constituting

fully fledged sociological analysis, can function as an heuristic

pointer to further research possibilities and the likelihood of finding

particular correlations" (Richter, 1984:80).

It is here that some of the so-called sociological approaches to the New

Testament have stumbled, as they use sociological terms at face value and

without definition. One might go so far as to argue that using social

3 See, i) A.,J. Malherbe (1983) Social aspects of early
Christianity. Philadelphia: Fortress.
ii) G. Theissen (1982) The social setting of Pauline
Christianity: essays on Corinth. Philadelphia: Fortress.
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scientific methods are only useful in so far as the researcher thinks and

interprets first like a sociologist or anthropologist, and second like a New

Testament scholar.

At this point, one may be asking what kind of research this thesis is going

to be . Is it going to be/descriptive o-rexplanatory? a_ ~Cl_c:::_~aDj._s_tory , or an

interpretive study-bhat makes use of verifiable models and theories? I would
:, z>:

l ike--t Ci --argue--t~t it should be ~otly for a truly interpretive approach will

rely on the data provided by __th~:Lde~sciJpJ_i-y_e__ari-cLsoClafhi~ elements of

~~~ ;'~~tamen-t ---hi~tori~-~i-~esearch. A model is useless without data.

If, then, we are to embark on what Richter calls a sociological approach, and

we are going to use interpretive models, we must ask several questions: What

exactly is a sociological approach? Why is the use of a model so important?

and, What are the theoretical perspectives out of which sociological models

arise?

1.2.3. The use of models and theories

Within New Testament scholarship the term "model" is often used rather loosely

as a synonym for words such as "metaphor", "analogy", "image" or "paradigm"

(Elliott, 1986:3)'. We need therefore to define what exactly we mean when we

talk of a sociological , or even an anthropological model.

Elliott (1986:5) argues that models are conceptual tools for understanding,

testing and applying theories in the analysis of and interpretation of

specific social data.

The difference between a model and an analogy or metaphor lies in the

fact that the model is consciously structured and systematically

arranged in order to serve as a speculative instrument for the purpose

of organizing, profiling and interpreting a complex welter of detail

(Elliott, 1986:5).

There are two bas ic c lassifications of models in academic use. Isomorphic

models are used in disciplines such as geography and are intended to replicate

as closely as possible the features of the original it represents. A globe of

the world is such a model. Other models which are termed abstractly, and which

only seek to represent selected features of the original, are called

homomorphic models. Sociological and anthropological models would fall into

the latter category, as they are abstractions designed to select and apply

certain theories in the analysis and investigation of social phenomena

(Elliott, 1986:5/6).

6



This leads us to our second question: "Why are models so important?" The

answer is r e l a t i v e l y simple. Models allow researchers to compare factors more

easily and they stimulate the imagination so that an understanding of the

particular issues under investigation is more easily arrived at. Models are

tools that facilitate understanding. In social scientific research, models are

heuristic tools which investigate, organise and explain social data and its

meaning. Hence, models can explore social phenomena in a way that gives us

more information regarding the social system under investigation, and they can

test certain hypotheses which social theory has led us to expect. Richter

answers our question succinctly in the following extract:

The usefulness of sociological theories and models lies in their

ability, for instance, to explain a particular problem, or suggest

links between apparently unrelated data in the same or different

sources (1984:81)

At this point it might be useful to take a step back and look at models from

a wider perspective. This is necessary if we are to answer the third question

we asked ourselves: "What are the theoretical perspectives out of which models

arise?" As this question implies, models do not exist in a vacuum. They arise

and are formed out of a particular theoretical position which shapes their

direction and often also the objectives of the research. In the social

sciences there are a number of theoretical perspectives that are, or have been

instrumental in shaping the direction and kinds of research undertaken. These

include:

structural functionalism,

Conflict t he o r y ,

Exchange t he o r y ,

Symbolic interactionism and

Phenomenology.

The two most influential theoretical positions are the structural

functionalist and the conflict theories.

1.2.3.1. structural functionalism

This theoretical position presupposes that every society is a relatively

stable and persistent structure. Permanence and stability are the optimum

conditions for any society. Therefore, this theoretical position _is likely to

view the resolution of discrepancies, inconsistencies or conflicts in any

sphere of society as desirable and vital. The explanatory power of such

theories is usually based on the perceived need among individuals to resolve

or reduce the stress that is a result from incompatible belief systems or
actions.

7



Structural functionalism, then, is likely to ask questions like: "what is the

pattern of social relat ions?" How is this pattern maintained?" and "What are

the rules of behaviour in such cases?" (Malina, 1986:43). This theoretical

position is also likely to describe life in terms of norms, morally sanctioned

interactions, and rights and obligations. Structural functionalism studies

human beings as members of groups which exert pressure on them to behave in

prescribed ways.

1.2.3.2. Conflict theory

An alternative approach to structural functionalism is that of the conflict

theorists. As the name suggests, conflict theorists emphasize the explanatory

value and constructive uses of conflict. They see conflict as the driving

force behind change. They would argue that social systems are composed of

individuals and groups which have d{ffering goals and interests. There is

conflict between these individuals and groups who compete to realize their own

goals. This theoretical position sees individuals and groups as being able to

make choices, rather than merely being bound by norms and expectations.

Conflict theorists are therefore likely to ask questions such as: "How do

patterns of social relations emerge?" "How do such patterns clash and change?"

and, "What is a person getting out of it?" (Malina, 1986:43).

For our purposes! these two theoretical perspectives are important as they

both shape the direction of the methodology which we will outline in the next

chapter. At this stage though, we might ask, "What view of society will our

approach take?"

In many ways we will view society as a synthesis of these two theories. We are

interested in both the social norms and the forces of boundary maintenance of

a social group, for example, which are characteristic of structural

functiona lism. However, we are also interested in the process of change

occurring in the society and how conflict drives this change. It is important

to note though, that we do not view individual behaviour /or cultural concerns

as directly linked to the context of the society as structural functionalism

tends to do. Rather we view behaviour and culture as shaped by a number of

factors in a rather more dynamic fashion - not all linked to the social group.

1.3. CRITIQUES OF SOCIAL SCIENTIFIC APPROACHES TO THE NEW TESTAMENT.

There are several different types of critique of the use of the social

sciences in New Testament analysis. Some of these are rather obvious and self

explanatory, while others require some discussion. All need to be taken

seriously . Taking our cue from the work of Tidball (1983:15-21), we will first

discuss the theological problems with social scientific approaches, and then

the social scientific problems with the New Testament.
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1.3.1. Theological problems with the social sciences.

One of the central problems with a social scientific approach is the

presupposition that every behaviour and event has a social purpose, and can

be explained in terms of human interaction. Sociologists tend to reject the

notion of the divine. This opinion can be traced back to the founding fathers

of the discipline of sociology. Tidball (1983:15) argues that these founding

scholars viewed religion and religious behaviour as something out of which

humanity would grow. Even Ourkheim, who came closest to acknowledging the

reality of the divine by suggesting that religion is the worship of something

real, saw no room for a personal and transcendent God. He still defined

worship in terms of a purely human experience and interaction - it is the

process of recreating the soul of the worshipper's society.

It is upon these basic presuppositions that modern sociology and the social

sciences in general, ha ve been built. As such, the social sciences and

christianity are destined to contradict each other. Both claim to hold an

authoritative view of reality. Noting this, Tidball puts forward two

arguments :

Firstly, the a im of the sociologist is to attempt to understand man's

(sic.) behaviour. He cannot do this by standing at a distance with his

presupposi~ionsalready formed and by making superficial pronouncements

on a given piece of behaviour. To be sure he has to aim for

objectivity. But if he is to understand social behaviour he also has to

try to put himself in the place of the person who is engaged in it.

Really to understand religious behaviour therefore he must approach it

"as if" it were true. Only so will he learn what it means to be a

believer.

Secondly it is important to remember that it is not the concern of

sociology to judge whether any particular belief or behaviour is 'r i g ht

or wrong; valid or invalid, truth or falsehood. He can describe social

origin and social effect. He can say whether, according to his own

declared standards, such belief or behaviour is beneficial or not for

other men. But such value judgements are not within the scope of his

discipl ine (Tidball,1983:16).

While Tidball's arguments do ring true, I still believe that if we engage in

sociological and anthropological research, then we must learn to think like

an anthropologist or a sociologist. We must not run the risk of subconsciously

editing out links that offend our belief system. Rather we should follow

through with the research and then stand back and critique the results from

the standpoint of our own discipline, if necessary.

9



1.3.2. Sociological problems with the social sciences.

One of the more obvious problems that face New Testament scholars is the

nature of the evidence. The New Testament is a collection of faith documents

collected by various Christian groups in different geographical places and

times. As such, the material that we have to work with is by definition

subjective and unreliable for accurate sociai scientific research. Hence, New

Testament scholars who use the social sciences have tended to be criticised

for eliciting sociological information from the New Testament without regard

to the intended purpose4 of, or the nature of the texts used.

A similar issue is that the social sciences require a large set of data

because they deal in terms of generalities and groups. The following quote

from Holmberg illustrates the above points very clearly:

The New Testament as a collection of evidence for the social history of

the first Christians is a very small data set. Most of the texts do not

treat social phenomena at all, and can only be made to yield

information about such matters through various processes of inferential

reading and interpretation (Holmberg, 1990:9-10).

The second main critique is that the theories and models that New Testament

scholars have been using, are models and theories that have been derived from

evidence in a particular type of society. Transferring these models and

theories to a very different and historically removed society, raises all

sorts of me t hodo l og i c a l problems.

There is a world of difference between sociology applied to

contemporary society, where the researcher can test his theories

against evidence which he collects, and,historical sociology where he

has only fossilized evidence that has been preserved by chance or for

purposes very different from that of the sociologist. It is a cardinal

error t6 move promiscuously between the two. Indeed, the weaknesses of

sociological studies of historical movements from Max Weber onwards

suggests that h istorical sociology is impossible. (Rodd, quoted in

Holmberg, 1990:8)

In this passage, Holmberg introduces us to one of the more hotly debated

concerns that has been raised concerning the New Testament and the social

sciences. That is; is a social scientific approach to an historical context

4 We are aware that the intended purpose of the texts is a
matter of speculation. However, it seems fair to presuppose that
they were meant for purposes different to the type of analysis
associated with the social sciences.
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really possible? Clearly Holmberg (Rodd) thinks that it is, but that a method

needs to be specifically developed for that purpose.One of the tasks of this

thesis is to look at this question in some detail. No longer can we continue

using models that were developed with detailed first-hand accounts gained

through participant observation in mind.

Finally, a further d ifficulty is the problem of parallelomania. First

described by Howard Kee, it involves the following :

The danger arises when a superficial analys is of two institutions in

two different cultures suggests that they resemble each other. It is an

easy step from t hat to the conclusion that they are parallel phenomena.

In fact their f u nc t i on may be very different in their differing

contexts. Sweeping comparisons between the Graeco-Roman world and the

home of the Gospels are not what is needed. What is needed is careful

study of the New Testament itself before cautious conclusions are drawn

(Tidball, 1983:21).

Now that we have discussed some of the more important sociological and social

scientific problems that face the study of the New Testament, it is important

that we briefly focus our attention on the research that has already been done

on the Ne w Testament, which has a sociological or social scientific

methodology. It is our hope that we will be able to learn from the advances

of these studies, as we l l as heed the wa r n i ng s in terms of methodology and

implementation that they may have for us.

1.4. SOCIAL SCIENTIFIC STUDIES OF THE NEW TESTAMENT

This section does not seek to give an exhaustive list of all the social

scientific studies that have been done in New Testament studies over the last

four decades, but rather to mention those that will no doubt have bearing on

the direction that this thesis takes. As the focus of this thesis is the first

letter to the Corinthians, it seems fitting that we limit our sample of social

scientific research to those that have focused on this epistle. Following

Chow's (1992 :14-21) example, we will divide this section into those

significant studies before 1960, and those significant studies since 1960.

1.4.1. Significant studies before 1960

Some of the earliest scholars who focused their attention on Corinth were

Marxists, who used the sketchy information of the first letter to the

Corinthian church as proof that this particular church was made up of the

poorest strata of Corinthian society i and similar to the working-class

movement of their own day . F. Engels is a good example of such an opinion.
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The history of early Christianity has notable points of resemblance

with the modern working class movement. Like the latter, Christianity

was originally a movement of oppressed people, it first appeared as the

religion of slaves and emancipated slaves, of poor people deprived of

all rights, of people subjugated or dispersed by Rome (Engels quoted in

Tidball, 1983:91).

This opinion was also taken up by other prominent Marxists such as Karl

Kautsky. He developed Engels' view and referred to texts such as 1 Cor. 1:26

to support his opinion. At the same time, scholars such as Ernst Troeltsch,

who were not necessarily Marxists, were also suggesting the same opinion 

that the church was made up of the poor. As a result, it became the consensus

view among New Testament scholars of the time.

This rather broad view of the Corinthian church was first challenged by E. von

Dobschutz, who suggested that the Corinthian church had also included some of

the elite class who were rich and cultured - looked · up to by society as

bearers of status (Chow, 1992:13). In arguing his case, von Dobschutz

represents somewhat of a paradigm shift in the thinking of the scholarly

world. He aimed to free the academic study of the early church from dogmatic

or other i nfluences by "focusing on the historical reality of the communities"

(Chow, 1992:14). He suggested that taking this approach would reveal the real

nature of the early church.

The methodology that von Dobschutz suggested consisted of two main ideas that

are still relevant today. The first is the crucial concept of historical

context. He argued that it is imperative to understand the environment in

which the Corinthian community lived and worked.

Von Dobschutz's second point focuses the attention of the researcher more on

the author and founder of the Corinthian correspondence and community.

It is important to understand the contribution of the founder of a

community in the building of its morals, since 'historical progress

cannot be explained by forces originating in a collective way, but by

eminent leaders or "heroes'" (Chow, 1992:14).

Yet another influential scholar who highlights the situation at Corinth is

Floyd Filson. His attention was concentrated more on the structure of

association in the Corinthian church, and how that affected the dynamics of

the group, given the particular context of Corinthian society. Accordingly,

he argued that it is vital to view the house-church as the context for the

early church. Filson also argued that the early church was probably made up

of a broader constituency than was usually suggested by his contemporaries.

12



1.4.2. Significant studies since 1960.

As with most other scholars, Chow regards 1960 as a turning point in socio

historical . r e s e a r c h , as it marks the advent of the use of sociological

categories with regards to the study of the early church communities. E. A.

Judge can be seen as one of the trendsetters in this regard. In his first book

The social pattern of Christian groups in the first century., published in

1960, Judge sets out to determine whether or not the early Christian movement

was made up of the lower classes. As with von Dobschutz, Judge places great

emphasis on the context of the first century world in order to understand the

social milieu in which the early church existed. However, he differs with von

Dobschutz in that he a dvocates a "comparative study of the early Christian

communities with contemporary , social institutions ' or groupings" (Chow,

1992:18). At this point, Tidball and' Kee might accuse Judge of parallelomania.

Perhaps the most well known recent scholar to have worked on the socio

historical study of early Christian communities is Gerd Theissen. His interest

in the Corinthian church was focused on the apparent tensions and conflict

within the community. He interpreted this conflict in terms of "internal

stratification" - that is, the contradiction between the rich and the poor who

made up the community (Chow,1992:21). Within this broad framework, Theissen

describes Paul as a k ind of "community organiser" who sought to win the

approval of both the rich and the poor.

So far, the research outlined, although using social scientific categories,

is still not really social scientific, as it focuses on description. In more

recent studies, however, scholars have relied more on the explicit use of

models to aid in the i nterpretation of events and interaction of the early

church. For example, P. Marshall has investigated the causes of the hostility

in Corinth in the light of Marcell Mauss' model of friendship and : gift,
exchange. Similarly, Chow illustrates the social networks in Corinth by

focusing on the system of patronage and power relations.

The kinds of models that have been used have not, however, been limited to the

discipline of sociology. Recently, for example, Neyrey has focused on Paul's

cosmology using Mary Douglas's work on "dirt" "taboo" and the relationship

between the physical and social body. He argues convincingly that much of 1

Corinthians can be interpreted in this light. Similarly, Neyrey and Richard

Atkins have separately used Douglas's "giid/group" model to interpret Paul's
communities.
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1. 5. AIMS

As we have already mentioned, this thesis is an experiment in method.

Therefore, the main aim revolves around method. Is it possible to build up a

mrtho-doTd9XJ. wh~_ \a_ke~_~-=~~e'--:-~nt~~;-~=.~~X~==~~~I~, and wh~ is (~9,1 ':l:!l
a~thentical -~X'::--~.!ltttr_QP9:-]:Qgi:ca:I ---=--appr.9~? Our opinion is that not only is it

~Os~_i:l?,le , but; it is (.0'p~~nt that we do strive in this direction. Our attempt

at this combines Mary Douglas's "grid/group" model with a series of questions

developed by Howard Kee, which "interrogate the text" • Focusing on 1

Corinthians, we hope tE'_-t_~t=o~~~~!:tod Lby u~inL~_t- t~~ly_~=---=--~_his =~et_~~

and then ,c omp a r e it with a similarly anthropological approach outlined by"--_.--\ ._. . --_., --._.._-- _. __ .._-----.--- .•. -._- .-- -.

Stephen Barton.

Allied to this central aim are several other-arms -and J"lQP~_~. Through our
---~ _.-_. __..

discussion of 1 Corinthians as a whole, it is hoped that we can Ib u i l d up a
........ , .,..~ -

profiTe\ not only of Paul' stsocLa I world aiicCunive-r~e, but also of the
... ...; •__ ~ _ ~ ..... -" ' .0 '_ . -', ."'. --_ . c ·• •"~.""","<__ , -"~- -,,--. .._. _-,-,~, .••,.,'

Corinthi-ans ....-t he rtl-s e l ve s . Can they be classified in different ways on the
- .• --_._- - -_. .- ~- ....... - - .......,' .......--*-- ..

"grid/group" map? If this is the case, then our methodology has gone some way

in proving its usefulness, as we can then use these differing profiles to add

to our interpretation of the specific passages within the whole which interest

us particularly. Assuming that our methodology "works" in that it helps us
~~__ __M. .,..~__........._~_.__~_. ..

~~up--~~o~~..:::~ i~~-=.o ~- the-situat"i:""o·h .J at· Corinth, and the processes at work,

our next question deals with the specifics. How useful is our method at

providing insight into.:.the-specff fc texts~ which are problematic or difficult
to u~derstand--;-'-- . l..:>' - .;.

Finally, taking into account our practical use of the approach with 1

Corinthians, our aim is to assess our method, critique it, and suggest ways

in which it might be i mproved, changed, or adapted if necessary. We also aim

to suggest several ways in which our method may help in communicating the

world of the New Testament to the lay person. It is our conviction that a

method which does not at some point lead back enriching our own communities,

is a method that is lacking in scope - being somewhat selfish in its insights.

1.6. THE WAY FORWARD.

It is our task here to outline the way forward for this research. Chapter two

will focus on methodology, explaining not only Douglas's "grid/group" model

of understanding a social group, but also some of the ways the model has

evolved over the years in Douglas's thought. We will also discuss the

questions suggested by Howard Kee which allow us to "interrogate the text".

This chapter will then suggest a synthesis of the two ~lements, and a four

step methodology will be outlined.
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Chapter three focuses on the ~~cio~h~s~~!£sal conte~of corinth, emphasising

the cultural norms and way of life in a Roman city. This will help us put the

text of 1 Corinthians in a social setting. This is essential for any

anthropological study. One of our key assumptions is that if we are to

understand the world of the early Christian churches, we need to try and

understand as clearly as possible their way of life, the culture and norms of

their society. In short, if we are studying the early Corinthian church, we

need to try and think like a first century Corinthian Christian.

Chapter four focuses on the \ text "oi: -t he Le t t.er . We "interrogate the text",-- " '- ' - ----- - ---
thereby p l}rld-rng -up--a--profile 0'£ the cornmun Lty and(patil\. This interrogation..- ---..-- - .." '"' f \',_., , ~ \.

involves a detailed analysis of a wide range of areas within the text. The

result is that a detailed profile of the principle players within the text

becomes possible to construct. We will use this information to analyze both

Paul and the Corinthians with reference to Douglas's "g r i d / g r oup " map.

Chapter five involves an \a-s's 'essme n"ti of our overview, and also asks whether our
. L .• ~~-' ·-- '~ -

method is capable of the more focused and directed analysis of selected

passages within the letter. Here, we compare our approach with that of Stephen

Barton in his 1986 article, Paul's sense of place: an anthropological approach

to community formation in Corinth5 • Finally, we will conclude by summing up

our main arguments and findings. We will also discuss ways in which our
"--.._ ._---;"'"

~pproach-m-aY_.E~=iis~d ?r :,mOdif ied)to build up our ~E community .
. - "- - - -

5 New Testament studies, vol. 32, pp. 225-246.
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CHAPTER TWO

METHODOLOGY

2.1. INTRODUCTION

So far in New Testament scholarship, researchers have tended to either focus

on a social scientific or a literary approach. Those approaches that have

_! ," emphasised the ';3Cc 'i a l --s c i e nc e s : have made use of descriptive works to t E¥_ _~nd

understand the social conventions, institutions and culture of the societies

in which the early Christian groups lived, the assumption being that
-- - - " - ----

~mders;~~~,~~9,=.~~= .~~~Cl_~£~~~_c:'! _~11_~__~~~) wi ~l allow ins ight JIl~(), ~~~ ~J:0up
itself. There is nothing wrong with this approach, as is witnessed by the many

articles and books that have been written in this manner. It seems, however,

that the New Testament itself is being relegated to a secondary position -
,--------._,.~-_ _. __ "- -.. _ "..,..--' - -- ~._~.._._._-.._--_ ..¥._----, ,.__._--_._ ._-~-.

tagged on at t~~_~~Qt__~D~_~~~~~~ch a lmost as an aftert~o~ght.

~)5 imilarly , ~i~.=..::a:~5'._:§;:!:udies often relate mor_~_.!:~ st~~~ture, J?~ot, the

particular use of certa±n-words, tens~~ and so on with the result that the

actual people of th~~ext :a r e lost in the endeavour. In this case, the social
~.~,_~~._". _ '", ,, . _. __ ~-_ >-. ' .~ . ~._" . •. _ • • ._.... . . ".• _ J.'~ " .... ;. • •

contrextr-of the text i is sometimes relegated to a secondary position. Therefore,
.....J..; ~---"- _~~~ --.¥~.~_ ~ . . _ . - .. """__

the challenge is to develop an approach that takes both the social-scientific

analysis and the text into equal account.

In the discussion that follows, we hope to lay the foundation for such an

inclusive methodology, suggesting a scenario for how it might look. As we have

mentioned before, we regard this methodology as an experiment. However, before

we outline our approach, we need to lay some methodological foundations and

ask questions such as, "Why anthropology?" Here we will discuss whether

historical anthropology is poss ible, and then outline those areas of interest'

that cultural anthropology and New Testament exegesis have in common. We will

then turn our attention to the work of the renowned Brit ish anthropologist

Mary Douglas. We will trace her work ' f r om her emphasis on purity, taboos and

the body, through to her "group/grid" model.

We will then examine Howard Kee' s work on "interrogating the text", again

offering a critique. Lastly, we will outline the approach to be taken in this

research, which is a synthesis of Howard Kee's work on "interrogating the

text" with Mary Douglas's on the "grid/group" model.
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2.2. WHY CULTURAL ANTHROPOLOGY?

There has been much debate regarding a workable definition of cultural

anthropology. Our task here is not to enter into that debate, but rather to

explain the scope of the discipline and then show its significance for the

study of the New Testament world.

We will d ivide our discussion into four areas '. The first will ask whether

o? h i s t o r i c a l anthropology is possible an important question for an

anthropological approach to the New Testament. The second will ask '~?-\'l .__~he
Z ;discipline of New Testament stuq,i~!LQ\Jog]1t look to a cultural C!:I1E-h~op'ologJs:t ,

(.£:'whii~ t he third will ask ~~~l:!=:-~:!1~1I;:.9p.9iiigi-:~il_~iIH3Tght~s~~__use_f~to .._Ne w

Testament research. The fourth section will look more .=lC?~~l:Y_ _~!:__ !-he
'r _ ••• .J _ •.• • •__._.~~_~_ , . _.__. " .• • " • •. .0,

(j) req~ ~.::~!'L-9.f~_an--+e:t.hhOJJt:.aphi:c:=::: appr6aclL.:....Jto ! ~.~._. ~fa~_--!=_~_~ex:t • These

requirements will form the basis by which we will test our own methodology.

2.2.1. Is historical anthropology possible?

Despite the many different definitions of anthropology that have been devised,

Feeley-Harnik simply sees it as the following: "Anthropology is the

comparative study of huma n behavior" (1982: 95). We will use this simple

definition because it focuses in on the most important aspect of cultural

anthropology - human behaviour, and it hints at the kinds of methodology

associated with the discipline.

During the first half of this century, many anthropologists argued to the

contrary of the above definition. They said that if anthropology aspired to

be a science, it could have nothing to do with history, which a comparative

approach implies. This trend was particularly strong among British social

an~hropologists working in remote parts of Africa (Feeley-Harnik, 1982:96).

Therefore, it is perhaps fitting that it was the prominent British social

anthropologist E.E. Evans-Pritchard who in 1950 argued that "anthropology was

closer to certain kinds of history than to the natural sciences, and it was

in fact 'a kind of historiography'" (Ibid:96). In effect, Evans-Pritchard

reversed the famous dictum that anthropology must choose between being history

and being nothing. Rather, he argued that "'history must choose between being

social anthropology or being nothing'" (Feeley-Harnik 1982:96/7).

Following Evans-Pritchard, anthropologists in the 1960's and 1970's began

focusing again on the relationships between oral history, genealogy, myth
etc.
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The question, then, is not whether anthr?pological methods and theories

can be applied to historical societies for which we have no face-to

face evidence. Obviously they can, within the constraints of the

comparative method, in virtually any context. It would be a

positivistic conceit to assert otherwise .. • A more useful question, at

the moment anyway, is whether anthropological methods and theories can

contribute to our understanding of historical development and change.

The structure is only half the answer. We have to know how it was used,

manipulated, interpreted, and reinterpreted, not only by different

persons or groups in relation to one another but also by the same

persons or groups in relation to one another but also by the same

persons and groups in different times and places. Indeed, we are

compelled to recognise that there is no one structure to the social

life of any people but rather as many structures as there are groups

and individuals to construct them, differing according to their

changing perspectives in patterned, planned, unexpected, and frequently

contradictory ways (Ibid:98).

In this form of study, argues Feeley-Harnik, the focus is not on "society" but

on a "social field" over time.

The problem then is not to understand how a system works but rather how

it is worked by the individuals and groups involved in such a way as to

achieve their goals, which mayor may not be in harmony with the goals

of those around them. This is the crux of the matter for biblical

scholars concerned with developing a truly substantive understanding of

the Sitz im Leben of religious belief. There simply is not the evidence

to achieve that kind of detailed picture of historical times (1982:98

99) .

(1 /
How then do we answer the critiques of scholars who say that the historical'" ,_..~_"..,,,,~__........~. ,__~,, .,....-_........~>~~,._......,....._~_,,~¥,~ _'.'~ ._,,,_._ ,,,_, "--"~'_'_J'_ ~_~

reconstruction of the biblical world rsfimpIDss i b1e due to lack of r ;-liable__ _ _ . "- ~J--'-._ _ ~_ _ . •

eV~dence - those who say that participant observation and hands-on ethnography

is the only way to get such detailed data.

Fee1ey-Harnik suggests \~~~_~E~wer s :

Q;ri r s t l y , she asserts that the ~~!_~!._.~~=_~esearcher does~

guarantee that t~e ethnography will have an appreciation for the subtlety of----- -- - \. ---------'--- --._~----~- ~ . --

the situat.ion.
~-----_.

:·:/.::;s e c o nd l y , she believes there is never-enough-data, because the questions
.- ......----- - "-- - '-~ ~-- \.

alw<3X~ __Qharig~ , provok-ing- ·a····search-for--more _.i n fOl:matron .' l In this regard,
\......... ( .....,._~-------_._._-_.__._.._. .. . -----..

historians seem to~hav~theca9.YE,n.t.a9.-e"::"Q:cn:JjiC:l§Ig.n~. "Knowing how events ended,"- . - --- _.~-----------

they are in .~_~~~E._.'posj:.t:.i,o~ to interpret how they ... b~g~.Tl u c:l..Tld. d.-eve1C?pecp,
(1982:99).
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2.2.2. How New Testament Studies looks to an anthropologist

Charles Kraft (1985:390-400), writing from a theological point of view raises

a number of points that are also relevant in this discussion. Firstly,

(f) an:h>:_?P~.!~9~sts ~~~~¥:~~~:::: _~~~_~!:! _J)~ha-viouf ;.~i~h ,a partJc::uDir .-·focus o.~ the
cul-tura-l-±nfTuences and cultural results of--that -'oeha vi6ur. Seen from this" ---==-~ \ _._~_'-' - .._----------~-~-~ -- -- - ,
p~~ctive, cultural anth!"J2PQ].ogy_high:J.J.gl'!!:s_ the c,ult~e-=:;bou!:l:9h~ ,:.cOt
theology---==:in:-:--gen'-ej;;al, including New Testament theology, as it has been---- ._--
developed and taught. We need to become aware of the assumptions and bias of

our discipline, which has primarily been produced within "Western" cultures

and for "Western" audiences . It is almost impossible to understand a foreign

cultura if we insist o n using our own categories and terms to describe the

behaviour of that culture's people. Rather, we need to learn the indigenous

categories and terms used by the people of that culture themselves. When

embarking on historical research regarding the social world of the New

Testament, Kraft suggests that perhaps we could learn much through comparative

study of the New Testament world with contemporary cultures that are more

similar to that under investigation than the "Western" culture and worldview.

In this way, perhaps we could help suggest some possible alternatives where

the information we have is too sketchy (Kraft, 1985:391). Also, since we are

doing this research in Africa, perhaps we need to pursue Kraft's suggestion

and explore the possible insights that our own context can bring to the New

Testament .

(~) The second point suggests that cultural anthropology appreciates the
'- , -

difference between what Kraft calls an "academic" theology and a "folk"

theology. He contends that it is '~k" theoi"ogi:es that(peopTe.:::!£fiiaTlY":lt~~

by, not ' the official "academic" the;-i-~gi~~. He wri~;;;-U;at these folk
-" _ .r'

theologies are;

more influential than academic theologies, tend to relate more

obviously to "life issues", and proliferate most when Christian faith

is most vigorous. They often tend to be more lived than analyzed (in

contrast, often, to academic theologies) (1985:392).

While New Testament scholars do not often use the same terminology as Kraft,

the essence of the argument remains valid. Cultural anthropology can help us

flesh out the differences between the official "great tradition" and the

"little tradition". In Pauline research, perhaps a task could be to, rediscover

what "folk theology." or "little tradltioij)' is in operation in commu~-iti~~ such
_ ... _ ,~-<- - _. -._, ..--.......",....-....0'-

as Corinth, \'f.~.!JQwhi~h (:.~u l ! who may repres~;:;t ·-th~-~m~rging "official" or

"great traditio~ ~~ is in conflict.
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,r~/,Th ird lY , '~!:~al~str!:t:: hr9P~109Y also ~~.cogni~e~ the ~~s Sib .l l ~~y ._~!_ .-s_~~~r~.l/ ':1(/i(-l)
'.~ equal-l-y-..val~d _~nterpretat~ons of the same event or behavLouz - w~th each '-- .. /

interpret~~i;-~-" ;:~babiy- e~J b;ing P!_rt.!Y":'=! !:l_"'~.!~fct;r- The 7haJ.-renepe is for

V scholars of the New Testament tdis~eer-aw~¥ fr~~ attempting to disco~er_~_~e

~ ~i:"e)?,J:. ,~~~th of the N~w.Test:..a.ment, or ey~n of a spec:..if~c _.prob~.~m.

There are many-t:ru'tns ithat are equa Llyr va l-Ld (Kraft, 1985: 392).. I, _ _ ~.---_ .. -- ----._.. ._ _ ..

t4 Finally, cultural ant.hropoLoq Ls t s doCE'@~!--=w ~lbire--assomethIng~~a£r;( One

cannot take a still photograph of a culture and expect to be able to interpret

that culture from the information gleaned from the photograph. The same is

true for New Testament research. The sourc~~that we have are very limited,=- ~- ,_ . I _._ .

.~uch-l-ike-a-~~H-l=Fhot§-Sira:eD , there ~,?re ~e c.cmnOtJ eJ<pect to be able to

interpret the ear!.Y .S:l'1Ei:stian commun~t:ies, their motivations, beliefs and so

on, ~rfiplYi eY) the texts .5_h a t ...!:.he ¥,_ l e f t _behi~d . Just as much of the meaning of

culture is expressed in the process of life, so is it true for the New

Testament communities.

2.2.3. Anthropological insights useful to New Testament research.

The first and perhaps most obvious point to be made here, is that fD we are

to try and understand .!.l!.e,_ Ne w. Test.<=irnl? !:1~ .c ommu n i t i e s , we need the "sharpest--- -_.._----------- -_..- -. --
insights possible into the nature and workings of that within which humans_ _ _____ --_.~~ .• F '" -- .-

'live and move and have their being ' - cul!:u~e" (Kraft, 1985:394). In an

influential book (forworded by Mary Douglas), Robert A. Atkins (1991:23ff)

discusses this problem of culture and exegesis further. He introduces the

problem by referring to this quote from Robert Ulin:

Both the textual scholar and the anthropologist are confronted with the

difficult task of appropriating that which is alien or not one's own

••• the [anthropological] process that characterizes the comprehension.
of human actions and cultural products is not essentially different

from the interpretation of a text as a life expression. (1991:23-24)

The central question then, that both the anthropologist and the exegete ask

is : ;'§~ is it possibl.!:L-t9_understand - from my cultural perspective _
•.. ----.-_-------- .. -- - ' .

culturally embedded phenomena from another time or another place" (1991:24).

(:;, In answering this question, anthropologist I C l i f f0.E9.._,Gj!~rtz proposed the

concept of a 1' t hT c k description" ~h ich i~-atcatt~~~to put a cUltural-~vent
_,",- ~ __~__ I • --•._ _._-j.~. . . ~- ~._.. - ..- -:. ..._"__~".__..__._.*_._..__ ":"""-~..._:_ .- - - :..:.._..__.

in!~_=ociological categories by describing it fully, with extensive detail,

so that i t is understandable for the culture of the ethnographer. Hence,

"interpretati.on" is e a dePJ-cti,on of "rea~ world ~~C!J_i_~y " , but an attempt

to make that cult u rally specific phenomenon understandable! to a specific
__._' .. _ ._ - --••- - '- 1 . - . • ' .- • __ _ . "_

audience. To try and attain a "real world" description is impossible.
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This idea of a "thick description" has been taken up by several New Testament

scholars. All have faced the same problem - the~s ,s i mp l ¥~~.Q~gh ::j

information to -~~titute anything detai-led enough to be a . "thickdescri2tiop"

of th~N~- ';;s t ame nt wo~ld-:-'-Th~~~for~ ~e are forced back to our original

question. However, in-his ' wo r k on cro~_!?-cultural' inteJ;pr_et~tio~:' Geertz has
-~~ - . - -~

also outlined an allied _,p r o b l e m. In any attempt at cross-cultural

interpret~tio~ of cultural phenomena, there is (~~d to be a " %1.Il~ral:[r,'tity

to ethnocen!=E~c:.__ rn_i~int_erpretatio n.j (Atkins, 1991:25). The tendency is to--"'..•_~ ..,--,_.- .._..

interpret the "weaker" culture which is being observed, in terms of the

ethnographer's own "stronger" culture. Atkins' argument is that this problem

which faces all cultural anthropologists, also faces the literary exegete who

is attempting to interpret cross-cultural meaning.

A further confusing factor for the researcher regards the use of language 

especially as it relates to culture. It is widely ,ackn.?,~!~~ged that 1.ang':!~ge

is .not:) objecti've. It encodes the ideology of the dominant culture in hidden .
' - - - -,-- _.- ._ -- -----. . .

and subversive ways. The implication is that cross cultural interpretation is

suspect because the process of interpretation puts the meaning of the

interpreted phenomenon into the encoded ideology of the interpreter (Atkins,

1991:35). Therefore, what happens is that:

.•. all interpretation becomes misinterpretation, or, alternatively,

each and every interpretation is correct. Relativism replaces fixed

meanings; subjectivity replaces rationality. (1991:35)

Hence, we must abandon any lingering thoughts that anyone approach will

capture the whole truth of the situation being discussed. We must be content _}/

with many interpretations which are all valid to some extent. A further

complicat ion which makes interpretation more difficult, and necessitates a

more nuanced approach, is that tanguag~~deal s not so much with the ~~eology

embedded within Lt , but in communicati!1g ~_tl1:Cir:_~,I1g -and emotion.

Language is made up of thoughts ', not merely words and syntax. And

thoughts are cultural things. Meanings are felt, not simply reasoned .

And feelings are both culturally conditioned and seldom derivable with

any degree of accuracy from written records. Experience with

contemporary cultures and languages more similar than those of Europe

to biblical cultures and languages can provide clearer windows into

many scriptural meanings than most learned theologians can provide - as

many missionaries who have worked in such languages and cultures

frequently attest (Kraft, 1985:395).

As a result of the above, Kraft suggests that we need to encourage a moveraway
'=- - .............._ -..,_l

from the following commonly held beliefs:
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(a) biblical languages are qualitatively different from other

languages; (b) biblical texts should be analyzed as if they were

written as technical, scientific treatises; (c) words are the focal

points of language; (d) we cannot interpret scriptural language the way

we interpret ordinary language; (e) the meanings of biblical words are

accurately discovered by tracing their etymologies; and (f) literal

translations more faithfully convey the original meanings than other

types of translat ions (1985:395-6).

How then do we use anthropology and exegesis in New Testament studies?
' -~~- - '

Referring tOPau1ine studies, for example, Atkins suggests that, "the goal is

not) to describe the historic Paul, but to come into dialogue with him,
" " -- ~'-'- - - - -- -_ .~---------------_._-_..•._-- - -- -------~---------

reflexively aware of his critique of ,ourown culture" (1991:35-36).

V
, '...->

To achieve this kind of dialogue, we need to know the ' 1i;I!l i-:tat,iori~ ' of the

model's we use. We cannot simply transfer an anthropological model as it
. ------" . .

o'utlined for anthropological field study, into ' another area of investigation" _ _ ~___ . . '._ . _. -~ _~_____ "M_. _ _. J

such as New Testament studies, al~c:'.\lg l1 there are si_~};:~~: it:.~:.:> in the approach

of the disciplines .

• • . interpreting a text is not, the same as interpr~!:i_n.9__9J,ll.t ,llr e . The
---._- . -- -- - " . -- -- - ,- -- ... ,-.----' ---,-~ ' ,- - _.-

text may be "mined" or scanned for bits of ethnographic information. It

may be subj.ected to literary analysis to determine the author's point

of view and narrative function. But the text alone cannot proviq~_the

feedback necess~y "f.~ __~h~_':..<:>~~~i.cation model to operate. (Atkins,

199--r; 3 6 ) .

Therefore, precisely because we are involved in reconstrlicting-hl sto r y)in New--------, - - -- -_.---- .. - _.._.._--- --_ . _..._-~---- _ . _ - ,------
Testament studies, we need _to-:::go__ f .urther") than previous stugies_have done in

,-.-~ -- -
developing methods to redescribe literary texts in sociological terms.

Interpretive ethnographers in the field have the luxury of repeated

exposure to ritual patterns and behavior. They can ask about the

manifest meaning of patterned behavior and cultural artifacts. The

literary critic cannot. When we ask interpretive questions of ancient

texts, our modern assumptions concerning human culture reign unchecked.

Our focus on the world of the native is not enough. We do not have

enough ethnographic information; only selected portions of elite and

privileged ancient society are represented in the corpus of literary

data. (Atkins, 1991:38)

In ' ;~ we hold that anthropological insights can and should impact in four

vital areas of the New Testament endeavour:
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interdisciplinary, and

for the historical

(a) By enabling New Testament scholars to more rea~!ily~§rstand--the - cu ltural

context of and ~ts ~n f~uence on the early Christian c~mmunities.

(bllB~enabling these researchers to better co~unic~~~he_New

Testament world to contemporary audiences - by painting a picture of the
--.,._--~~----

people, message and vitality of the text in a way that is easily accessible

for the ordinary reader .

(c) By enabling New Testament scholars to "understand and compensate for the

kinds of influence that their own culture has on their perceptual and

interpretational efforts" (Kraft, 1985:394).

(d) By stimulating the development of "homegrown " ,

focused models that are specifically designed

reconstruction of the New Testament world.

2.2.4. Ethnography and biblical exegesis.

In view of the difficulties facing an ethnographic approach to the New

Testament, Atkins suggests that there are other ways to get the sort of

ethnographic data we need. The crux of his argument rests on his view that

ethnography"and lexege ~-~are rco-mpara?.~e_~nd simil?r. Therefore, by identifying
"--.: -,CC_ --:---- ',--- _ __ ' ---~-------- ---

some of the characteristics of ethnography, Atkins hopes to make them

applicable to exegesis as well (1991:39-40).

The fo~lo~ing points are the 1.::~SJ;~ir_e:~,emts-,' ().~ '.Ci_t h: o r y . of ethnography or

cultural anthropology. In this section, Atkins draws upon the work of Merton,

who offered a "Paradigm for functional analysi~in sociology". It is helpful
-~-- - ---- - - ~ ..- - - -

to discuss these requirements in some detail, as they may then form the basis

of a "check" for our own methodology.

~} Firstly, the 's e l e c t -i o n'-- of da~a' to be analyzed determines the .r e suLt.a: of the
, - - .~-- ~~ ~~- ~ - .. . .-

study. As eth~ograp~y i s ~nteres~ed . ~~ t_~~_~~~~_~i_O~~_?_f _ ~e~a~_f_~'!E' _'"_~ee~ to rf!!J
fo~us on unde.r s t.andd.nq the r~!Sl a n wh~ch ~!:>::~rYab1:e "-behav);QI.l l:',:::funct ~ons) a.n a

soc~ety. Therefore;

The data in which we are interested are evidences of- repetitive or

patterned behavior. As Merton lists them, these include :' s o c i al r o Te s ,

institutional pa t t e rn's,. social processes, cultural pattern, curturally
'--

patterned-embti~, social nor~_s~ ) group "o r g a n i z a t i o n , social s t ruct.ur-e ,

devic~;;~-- f~cra1.-Eont"i6C-· ; t c " (Atkin~ ~ i991 ;41 ).

In addition, the description of patte::...r:.e.~ behay~ur should include five

"c a t e go r i e s) of observation:
- --'
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(1) the l~.(Qn of participants in the pattern within the social

structure - differential participation;

(2) consideration of alternative modes of behavior excluded by emphasis

on t he ob;~~;~d--p~tt~;~ (i.e., att~ntion not only to what occurred but

also to what is neglected by vir~~e of the eXistin~ pattern);

(3) the emotive and cognitive meanings attached by participants to the

pattern;

(4) a distinction between the motivations for participating in the

pattern and the objective behavior involved in the pattern;

(5) regularities of behavior not recognized by participants but that

are nonetheless associated with the central pattern of behavior

(Ibid:4l-42).

How is this applicable t o the Pauline church? Atkins suggests that the first

category would describe the participants, their social status and their group

affiliation. The second category, which looks at excluded behaviours, is

relevant to the discussion of the group boundaries of the Pauline church in

its urban setting. The third, which examines the meanings attributed to the

behaviours by the participants, is given by Paul himself in his letters. The

fourth category, which examines motivation is perhaps the most "slippery" for

a discussion of the Pauline church. For this we have to look at any clues we

may find i n the text of Paul's letters. The fifth category - patterns of

behaviour not recognised by the participants - has been invaluable to New

Testament study, however, "we do not have available to us independent

observation of the earliest phenomena. We have only the observations of the

participants themselves" (Ibid:42). Therefore, this category, although

extensively drawn upon, is also a "slippery" category for use in New Testament

study, as it relies on data inferred from the form of the letters themselves .

"
.?) s e c o nd l y , one needs to keep the observation of the motivations of participants

separate from the objective consequences of attitude, belief and behaviour.

i. e. "Paul's description in Romans 6 may not correlate with the way the ritual

actually functioned in the Pauline church" (Ibid:43). Similarly, in one's

observation, there needs to be a clear distinction between conscious

motivations for social behaviour and its objective consequences. i.e. "Merton

cautions us to be careful to include in our observations behaviors that are

both functional and dysfunctional for the social system. There may be more

than one consequence of an identifiable repet itive behaviour" (Ibid:43).

Thirdly, the requirements (needs I prerequ isites) of a group under study,

determine the relationships and consequences of behaviour. Therefore, the

descriptive task of the New Testament scholar is to attempt to,
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•.. discern the "functional requirements" of the subgroup, "the Pauline

Church", in order t o understand the ways in which various behaviors and

ideologies functioned or dysfunctioned (Ibid:46).

How do we then deal with the problem of establishing validity? Clearly there

is no easy validation process. The responsibility lies with the reader to

either decide that the argument is clear and logical, or fanciful. However,

there are several pointers that can be used by the reader to focus his or her

attention on this problem. Does the argument make sense from the reader's

cultural perspective? Does it seem to make sense from the reconstructed

perspective of the original author? Do other methods of investigation concur

with or contradict the r e s u l t s of the study?

c/: Fourthly, Merton argues that a concrete and detailed description of the social

mechanisms of the group is necessary. For the Pauline church, this is

impossible, given the nature of the evidence. We can only guess, and our

guesswork cannot be nearly detailed enough. Therefore, Atkins suggests that

an examination of the "functional alternatives" for particular social

structures, may be able to substitute for participant observation.

Essentially, this refers to the process whereby, if a social mechanism is no

longer available to the group, what other social mechanisms fill the void?

What are the trajectories of thought in the Pauline church? (Ibid:47).

,:,. Fifthly, we need also to take into account the changes in context or

environment, and how that might affect the group. For example, it might be

useful to ask how the delay in the Parousia affected the social mechanisms of

the Pauline church? (Ibid:48). Did it lead to modifications and changes, which

can be interpreted as a symptom of anxiety and stress in the group? According

to Merton's method, "Change occurs when stress on one part of the body - the

dynamic system, the tensile structure - causes other parts to shift or

compensate f~r that stress" (Atkins, 1991:48). Therefore, we must be aware

that change in ideology reflects changes in the social system. Gro~Q~~o not

remain static.

;:;. Lastly, one of the central problems of this approach to the study of the early

church is that the ~~~C!~_nc~ is__~.!1X~..J;~ Tlt igl. Therefore it is very difficult to

validate. Other tools and methods are required. Atkins suggests that Douglas ' s

"grid/group" approach is such a method (1991:50).

2.3. MARY DOUGLAS

Mary Douglas, the British anthropologist is well known to New: Testament

scholars primarily for her work in the ar~a_of pollution and taboo, and her

"grid/group" methodology. Although our focus is predominately on the

"grid/group" model, it is important also to examine Douglas's earlier work on
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pollution, taboo and the interplay of the physical and social bodies, as this

forms the backdrop against which the "grid/group" model was derived. Just as

it is important to discover the social context of the New Testament authors

in any discussion of their work; it is important to trace the development of

Douglas's ideas, if we are to understand the "grid/group" model clearly.

2.3.1. purity

Much of Mary Douglas's earlier work which we have so far referred to using

terms such__as~pOllut~IOn and-taboo, can be collectively di~~~~~£ under the
~ -- ~._ - ,- -".--....._--_.._...-----._-_._.."._-

title, "purity", which is more inclusive. Douglas's interest in purity

revolves mainly around the various "purity-_rule's" that are par~~ex§tr.:y
. '____._--0..---- . --- - . ~-

culture. How do we make sense of these rules? Why are they important? What do-they say a bout the culture of the society that hold them? What is their social

function? What are the consequences of breaking the purity rules?

Douglas understands purity rules to be in .oPE:E i:i_t,ion at $e_,,-erc3.l,_9iff~~ent
-------

" f e v e l s . At the Iper~I-Tey§)1 the rules regulate what one is allowed to~=~~,

/ who m one is allowed to ,touch and how one is to deal with bodily waste. At the
',- ./ .-, ._-. -- --.

;yso'?.!~..r -l e .;e r , purity rule's govern whom one is allowed t~arq) an.d under ~cat

.' condit-i0nsinter ii~fion-with otb.e iS and participaEi6-ii- i n e vents, are allowed or
,----/ --- - -- - -- _.. __._-- _._---- -- ---' ----_...-...._ ~.- -

}~ not . At the \ CI11Tic:l~v,~J they limit who., l:.3~._~~_~er . ~.~E:! _~~~e:..~~- s;Ea~~ and

off~ciate-at sacred gatherings. Finally, Douglas also recognises that purity'---- , ...-/ '

.~Jruie!ssc)~t imes operate at a ',(:josm1:c- TeveT"f For example, for Da~iel in the Old

Testament , the defTTe me iiF 'oT the sanctuary meant that the 6Q-$mOS as a whole, .~--- -- -_. . _. --" .~ "-

had also become defiled (Isenberg and Owen, 1977:2). A motivating factor in

Douglas's interest in these levels of purity rules, is the assumption: "To

I understand- -the- -systertC -Qf - -puritY=:"i5il.es, their 199icj and function, is tot (,~ ..,_,_ u___ __ __ ....-, -. __ . .
( understand much about a society" (Ibid:2). In other wo r d s , getting to know the

'- -- -- .-, ~-~-- - ~--~-- ------ "- ~. ...~

purity rules of a society is Douglas's entry point in getting to interpre.t . the
---_._----._--~--------_._---_ .--.~_.....,-- ~

society in gene~al. This assumption is possible because Douglas perceives the

purity.::ru les of a society to be I>a~~~-=-orthe _~y~tem-of-that'--s6c{ety .

The ~Tst-em-6rl:>~ity rules, t.herr , implies a _.C::lassifica~i9JL:§ystgrn- which

corre~lates with ,t~e patterns of all other classific:~t ,i_on sy_stems in a

given society (Ibid:2-3) .

Douglas argues here that purity rules, just like the other social rules are-- ----- ---,-- - ..... _..._- _..-

socializ~~-i~~..? ~·a :r:i~,rs<:i~_~,s9E:!rception lof ..theworld·-:?y his or her society. They

are ,~ugh~ and ~~~o~~=accep!~~ _~~ normat~v3. This process is particularly

vis~ble and obsery.abre with respect tot.-~-· purity rules regulating th~b~ciy .

ThiS'is because the b.9dy can be--VJewed as a ~-i~~.<?,~c:l,Slm "Where physiological

pollutions become i~portant symbolic representations of other undesirable

contacts and events in the social or cosmological sphere. Therefore, the (crux !

of Douglas's argument goes as follows: ,~
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So if we can learn how a person understands the workings of that

complex system c a l l e d the body, its organisation, its spatial

arrangement, and its priorities of needs, then we can guess much about

the . total pattern of self-understanding of the society, such as its

perception of its own workings, its organisation, its power structure,

and its cosmology. The human body, then, ~s-a-urrtv~rs~symooI-system1- _.. . - ,,1- - _ _______

every society attempts in some way to socialize its members, to educate

its bodies (Isenberg and Owen, 1977:3).

How then doe s this understanding of the body help us? Douglas suggests that

certain u nderstandings of the body held in the group, correspond to certain

social structures. Therefore, if the social structure of the group changes,

for any r e a s o n i the u nd e r s t a nd i ng of the body will also change in a

corresponding manner. Further, the cosmology which legitimates the particular

understanding of the body and the social structure will of necessity also

change in an analogous way.

The ~~rrcatr~ in Douglas 's argument at this point, then, is as follows:

~tr~"g--s09ial-~ont.!"o J:~ in the .~?"c:.ie!y will in turn m~~_':l~~em~~d-=roi:' ~!!g_

b_~~.?:.~X;£ffri_t:'i;oi~s. Here Douglas recognises a d~rect relat h9J.l?hip betwe!.!n s~

control; and bodily co~trol. Hence, Douglas's emphasis on purity and its rules

are 'P~~ i n per~~tive, since the argument is that rlea~g-~E.~ concern f or -~-
J)3:!'t~ becomgs one ~ay of categorizing~different social structur13 l:;. (Isenberg

and Owen, 1977:3).

A question that now needs to be asked regarding Douglas's work on purity is,

[" H"ow-ldo we put:.. i~ ._into ._.pr.actice? W~o we_.look fori, and h.o.w d~..wE£':.f.~£ognise

it?" In other words, we now need to flesh out the model in order to make it

more practically applicable in the field.

We have followed Douglas's argument for understanding the physical body as a
symbol of the social body. In Purity and danger, Douglas suggests that in the

same way that ~:<?c:-f~t::y.:~:can ·b·e=-studred i by.. fqg"~.§~.!lij.~orCi~.§=J;I9.l@~!~'f~p, ma£9.!:lls~
and internaT "s~~_··i:ictu,resi so~a~ the physica~_body be studied using the same

categories, because of the relationship between the two bodies. At this point,

Doug las b e g i n s to refine her basic model and begins to explain the elements

of a more comprehensive theory. She focuses on ;t wo--- a r e a s that we have already
'- --~'---..L.

mentioned :

1. The symbgTic .correspondenC"e' between the physical and social body. This

remains the~x of the argument.

2. The ~~~yi1s ~ 9f ~.~~~_C:~~Ee , boundaries and margins " exploring the
relationship of the two bodies.
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The social body constrains the way the physical body is perceived. The

physical experience of the body, always modified by the social

categories through which it is known, sustains a particular view of

society. There is a continual exchange of meanings between the two

kinds of bodily experience so that each reinforces the categories of

the other (Douglas, 1973:93).

Douglas then suggests in her discussion tif structure, boundaries and margins

that these aspects of the social and 'p hy s i c a l bodies correspond as macrocosm

to microcosm. Hence the ~~~c~~,~ of society is replicated in the structure

of the body, where structure is understood to refer to the re! '!1:io.l}§l:!:!-p of the

res~=-ct,~::~ ..,,~~j:ly_. part s . Similarly, \~u-ri'·difd.e~~ refer to the respective

de~:::n~£~E,~.~'ted around thf::!,t.~~_ !?.c:>9~E?s, and I.~arg~~~s refers to entrances, exits

and their exuviae (Neyrey, 1990:106).

As this is a particularly important aspect of Douglas's thinking, perhaps it

would be useful to reflect more on these three aspects, and how Douglas refers

to them. Neyrey (1990:110) outlines the t hree 'asp'ects"7a s follows:
... - - --

) I/; , 'Int;ern'aT~-stri.iCCifier focuses on how the hierarchy of social roles is mirrored
...... ~ - - - - '........--------/ - ----' - '---_._-

in a hierarchy of bodily parts . Therefore eyes are more important than ears,

and the head is more i mportant than the feet, and so on. This hierarchy may

be invest igated in physical behaviour as well as in, language. For example we
- - .. ._... ---' -

may note that in our own culture we often talk of the h-e~d"of-the-family, the .'J,

head of an-organ-rsation and so on.'---- ,......--'

G?s i mp a rlY, \:bound~'~res! can be described as the e.:cte~.n~_l.. p~r~~f:::er that d~f~nes ,

or ' ~u ard5-'somethrn , or they can be understood as the 11 serTes' -of- r nte'rnal':"
- - ~-- _ . __.._ - --. ---_0.. •.

lines that J:ll~p_.?~~_p;:gp~,t:"., .identity_,and_pLace" (1990:110). Hence, boundaries

may- be (~xt:ern'a-1) ~k~.n , clothing, hair, or cf nterna'].» for example, cultural

defi~itio;~ 'Of -ma l e and femai~' ~o l~s . Often, h-~~~r , it is the \ marg l.;;;-~rid
----- . . •....' --- ,...--.----". -- . .,, ... .. ' '__..:'--,: /'7 "'-

orifices that are most easily observable to the investigator. ,~)

Because they are~;gate~ to the interior, the bodily orifices must screen
-- '-----._- .- ""'- ---

out what does _Il.0~!?E?t9.ng_, and._guard-.against_.an ,_.en~mY_9l:' . .a pollution

e ntering. The giiarding.,orific'es are the eyes , ears, mouth, and genitals

(Neyrey, 1990:111).

Douglas also d~~ises ~-;;e;;:~~~ to mak~ . the di'scuss'i-on-or€fiese-'f~~t~~~...L.-- ........ _._~.~.~...

more precise and more easily verifiable. She distinguishes between:
.....,.,-------....

~ . -; -: (. ' ~-; .:

" formal/ informal

7 smooth/ shaggy

5. structured/unstructured

ft .ritualism/effervescence.
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Formal/informal: Here Douglas contends that a controlled physical body may be

described as formal. That is if it characterised by, "social distance, well

defined, public and insulated roles" (Douglas cited in Neyrey, 1990:106). On

the other hand, an uncontrolled physical body is informal and is characterised

by role confusion, familiarity and intimacy.

Smooth/shaggy: Douglas uses the term "smooth" to refer to clear group ideals

where roles are defined and a hierarchy of authority is in place. "shaggy" on

the other hand, refers to individualism, criticism of the system, and less

commitment to roles or structure. These terms express much the same as

formal/ in formal. Both look at the connection between the body and social

roles.

Structured/unstructured: These terms refer to the kinds of values and

responses that are held in esteem by a group. A "structured" situation is

where there is a minimum of possible responses allowed in a particular

situation. There are a number of prescribed responses that the individual is

required t o abide by. "Unstructured" refers to a situation where informality

is valued, there is a tendency to abandon reason and there is license for

abandonment and more bodily expression (Neyrey, 1990:106) ;

Ritualism/effervescence: Once again these words are used by Douglas to

describe the tension between corrtro l " .and uncont r o n Hence, ir i t u a l Ls m-(r e f e r sL__ ____ _ ' r '---- - - - - -- .I -- - -
to a controll:e::o:--sT t:uatilon, while affer.vescence refers to an iun-cont r-ofled

"-.-------- --_. . - -. i < • ---~" --"""" '''----''~'~

situation.

Douglas fleshes out these distinctions by defining the conditions for

ritualism and effervescence respectively. In Natural symbols (1973:103-104)

she shows these condit ions i n terms of the social dimension and the symbolic

order.
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Conditions for ritualis~:

(Mary Douglas, 1973.103)

SOCIAL DIMENSION SYMBOLIC ORDER

1. High classification, strong Condensed symbolic system; ritual

control. differentiation of roles and

's Lt.uatLons , Magical efficacy

attributed to symbolic acts.

2. Assumption that interpersonal Symbolic distinctions between inside

relations must be subordinate to and outside.

public patterns of roles.

3. Society differentiated and Symbols express high values set on

exalted above self. control of consciousness.

.
- . --_. _. --- i

Conditions for __eff_ervescence:

SOCIAL DIMENSION SYMBOLIC ORDER

1. Weak control Diffuse symbols; preference for

spontaneous expression, no interest

in ritual differentiation; no

magicality.

2. Little distinction recognised No interest in symbolic expressions

between interpersonal and public of inside/outside.

patterns of relations.

3. Society not differentiated from Control of consciousness not
itself. exalted. .

(Mary Douglas, 1973:104)

Neyrey (1990:107) neatly sums these tables up as follows:

Ritualism · is symbolized in differentiation of roles, sacramental

attitudes to rites, distinctions between inside and outside, and a high

value placed on control of consciousness. Effervescence is expressed in

diffused symbols, preference for spontaneity, absence of interest in

magic or sacraments, and the absence of control over consciousness.

Douglas advocates that these terms will help focus the researcher on aspects

of beh~~-iour t hat high1i~~;-~~~-relationsh-i-p-:-b~~we~t;l theph~si.~-~"r1 and \~oc ial
-... " ./

bodies. She also argues that they will h.e_l_~_outline the cosmol.oqy, of the gro~p
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under investigation. Douglas demonstrates this by outlining the typical

attitudes (cosmology) of both strong and weak controlled groups.

2.3. 1 ~ 1. CosmoLogyof- a - cont_r;j)l~e<l__boc!L:
~---------- --' ~- --_. _ -- -

Purity: here there is a correspondinglystrcS·ng .~?~~.!rnl fC?!,._p_~~~t:X in both the

physical and social body. There is a strong aversion to "pollution", which is

defined by the group and would typically include spittle, faeces and menses.

Margins are. it·i.5!~.!=-::~y:-- ccm.t, r_6J:re.c!.: Control of the physical body is a way of

controlling one's interaction with people and things that do not fit the

group's ideals - for example the taboos attached to lepers, who are inevitably

outsiders (Neyrey, 1990:108).

Ritual: Here, one can expect to find fixed "rituals f gr determining and
__~__~_••~ ~ ~ 0- _

co;~olli~g boundaries '- who can belong and who is an outsider. Outsiders are'--- . ~ .

barred, and therefore are not schooled in the traditions of the community.

Within these rituals, o ne would expect to find a clear hierarchy where roles

and status are clearly defined.

Personal identity: Here the fOcu li; is e~.I~.:c~!:d. to

individual finds personal identity in terms of his. or.. - - - -~..-~-_.~--- ~-_.- - .;-~- .--- ".- ' . - . ,", ~ - --

gr~p'_.. Awareness of one's identity is l~arned,
"--.

nonindividualistic.

~;'

be \9£2~p~os±ente? The

her particiPEtj 9n in .the

or socialized and is

Body: The .~.9y is 'st .r:~iigl:5;__gQrit: r o ll.ed , and there is concern for pollutants and

dirt.

Sin: One wo u l d expect in a highly controlled society that =~~ is~- soc i~~ ly

de!ir:~_~ '7s the v.iolation - of--thegro112~.~_.:~!:~s_ ~~~_I1..?rm~ '. Therefore, much

energy would be directed towards protection against pollution and threats .

• . __ , ~_._ • . _> • .4.

2.3.1.2. C~~mo~Qg~_~~ _a~_ ~n~ontr~ll~d bodY2

Purity: Here One would expect the opposite of a controlling cosmology. Hence,

there is a weak concern for purity where there is tolerance for diversity.

Holding an opinion contrary to the norm does not spell out expulsion as it

would in a controlled society.

Ritual: The rejection of strong entrance rituals and of clear group boundaries

are typical of this t ype of community. There would probably be poor role

differentiation and consequently fluid social status. Effervescence and

spontaneity are probably highly valued.

Personal identity: in contrast to a controlled society, individualism is

pronounced and valued. Personal identity is not defined in terms of the group

as society is seen as oppressive. Assigned roles are therefore, probably
rejected.
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Body: The body is not viewed here as a bounded system . How the body is

perceived is not determined by social rules. Spontaneity and bodily

abandonment are valued as indicators of a more spiritual existence.

Sin: In this context, sin would probably be defined in terms of personal

ethical decisions, and not defined by the community. Sin is not a violation

of societal norms •

.__ . . (' (1/
The value of these descr Lpt Lone" is that they point_~,l,lt the r e Lat.LonehLp - -

~. .-._ .. ... ~ _._~-~- -- ~- ~-~... ~+-. ~_ .

between how the body' is perc~ly-ed and the cosmo!.<:>9Y ,..~.h~~ , _}egit imate s and
, -,---_.,_...__ ._.._~•...._.-- ... ---- -_. .. .. .. -, .._.. .__... ._-

governs the values of the community. It is helpful in that it ma~E!Y.'.. EJ_e..a r _ how

beginning - wj,.t;h pl.frity~and the body, one can i n f er---iiluch·- 'abouf.--f.ll'e-'"v a fu"es ,
\.. .' '_.__.__ . ~ ___ ""-~, _" ...~ -' -_.. -.- --'~ -~ ..•---~-•.- --------:" .- -_..• -..J

hiera rchy and social sys~em of ..a.:. .c,oll\Il1I.1 I1.t ty..!.. One can begin to see how Douglas
'--.... ......--- '~ " ------'-

began with a rather simple idea, but it has developed in~o _ .<!._ P~E!: i,.~u!..aEly

i Mightful and useful tool ' in ,~_I:E! _~n~,l Y.~i: l:> o f societies.

Now that we have discussed the basis of Douglas's work, it ' will become

increasingly clear, how she made the transition to her "grid/group" model,

which we will now turn to.

2.3.2. Douglas's "grid/group" model

.' ""-""-""'- . .,,,..... -"'"

At the outset it is vital to note that the "gr id/group" model is ~ theory of'------_.-.-~ -
cu"lture-;-fIt makes the connection between the ethnography 'c f a culture, and its '

~ ,,--~.~- ~,.....; "'.-- ' .. '...---' -~-- """" '- ----= .-. .. .
interpreted-meaning, by focusing-on-'the"common denominator; of the,individual.

The "grid/g;;~~P"· -"'~odei'~oe;n·ot· theref~re atte~pt ~o" "recon;er~ctl ~~e " ;~tual
"- . , -." .,..,...-., ""-. " - " - , - , ,,"

re<;ility of ~culture, b~t__~ ~· con structed··re_al:ityJ" . It is dne)of rin~~J~os s i&e-+

interpretations of..tne - actua r -c til t ure.J Hence, although the model seeks to be
.> • ', ' • " 0>" _ _ " _' /

as inclusive and holistic as possible, it does have limitations . It cannot

answer all of the questions put to it.

Relying heavily on the research of psycho-linguist Basil Bernstein, Douglas

argues that there are two elements or variables of social and cultural

organisation that need to be taken into account. She terms these elements or

variables, "group" and "grid,, 6. They can be defined as follows:

Group designates social pressure and is intended to indicate the extent

to which an individual finds himself [sic] constrained and controlled

by others . "Strong group" indicates a social situation in which the

6 To prevent confusion, the words "group" and "grid" when
referring to the elements of the model will be in inverted
commas. When the word, "group" appears in normal lettering
understand it to refer to a social group or community.
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individual is tightly controlled by social pressure; "weak group"

indicates the reverse (Isenberg and Owen, 1977:6).

correspondingly Douglas describes "grid" as, "a system of shared

classifications or symbols by which one brings order and intelligibility to

one's experience" (Ibid:6).

In this case strong "grid" entails a classification system which is coherent,

consistent, and broad in scope, while weak "grid" is the reverse - the

classification system is narrow in scope, it is lacking in coherence and

encounters difficulties in ordering the broader dimensions of reality. Weak

"grid" is also applicable where there are competing classification systems.

In these definitions, particularly of the "group" variable, one can recognise

Douglas's concern and interest in social control. This is a strong link with

her previous work on purity. Hence, one could even say that the "group"

variable is simply another term for the degree of social control, because

strong social pressure is experienced as a demand for conformity to social

norms. This is substantiated by a more detailed description of the "group" and

"grid" variables by Isenberg and Owen (1977:7):

strong gro~p will indicate the following: high pressure to conform to

social norms, a strong sense of group identity including clear

distinctions between inside and outside and a clear set of boundaries

separating the two, and a restricted set of condensed symbols

expressing and reinforcing group identity. Weak group will indicate

little pressure, porous boundaries, few and fuzzy symbols. strong grid

will usually entail the existence of a classification system in the

sense of elaborated code, but in some instances may indicate primarily

restricted code. In weak grid we should expect the elaborated code to

be absent. The restricted code will be present, but is likely to be

rather narrow and easily threatened by social conflict.

In this quote, the authors draw upon the work done by Basil Bernstein on

restricted and elaborated code, where restricted code is a symbol system which

expresses and supports the social structure. Douglas uses the term to refer

to the symbolic expression of group identity and pressure. Elaborated code on

the other hand is less contextually dependent. "It will attempt to make

verbally explicit those meanings which restricted code leaves implicit. Here

speech and thought tend toward independence from group identity and pressure

(Ibid:6).
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At this point we can ask !!J~2.~_ these e~.ements or variableS .,can help our

interpretation of a particu~Cl~ _ culture. This brings us to the \cru~ (o f the
--"~----_...-.--_.-

model. Douglas argues that after an ethnographic ana LyeLs..;of the culture;- - ..-- ..~-...- .~ -- ....--' - - -... . -~

accord~_ng t~.__~~_~:' __~£ ~iable s , the r~sul.ts can the-'L _be__ .rJ~p-r_eJ'!ented

graphically in a, two dimensional map . This map give~_ the r~searcher the

freedom~.to-pred-~c~;Xthe-ki~d-~---~-f social forc·es and~yp_iC::.~l E_e.~pol1s;i~filie
, _ _~_ _. ~' " _'_J_'~"--"'"

societies under investigation. It is therefore particularly useful for the
""" _-.:-__~. _. ,~: . ,=--- " ~_. '. _~ _'_ ~T • . _ .._.",. "..w..--' ." ••~..,.,,, ·./""'_._~'"'·'-

stud~ of historically remote societ~es..- -----,~'~...........---"'-~-----~~_.>.-~ ...---

Hence, the map can be described in the following manner: The horizontal line

represents the "group" variable and measures the individual's investment in

the social life of the community. The vertical line represents the "grid"

variable where higher scores indicate greater differentiation of roles in the

group.

FIGURE 1

THE GRID/GROuP DIAGRAM :\ CCORD[NG TO
NAT U RA L SYMBOLS, lQiO EDITION

GRID
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GROUP
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Hence, the map differentiates between four quadrants. Douglas labels these

quadrants from A to 0 in the following fashion?:

1. Quadrant A: high grid; low group,

2. Quadrant B: low grid ; low group,

3. Quadrant C: high grid; high group,

4. Quadrant 0: low grid; high group,

The interesting part of the model now becomes apparent. Douglas argues that

each quadrant represents a typical social type, where the cosmology, degree

of control, and structure can to a certain extent be predicted. This is

easiest to demonstrate by describing the four typical cosmologies of the four

quadrants in broad terms and using similar headings that we used in the

discussion of the two bodies. We will outline each quadrant in turn.

Quadrant A: high grid; low group.

Purity: Here there is a pragmatic attitude to purity. Pollution is not

automatic as pollution is usually socially defined - In other words typical

of high group.

Ritual: Ritual is important for personal, private reasons, if present, not

socially d e f i ne d reasons.

Magic: As above, it is private and personal.

Personal identity: Self defined, pragmatic and adaptable.

Body: Self-controlled, pragmatic attitude.

Trance: Not threatening

Sin: Defined in terms of failure in one's role, status or position. It is loss

of face, the result of stupidity.

Cosmology: Cosmos is benignly amoral; individual success and initiative valued

concepts.

Suffering and misfortune: The result of stupidity. Intelligent people ought

to be able to avoid misfortune.

In sum, this is an insulated group where social, economic and class

classifications are rigid. It is an unstable environment where exploitation

from outside is probable and control is arbitrary - for example a slave

culture.

7 our use of the terms, "weak" and "low" and "strong" and
"hi h " . t h '19 are .in erc angeable and reflect the ambiguous usage in the
literature. They are not meant to confuse.
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Quadrant B: low grid; low group.

Purity: There is no emphasis on purity. Group control and pressure is absent.

Ritual: Effervescence and spontaneity are valued. Ritual is rejected as

controlling.

Magic: No magic. Independence is valued.

Personal identity : No antagonism between self and society, but roles and

control rejected.

Body: Irrelevant. Spiritual is more important than physical. Therefore either

ascetic or ef£ervescent attitude may prevail.

Trance: May be welcomed. No fear of loss of self-control.

Sin: A matter of own personal choices, not defined by group .

Cosmology: Likely to have an impersonal view of the cosmos.

Suffering and misfortune: Love conquers all (Isenberg and Owen, 1977:8).

In short, the social environment of this type of group is one that is

competitive and impersonal. competition is between individuals who contract

with each other freely, and there is mobi lity up and down the social scale.

Each person is responsible for him or herself, there is little

interdependence. it is a stable environment of competition and achievement

(Atkins, 1991:70).

Quadrant C: high grid; high group.

Purity: Strong concern for purity; well defined rules and rituals which define

the boundaries of the social structure.

Ritual: Ritual is very important as it expresses the internal classification

lines of the community .

Magic: There is generally a belief in the power of symbolic behaviour.

Personal identity: Strongly linked to socialization, which involves the

internalization of clearly defined social roles.

Body: Tightly controlled. may be a symbol of life.

Trance: Loss of . self-control seen as deviance, therefore trance is dangerous

and limited.

Sin: Understood as the violation of the society's rules . Defined as wrong

behaviour , not as an internal state of being. Ritual is important in dealing

with sin.

Suffering and misfortune: The punishment for sin (Isenberg and Owen, 1977:7).

In brief, this type of group is characteristically large and organised. It is

complex in structure a nd is a well-known and stable organisation. Specific

tasks are reserved for particular classes of people. Roles and status are not

achieved, but are ascribed. Individual stability is achieved through learning

one's place in the system (Atkins, 1991:70).
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Quadrant D: low grid; high group.

Purity: strong concern for purity. Both the physical body and the social body

are under attack from outside forces.

Ritual: Ritualistic att itude. Ritual focused on maintaining and strengthening

group boundaries and expelling pollutants (witches) from the social body.

Magic: A source of danger and pollution.

Personal identity: Located in group membership, not in the internalization of

roles. Roles are confused.

Body: Social and physical bodies tightly controlled as they are under attack.

Trance: Dangerous, may be identified as demonic possession, or evil.

Sin: Sin is understood as pollution. It is the evil stuck in society and the

body. Internal state of being is important, as is the obedience of social

rules.

Cosmology : Dualistic understanding of warring forces of good and evil.

Suffering and misfortune: Attributed to malevolent forces. Therefore it is

unjust. Not necessarily seen as punishment.

This type of society, Douglas calls a "witch believing society" because of the

superstition regarding the infiltration of evil force~ into the group. It is

dominated by the s mall group. There is a clear distinction between insiders

and outsiders, and group boundaries are clearly defined. Leadership tends to

be charismatic, with no plans for succession. Distinctions between members of

the small group are fuzzy and unclear, and leadership and authority status is

achieved, not ascribed .

This concludes the out line of the "grid/group" model. It seems clear that it

presents a powerful approach which holds possibilities in the analysis of most

groups and societies. However, before we jump to conclusions we need to take

a more careful analysis of the usefulness and shortcomings of the model.

2.4. A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF DOUGLAS'S "GRID/GROUP" MODEL

If there are any scholars who attempt to discredit this model, or believe that

it is not an extremely useful way of describing the culture of one society to

another, I am not aware of their existence . On the contrary, the consensus is

uniform in its praise of the model, and it has been widely used in the field

of anthropology. If the model does become at all tricky for us as New

Testament scholars, it is in how we transfer it from the field of

anthropology, to that of New Testament Studies. I would argue that such an

attempt is not necessary. Rather, we should recognise that ~~~f the

model is anthropological, anddeals- -with---culture~. This is where it is

beneficial te,;--~~-~- T;' -t-~y and tra~~'f~;; -· it--.i~t-~- ~~Od~l of \t ext ua r -anaTy s i s is
- ' .J •

u~helpful. Therefore, it is our argument here that the "grid/group" model

ought to be use;d i'nj conjuncti?El with other textual approache.l:>. which serve to
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help the researcher build a profile of the community and author under

investigation. We will discuss this further at the end of this chapter.

If we are agreed, then, that the model is useful to us, and provides a

powerful interpretive tool, there are several precautionary notes that need

to be made. The main point is that we need to be as careful as we possibly can

to be consistent in the way we define the "grid" and "group" dimensions, and

also in the way we use these scales in the practical interpretation of the

texts. C.!~.:> we are ca,::,=_les_s in this regard, we run the_ri,~)~._QJ_f.alling._.into_.the

trap of what Catherine Bell calls "interpetive slipp~ge~ (1992:46). This is

where the analyst's argument becomes circular and the interpretive tool may

even become part (;f -t-h'~- data he/she is trying to interpret. The danger is that

impreci~e" " defT~-iti;;~~ ~T"term~ '-a-~d--;:--c~reTe·ss ··use ·of -the model might lead to

this "interpretive slippage", thereby putting the entire study into doubt.

In order to ensure that we are consistent in our own use of the terminology,

it might be helpful to illustrate the way in which Douglas's own understanding
._~-_. ."'": ...- - .. .-."',.... I>

.£! the mo<!e:-~ . _and the t~::!U: associa~~d,with it have Fha~9~.SLo.y'er_.fne y~_~ :Jone

cannot assume that her description of the model in 1970 will be the same as

she would describe it today. Luckily, James Spickard (1989) has alrfilady

written an article outlining these differences8
• We will summarise his

argument below:

' . r .. --- --_.... - ...---- i
2.4.1. The three versions lo f Douglas's "g;:id/'group:' , model.

..- -- -.
Spickard no t e s that Douglas's work has been widely used by New Testament

scholars i n recent times. Spickard argues that some of these scholars have

misunderstood Douglas's work, and have failed to realise that at least three

different versions of her "grid/group" analysis appear in her writings. Hence,

Spickard suggests that Malina (1986) misunderstands the "grid" dim~nsion of

the model and White (1985) applies it backwards.

This article aims to show the differences in the three versions of the model,

so that researchers can be more precise in understanding which variation of

the model they are using.

Of course the version that scholars use need not be Douglas's most

recent, since there is no reas~n why anear~ ~~I: .v=rs~ c::>n might not find

some e.~pi!i~~~S~PE~r~ : N~r .=?3~ld scholars shy away from modifying.her

f~rmu~~ti~~s _~~ .~~ey see fit. (see Malina, 1986:iii-iv). But whatever

variation is used, it at least should be conceptually conaLat.ent',

8 A guide to Mary Douglas's three versions of grid/group
theory, in Sociological Analysis vol. 52, no. 2, pp:151-170.
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rather than wrongly pieced together from Douglas's conflicting wr i t i ng s

(1989:153) .

2.4.1.1. The first version: Natural symbols 1

This version of the "grid/group" model is that outlined by Douglas in her

first edit ion of Natural symbols (1970) ~n which she f09~~~s :JOn. t.~~ dimen~ion~
~~ - .

of-sod"aI _ S:Eiu.CJ:ii.ie~ In this version, Douglas describes ~ ' group " as e~P,E~,ssing... .~-_.~~- - ,. . - . ~ "

the strerig't~f':3j_~£'3P~ .t.i~j{- from the lowest _E~s~~~~~__.r_aE-ge of a~§l2 c:_i~.t.~ons,
'"",-.-,--~"'"""~""'" . . -

to tigh~l¥_}{_l!it. __~~?sed groups. -

Any form of structuring that is d~J?_Emdent o~ _9Eo~.e.__?.E9~Ei~~~"~on is

included in this measure . The duration of group life, the degree of a

sense of "th~~"._'y:~£~us n !1S'~, the number of activities taken in common

rather than all individually combine here (Spickard, 1989:156).

The second dimension - "grid" is described as being,

made up of the ~n~iV'i9.~._ii.lly..:c:>r i~!:!t-e~ a~pects of s o Cia l - -s t r u c t u r e ,

specifj ..cally the phenomenon described by anthropologists as :'E:etworks".

Net~~ks are conn~~tions between pa~ticular individuals that cio not

carry with them group-centered consequences (Spickard, 1989:156-7)

In other words, the "grid" dimension f0C:1Jses on an /i.:ngI:~(J:aJiaf;·s-·_·obi~fgat ions

to -otli~ - "the"de"gree"of soc La l .'control" that "s o c i e t y exerts, leaving out the
------ • _. ~ .. _ _ • • o .._ ~ ... __-_ ............-.;.-_.- - . ' - _. -•. _-._•• --. - - -- ...-._~

control accompanying his or her group membership. "Grid" measures the degree

to which "a man is constrained not by group loyalties but by a set of rules

which engage him in reciprocal transactions" (1970b:ix)" (1989:157).

In this version, Douglas' s \~--thes'i s is that a-=-g"~.9j~P:._~_~osm~_!.ogy, will

struc~~.~~y-mtrror::c:~~~~r~_~"~~~T?ful. Henc:.e her belief that b09ily cont~~.~ is

an expression of social control.

Some of the important aspects of this version are:

1. Douglas's description of society is grounded in the individual experience

of social control.

2. The experience of society is prior to and generative of beliefs. People

experience social control, and then find explanations based on that

experience. In this version, then, one will If -i-rs t - a na-l y s e-s·o c i a l .r e l a t Tb n s and
.. -- ---_. 1 .. --- .---- _.~- ~ -- -

predict cosmol9.g~~s.

2.4.1.2. The second version: Natural Symbols 2

This version .3.~ the "grid/group" model is based on the modifications Douglas

made for l"!er2!f.~:";:::.~.~5)_Il:..Of Natural symbols. Perhaps the most striking shift

is that Douglas tends to drop talking of social control. She now describes the- - - -. -_.- . _. . "'. . . - ---_.._~-- ~

! t~o dimensions as follows: "One is -order; classification, the s ym;;lic system.
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the experience of having no opt?i _gn but to consent to
'--~~ ..__. .------

of the other people" (Douglas, 1973:81, cited in

<,
The other is press~re,

'":'----- ----
the Qverwl1elming s1§ma nd s

Spickard, 1989:160).

Hence, in this version, Douglas describes "grid" as the dimension which shows

the oppos i.ties frominccihererice : _
. " " '-"'-' .'~"~'"

a symbolic system may be either public or private, and more or less

coherent in its classifications. On her new diagram, absolute

incoherence is in the middle, public coherence is up, and private

coherence is down (Ibid:160).

Douglas recasts "group" similarly. TO__ the right, the group-dominates__) the

iridivigual, while to t he ~~.~_ft , the individual dominates the-gr_Q....~~ At the
.i .- >

centre of the vertical line there is nopressure-'being'-exerted-~or) IJ e l t .
'._---_.---_..- - _.._---...~--, . . ,-,...~'. ~ ._~. '-. ...
Soickard argues that this shift represents Douglas'l L-claim that po~m9J::qgi~s-',

are directly...:.::..fun:gti,onal to the social system in that they serve to validate_ l · .

the social system (Ibid:l61).

'.(. -'* ,
Hence, Douglas has s~it~e_d_ from saying that \~~smo log'y replicated.1:he ..s 9ci,al

system, to saying that 'cosmology ya l id~tesi the social syste~J
._-.-,..,......---........--~_.""'~- . , ....'.~/ ~

.1'
2.4.1.3. The third version: Cultural Bias

In Cultural bias ({l:.2iiD , Douglas describes "group" as a dimension of social

incorporation. It is "defined in terms of the claims it makes over its

constituent members, the boundary it draws around them, the rights it confers

on them to use its name and other protections, and the levies and constraints

it applies" (Quoted in Spickard, 1989:163).

Here, Douglas has to a degree collapsed her original "grid" and "group"

dimensions into opposite ends of the same "group" line. At the on~ end a

person fi nds him or herself at the centre of a self-made network which has no

recognisabe boundaries. At the other end a society" incorporates a person with

the rest by implicating them together in common residence, shared work, shared

resources and recreation, and by exerting control over marriage and kinship"

(Ibid: 163). Likewise, "grid" has also changed. Douglas describes it as the

degree to which a social environment classifies the individual, leaving

minimum scope for individual choice. "C;;rid i' is now measured by looking a,t four

cOf!lponents:

"i~n'" the degree of social sep,aratio_n _ J.~_ej:_w_e_en_c las s_es of

people; ~~~5, independence in individual decision making;
=.:...... ••_-••_ •..._- ---,,_ ._-- --.+

"conEI"o1.-''', the degree of control over other people; and "competitIOh-"-,
_/' , - -- --~._--'--- --_._-:--------:--....--....---.. . .-.- -.. ---_. ..• ' .

the amount of negotiation over rules between equal-status individuals.

If autonomy, control, and competition all are strong whii; ins~lation
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is weak, then the situation is low-grid. If insulation is strong while

the others are weak, then high-grid prevails (Spickard, 1989:164).

In this version of the model, Douglas still expects a certain__amount of .

consis~e_nc-y-='15etw~-eh rc'osmorogy and context, but the way she de~<::ribes cosmology
~ . ..-' ..•.--_. -_.

has chang~d. She is no l o ng e r interested in the e?ti~ety of people's belie~s,
" . --.-. - ~- - , .,-- ' ".- ..,:- -~-=-- --_. -- - -

b~t-rn- explaining the ultimate justifi_~_~~ions people use to bring _o..ne _Cl!l0ther

to account.

1 '

The conceQ.t:_of Is o c i aJ._ a q c o u nt a b i l i t y\•.. is now central ! to her notion of
. - ,~_ .-. . \ ....-..- --.,.... . \-----_._----_..

cosmology. Gone is the question of which religions are ritualized and

whic~re not. Gone are considerations of bodily symbolism that were

appropriated in differing forms by differing types of societies.

Instead, she sees c (Jsmologies as "ultimate justifyi1'!g__~E:~as which tend
..._._--- "' - "'- - ' -'--- ~- -~_... ,

to be invoked as if part of the natural order and yet which ..• are

evidently not at all natural but strictly the product of social

interaction" (Douglas, 1982b:5 cited in Spickard, 1989:165).

2.4.2. Own remarks

It seems clear that in Douglas's mind, the " g r i d / g r o u p " model is a (mo de'l in

a (st~te-~;~c6ns~gt devefo~~ent. For us who use the model, we must follow the

advice of Spickard and be certain that we are consistent in our use of the

model, and in our understanding of "grid" and "group". The way we choose to

understand the two dimensions will determine the kinds of results that we. . . . . . (~. -, "' \

ach~eve. For my own research, I suspect that the first and third versions are
--- ._ .... - _._.._--. ' . . -... -..... _- / .. . -.,,"'.,........-:.;! -.~.-- ..--- ....._ ..

likely to be rrI§.~!~~Jl.~IQJuT ) but I' am ~~Cl.~~ rl,g __t()~a,rgs ._tl:l.ELfir.st a~' i t emph~ses

the ·i nd i v i d u a l ' s obligation§.! to others and the cohe 's Tveness "Of 'sbCia·l--groups.
\_.- ..._ - - - -- - -_.--_._ ------- ._- --...~_..-- ._ ... .. "... .......---_ ..-

2.5. ROWARD KEE'S "INTERROGATING THE TEXT"

In his book, Knowing the truth: a sociological approach to New Testament

interpretation, published in 1989, Howard Kee sets out to provide a detailed

sociological approach relevant for the study of the New Testament. Central to

his argument is the chapter entitled, "Interrogating the text: a sociological

proposal for historical interpretation". Here Kee argues that:

To undertake the twin tasks of interpretation of ancient texts,

including the New Testament and early Christian literature, and of

historical reconstruction of the setting from which the material came,

responses to the following kinds of questions are essential (1989:65).
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Kee then lists a number of questions under seven headings:

1. Boundary questions

2. Authority questions

3. status and role questions

4. Ritual questions

5. Literary questions with social implications

6. Questions about group functions

7. Questions concerning the symbolic universe and the social construction of

reality.

The .c o r e o f Kee' s argument is the view that the outco~~~~f--~~;--;nq~i;; ·dep.ends
. !- . - - - _ ..._--- .,.-_..._----_ .. ..- ..._- -_._....~--'..__ ._.- ._ _.-

on the kinds()r-questlon~that are raised as the investigation is undertaken.- -- . '-- - - ---- - - - - - - - .. .-----._---_.
The questions that Kee asks, then, are questions that arise out of significant

insights in the general field of the social sciences. Asking this broad array

of questions, Lt; : is argued, p.rovLdes the way forward for a sociological

investigation of the New Testament because they cover all of the bases of

interest to the social sciences, and yet they focus one's attention

specif ical.Ly_on-the-text-.

This last point is what piqued the investigator's interest in Kee's proposal.

One of the criticism's of Douglas's "grid/group" model as it applies to the

New Testament is ,t ha t we do not have the luxury of a detailed ethnography of

the cultures of the New Testament. Therefore it has been up to the individual

scholar to find his or her entry point into the world of the text and find

material relevant to the problem under investigation. Inevitably what this

entails is a process of picking out aspects of the text that appear useful,

while ignoring those that are troublesome. It is our task here to investigate- -- - ....._-- - -.~,,'~

the possibility of using Kee's questions as an inclusive entry point into the
- . -~....... '-- ...~,-_._-_ ._~-~-- --~- . ---- ._- -_.......----------

text, whereby we will be able to gather a wide range of information applicable
- - ¥-. ~ .. " . ...~__ .. , M._,y_ . ',,, • ._

for the employment of Douglas's "grid/group" model. In order to do this, we

first need to list and discuss the individual questions. They are listed here

as they appear in Kee's work (1989:65-67).

2.5.1. The questions

1. Boundary questions:

- By what authority are the boundaries drawn which define the group?

- What are the threats to the maintenance of these boundaries?

- Who are the insiders? The outsiders? Can an insider become an outsider?

- Does the threat to the boundaries arise within the group or from without?

- What bounds of time and space does the group occupy?

- Which is the more important factor: group identity, or the criteria for

belonging?
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2. Authority questions:
_ What are the roles o f power within the group and the means of attaining

them?
What are the structures of power within the group, including rank?

- How do the titles of l e a d e r s h i p function in terms of authority and status?

- How is the leader chosen? Who is i n charge?

_ Can authority be transmitted to successive generations? If so, by what

means?

3. status and role questions:

- Are age groups or sex roles defined?

- Are there identifiable classes or ranks within groups?

- What are the attitudes expressed regarding wealth, buildings, clothing, or

ritual equipment?

- If there is conflict within the group, what are the issues?

- Who has special privilege, and on what basis?

- Who per forms rituals ?

4. Ritual questions:

- What are the key formative experiences of the group, including initiation,

celebration, stages of transition?

- Who performs these rites, and what are the purposes of them?

- How are the rites transmitted to the successors?

- Is there evidence of changing attitudes toward the ritual in successive

generations? In what d irection is the change?

- To what extent and why has the group altered the ritual?

- What language is used in the ritual?

s. Literary questions with social implications:

- What genre does the group employ for communication within the group? With

those outside the group, if any? What does the choice of genre imply?

- Does the author's choice of a specific genre influence the message he/she

wants to communicate? In what way?

- What are the themes in the test (text?) of the communication? What is its

argumentative strategy? Who is supported? Who is combatted?

- Has the genre been modified to serve the specific aims of the group? In what

way and for what ends?

- Is there a canon operative within the community? How is it defined?

- How does the literary organization of the communication serve to promote

conceptual and social order for the community?
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6. Questions about group functions:

_ What are the dynamics of the community? What are its goals?

_ What helps or hinders the achievement of the group's aims?

_ What are the tensions within the group? What are the tensions with the

surrounding culture? Who are the chief enemies?

_ Does the group use body language? If so, in what way? What does it imply?

_ Is there a problem of cognitive dissonance within the texts produced by the

group, or between its texts and its experience? - How are these problems

handled?
_ What are the ritual means of establishing and reinforcing the group

identity?

7. Questions concerning the symbolic universe and the social construction of

reality:

- What are the shared values, aspirations, anxieties, and ethical norms of the

group?

- What is disclosed about the symbolic universe of the group by its shared

understandings of supernatural beings (good and evil), of miracles and

portents, of magic and healing techniques?

- How does the group understand history and its own place within history?

- What is its view of time?

- How does it perceive God in his essential being, and in the divine actions,

both withtn the cosmic structure and among human beings?

- Are there dualistic elements in the group's perception of reality? Do these

good/evil factors assume political, moral, social, or cultural forms?

- What are the dominant symbols for the group and its place in the universe?

In what distinctive ways does this group employ symbols that it shares with

other groups?

- What are the distinctive symbolic features of the group under scrutiny?

- What are the marginal factors in the community's life which are importance

for the maintenance of identity?

Once one has read through the above list, it becomes abundantly clear that Kee

is covering many bases. Each question appears to be important, and one would

hesitate to leave any out. Reading from the perspective of the "grid/group"

model, one will also recognise questions that will highlight the degree of

control, group cohesiveness, and differentiation of roles. Therefore, there

is no doubt that answering these questions will help the interpreter to

confidently describe the community under investigation along the lines of

"group" and "grid". They will focus the attention of the interpreter on

aspects such as cosmology, ritual and the body. However there are also other

questions that although relevant, do not directly apply to "grid" and "group"

classification. This makes difficult the author's original intention of

reorganizing the questions into two broad categories - "group" questions, and

"grid" questions.
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Upon reflection, it now seems more suitable to leave the questions as they are

presently categorized because they will help the researcher profile the social

context of the group under discussion. Further, it seems as though a

reorganization of the questions would serve no real purpose. Originally it was

hoped that one would be able to structure the questions like a questionnaire,

where the researcher would give a numerical value to the degree to which the

point applied to the group under investigation. This would have allowed a more

precise plotting of the degree to which a group was high or low "grid" and

"group". While the idea remains attractive on a superficial level, it suffers

from a "so what" response when it comes down to the nitty-gritty. This kind

of analy~i~ WOUld(rio~~nec~~~~ri~y have given the researcher any more inslght~
as insight comes from filling in the details of the questions, not from a

particular plotting of the group on a ~group/grid" axis; although it would
. ..--- ...

have made the graphical representation of the group much more interesting.

This does not, however, mean that Kee's system of "interrogating the text' is

above criticism. In fact, his work in this regard has been severely

criticised. In the next section, we will outline some of these criticisms and

also argue that the questions are nevertheless helpful.

2.6. iA-cRiTiQUE iOF KEE'S "INTERROGATING THE TEXT"

As the title of his chapter suggests, Howard Kee argues that the questions

listed above represent a :s oc io l o g i c a l prop~~al for historical interpretation._._---. ...-.-_._-_..,,_. -_._._._- _.., \...._ ._._-_.__...._.. . _.. _- - /

It is the word "historical" that has landed Kee in trouble according to

criticism levelled by John H Elliott and the South African scholars, G. F.

Wessels and D. J. smit.

The main criticism goes as follows: Kee has assumed that answering the array

of quest ions will provide the interpreter with adequate historical knowledge

about the context of the group being e~amined in order to gain legitimate

results. In effect, Kee is '''ignoring1 the wealth of historical-reconstructive

work done ~f the New T~stament ~~~~~x~: 'M~r~'l-y-~-~wering' 't !:l~__questions a19~e
• _ •.-'_~.~'''_--;''''''''~~_''''' ''''''''"'''''~. ........ . "-'.. .,_,, ,. .....~,.~•.• ,_ ~•.RW'''... ~.w --""-- _ _ ••

a s ~gnor~ng ...~....J.E!:ge .. nchun ~" of .. ~~~~e~£~_~_ail ab le to the interpreter.

Hence, John H. Elliott emphasises that,

we do have "a mass of information" available on conditions in the first

century, so that it is possible to follow an almost reverse procedure

(to Kee] in social-scientific interpretation, namely to reconstruct the

historical setting by means of available knowledge, and then to read

the text more adequately with the help of such reconstructions (Wessels

and Smit, 1991:402).
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This highlights a valid deficiency in Kee's approach, and one that we who seek

to embark on a similar approach must be wary of. Despite this rather obvious

shortcoming, we need to ask if there are any other critiques, and are there

also positive appraisals?

While Wessels and Smit endorse the view of Elliott, they have however,

conducted a test of Kee's approach u sLnq a twentie1::li ·c§!Il'!=~EY South African
'-_.~-' - - ---_.....~ .'"--~.-._-_.._. -- ~... ,_.. _.._---- - -- "_._-._-_..._..~_ ._-~---

text (as a te~ cas~. After examining the text according to the questions, they..-------
concluded that:

Kee 's approach proved to be usefU~, but mainly as a method of

rhetorical~~is. .-For example-:-it poi.Qj:_~d_~~tthe;"- 'i~~e?iigr':l.!!,,{~~ " of

argumentation within the document itself. In that way it helped us to

understand the text and its persuasive function better. However, Kee's
- ..- " . -', - .. '" , - " " ,".- ;"/

proposals 'lap,edjto supply a s~ti~~~~.!:-9.Ey',,-~J:CP l,§iIl~tioIl ,,<::lt ,, ~l:l~~h,~~!:..orl.cal l
s~t~ ing j of the docum-;~-t-:--for ;xample as to ,~ho--.?E-C?!"~ the, ,,~~l1t , :

-- )-- '-'

~ a r:.-d,5 /hyJ etce~era.

On the other hand, enthusiasm for the reverse theory by Elliott

and others, that it is possible to understand the document and its

place in the d iscourse of its time via a reconstruction · of the ,

historical setting, should also be guarded. Even with the knowledge of

some facts ,r e g a r d i ng the historical setting of the document •.• it was

quite possible to misinterpret the document, its possible influence,

etcetera (1991 :426)

Hence, it se~~:,_. ..!h a t a r_~.!3P.o f.ls ~lJ !:.e_ = =apP£2_a~~~~~ .wo;iidJ f.4:E_s_!:.. _~~~=.:.~}g~~e ,t he ? rJp,
h i ;t"orTcal ) context of the comm~~ity..,.!:~ be "inv~§t.j,g.at.ed, and th"E? nl use this

info~mation as , f u"rt~er"> evidence t.o". ::in.fcff rq' the answers of the questions .t ha t

Kee asks. It is this kind of approach that W8 would propose.-"
2.7. OUR OWN APPROACH: A SYNTHESIS OF DOUGLAS'S "GROUP/GRID" MODEL WITH KEE'S

"INTERROGATING THE TEXT"

The - task of this section is simply to outline the steps of our proposed

methodology. It is not our responsibility here to go into too much detail, as

the methodology will either stand or fall in the next chapter which will put

it into practice. Simply put, our a p p r o a c h is as follows:

step 1:

A descrtptT on of the ~c:i:<::l.,,:, cultural and li~st~~ical setfing of the "c o J!ll!l.!-!g i t y 

in this case the Christian community at Corinth. The tY2es-·bf~questions that ~
'.- ' - -- - - J

we would ask here include: "What were the social and culturar norms l of the
P"' ' ... _ •__ . p' __ ,. 1

society in which the community lived?" "How important was Corinth in the Roman

Empire?" "What was the social make-up of the .city!?" "How ·'tolerant were they
____ - . • e .~-- - - - ----.... _ ....

of divergent belie~s and systems of organisation?" "How would the inhabitants
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of the city have und~rstood the Christian movement?" Answering questions such

as these allow u~ ..!-~~:::-~~d~r stand-t:~E! -:c_O:ritext ~i.n which the first Corinthian r
Christians li~-d~- This first step is at the ,~eve l--o f-descript-ion . It does not

- - - - - - ---- -~

necessarily have to graduate to an explanation or interpretation of the data.

The aim of this step is 's im2!y-~o~p~~~~e~~c_~~~ \ for further analysis. We need
• - • - ~- _A' __

to try and become as familiar as possible with the i -circumstance-sl and ':c-6h t ex t__ ------------- -'~- .. ,. ..-_ \, _ _. . , _~._.. .._~.,_ _ - ..- - .- '- ..._ ._,_. '~ -i

tha~~~~h_e p r o up - u nd e r --i nv e s t i g a t i on _Ylo ll l ,d have liv~s! in.

step 2:

Attempt to ~\-ilite-rrog-at-e the text", using Howard Kee I s array of questions,
-r--r-: ~- --- - - ~--_. - - .

always keeping in mind the categories of "group" and "grid" as defined for our
_. ~.d"-~ L _,,._ .__._..._~... • -. . .. __

partic~ar_~?dy . Having arri~.ed at ~ deta~X~5L an understanding of the

cOll~:e as possible, we can now ) embark on ;i nt -e r p r e £ i:iT io n and an i ~xplanation" )
- - - _" I - --' --~-- - -<_--=.".~__ ~,~., -~-.-- ~., ~.....,""<'o........ ,." .. _ . . . .- ~

of the events described in the text. The questions proposed by Kee are ll~ed
_ _ " . ,"""'____ ___~_ .. , ~_ . r .. -----~ _c

as a gu-i-de-r r nel , to h.E:_~p. _~.<?~~_!3 S:)1:!r attention on a range of aEe..~pert.lnent to

an anthropological study of the text, while at the same time treating the text
- ,

as a connected whole.

step 3:

Having "interrogated t he--t,§ xt" we can n6W-a:Tialyze\ the (Ee a r £ h) o f information
......- \ ... - -- ..--- - ---- "'--. ""-~--------- _.~-~-

at our disposal in order to ,compi-le--a-profile lof the-commun±t\y being analyzed.
". ~- .__ .. ._~ . : .-..~-_ .._..-.- -'- '~-'-- " ' . .

We may" also wish to d i-f-ferentiate between the positions ) of the principle
. ' _""~" '." .." _._, . ~".- - ."-- -~ , . , . _ -,-.-~~.,..,.""""""-"',,,,- -"'-' . , . ,-"-,~-,~ ,~ ~ ." ..., ...

players in the text. We can then use this profile to plot the community's
.' ~ . '~ - """"-~ . """" '--...--..' .~-'~'.""""._-. - . ..- - -_.- . ,.. ,~-'----~-- . ..__.. _-•.. .__ .._.._~...-...-_.•.~ ..- --., ~ "._......

position according to the ~group " and "q.r i.d"' variables. At this stage the
' ..•------ --' ...."-- ~. ~ .. ~ -

-: --p r e d r c t'i v e- p owe r of the "grid/group" model may also come into play as the
\.--- ' ------- -, .-.:~ - ---- - - -~ .

interrelat±onstr~e of \ ~.~ts and behaviour7 are examined.

step 4:

Finally-, as the "grid/group" llfbdln-i-s -a-theory-of-cultUre, it remains 6ur-"fask
1- - --- -- - - - - , ~.. i

t 2 c(9mmuni-cate--what-we- -have--learnt--to-our own' culture", so that we may enter
- ~ . .. ------ - .-. - . . ... ..- . -- -.---.

int~=~i-a-lo-gu-ec eh~t lie--past , This f~~~_l__-=-t e p is important, as s imply

amassing i n f o r ma t i o n is irrelevant unless M e X'ea r n from wliat) ,U t e a cnes-=-:us.
I, ~- ,~ .---- .• - -

2.8. CONCLUSION

Hopefully , this approach will fulfi l-l our :" amb Lt.Lorr, of finding an
- - - - . l --~- ---

anthropological-approa-ch which i's-lioT f s t'ic andbro'ad in its scope, but which

ai~~-_~~es __ t:C1.~ ~§~~_i:Jse~~_:>u~l-;, 'a:nd whi~h~does e:::?'~~.:_~ __~_.:~~_c~__o~~=-=-ext ::"out
of C?~~~~~. Our next c hapter undertakes the task put forward in step one 

describing thesocio-cultural and historical setting of the first century

Corinthian church. This is at the [ e ve l - o f description, but it is necessary

if we are to move to the leve-l of riie~ning ftil irite~pr~~_~t iOn) at a lat~r ~age .--
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CHAPTER THREE

SETTING THE SCENE: SOCIO-HISTORICAL CONTEXT

3.1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter sets in motion the testing of our experimental method. As we have

explained elsewhere, the "grid/group" model, and Howard Kee's probing

questions both presuppose some knowledge of the historical background and

context of the group to be studied. This is vital because a description of the

context makes interpretation and explanation at a later stage more complete

and informed. Our aim is to try and understand the complex network of forces

and aspects of life that would have impacted on the new Christian community

in Corinth during the first century. Hence, this chapter should be seen as

step one of our methodology.

--- -----
More specifically, our focus in this chapter will be on \~o=J. !'!.t:~E.connected

"--'- "- ....-_._--...... --~"''''"''-' -~

~ as-p ec ts of the "context" of the first letter to the Corinthians. Firstly, we

' ne e d t~ ' ~_~~e -~ t;~;~ ~~~t~;~()r i !}.! J:! a.s_ CL cit0 What was Corinth's place within

the wider setting of the Roman Emp~~? How large was Corinth? What kinds of
. .... ..-' _. ;=--- ------ -~_:::--' -~.~

people lived there and what kinds of work did they engage in? Was Corinth a
I ._ . _'~'~__" ~

wealthy c ity? How was it organised? Were di~er9~l!.t .~rel.igJ_().!l.~_-=-.?-nd pol.~1;:J.cal-- -- - ---_... .. -_. . . ' ' . '
vaf ues to lerated? These kinds of questions will help us grasp the likely make-:

---~--_.. .. ,--- '~-. -

up..?~the Corinthia? 5 .!:l_'::l..r ch , the kinds of work they may have been involved in

and whether or not they would have been accepted in the life of the city and

so on.

r \

.f .. The second aspect ofl""context" we refer to as the " so cial wo r l o " of first-- ~~- "-- ' "- -- - - _ .- --- _ .- '--

century Christianity. Und e r the heading of "social world", we are interested

__;> in the values, social n or 'ms and belief systems cur~ent at tha~ ti~e and place.

What were these norms, values and ways of life? Having asked questions such

as these, we will have set the scene for an assessment as to what extent the

norms and values of the wider society were carried through to the new

Christian community - an issue which we will debate in the following chapter?

At this s tage we are n~:;t .,so interested in getting to grips with the textual

issues, but r at.her tak~~~a step back to at.tempt; to und~~~t~~d th'; l~~ger
picture of life in a f irst century Greco-Roman city.

3.2. CORINTH AS CITY AND PART OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE

Corinth was ~~r··.£~~y i~ the Peloponnesian peninsula and was the capital

of the Roman province of Achaia. One of the main reasons for this was its
------- -

g:~gr~cal" "loQ_a:t'~Oh) along main ~ s.ea and land trade routes. It had a long

history as a centre of trade, going back at least seven centuries before the
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Romans conqueced it i~_146. ,B ..C.E .. A testament to i t s fltrateg [ c -Impor t anc e is

t.hat, JUliu~ 'c~~sar_,.~,~_, ~t lrebu'Ut"in 44'-S.C.E., so by 't he - 'time of Paul it was

once a-ga i n a })us_~l:ing bent£e of cO~~J::.c:~ '<._~ith a pO~,~lcation estimated to

include a s many as 250 000 free persons and up to 400 000 slayes. In terms of
. - _ ._-" . <--' -~--_., .. -~ y " . . .

size, Corinth was twice the size of Athens, which was the more famous cultural

and religious centre . This was particularly due to the growing political,

economic a nd intellectual power that went with i t s status as the Roman capital

of Achaia (Tambasco, 1991:62).

The importance of Corinth's geographical location needs more explanation

because it is somewhat unique. It was s ituated along the ~~i?r ,nort~=~o~th
land trade route, and i t s position on the narrow isthmus between the Aegean

- - - - - ---
and Adriatic seas meant that Corinth was a natural_pl ?-ce for'-ships-~tra'V~lling-,_...•-- ,. - -- \.:'.......... . -.-....._- -~_....-

the eas1:.:west.- route .~o stop. Instead of travell ing the further and more

treacherous sea route around Greece, small ships would be dragged across the

isthmus f rom one port to another, or the cargo wou l d be transferred from one

ship to another on t he other side - t hereby reducing c o s t s a nd time, not to

ment ion ' avoiding the dangerous seas. He n c e ', .~1.!r·. pi c t ure of Corinth should be

c~ntred-arouhdJ the two ports Cenchrea,e and Lechaeum wh i ch facil itated this

t'~~~;~- ac;;oss the th~';e- -~~'d 'a half mi l e wide i s thmus .

Although Co r i n t h had a long history as a commerc ia~ centre, we must not forget

th~t-it was ~~re1:'~_~'y~J;~~~~it=; 'i~' t~~t it had ~~~~ . recently been~:bt
after being destroyed by the Romans . As a R_~man~ity, we would therefore

- expect the ~rchitecture , ~aiout' and organisation, of the city to be d istinctly-----'"" ."' ...... ~-- _. --,_.- ,-
Roman. There was a theatr~, baths, and numerous temples and shrines .

" "-~--~_.-~~.._ .-/ ' " .

A similarly typically Roman feature t hat was central to the growth of

Christianity is the ide a of: mobil ity . vli t h the Roman Em}2i re " came ,r o aas andt .., '. ~ - " _. ' _._--~ _._._~~ _.. ~~_ _ ._. ' - __)

sys1:e nl's "o r c ommunic'ation. Hence, it is logical that the c~~~~.s .!~.~ ~a.::~,:~=d

were' :e s t 'a:01.T s ned'c en t r e.s al~ng major -t:r~de. ,.P?~!:e s . It follows then that

earliest-- -Ch'i isfTanity was .an urban phenomenon "with all the problems,
\ ~ .---_._" --- '- ~~-" '_ ." -~~-'"'''''''''' ----- -- - , - ,....,.,.."...,..-.

tensions, and possibilities which that implied , for in the cities, there was

greater openness and a wi l ling ne s s to g ive a hearing to preachers of new

religions" (Malherbe, 1983:63).

As can be expected, the cosmopol itan nature of Corinth had certain(ad~antages
"'--- .~---"

and disadvantages~ Being on the trade routes, Corinth was subject to p~opTe

from :dif£e-r~nt p~ces and carrying di(f(~r~~t::"{deas. Re~igious-plural is~, and

a w~ci~- ~-~~ge-(;~ ph-ilosqpJ~.~c_?-l v iewpoints were the nor~"~--A;" '~~Ch; ~it-is not

surprising that Christ ianity was allowed to gain a foothold in this ci~y :

However, it was not wi t h out competition. An important ,\!eTigiOUs'-~uJ;t i n

cor~nth - cerrtzed around one of the largest temples in the city - was

. ded~~ated to the wor~hip_ ()! AphrodLt.a , thegodde~s .o f~ love . At the height .2_~

its popularity, this c ult had at least a thousand slaves who wer~~p'!=:ostitutes
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in the cult. corinth was also a city well known for its lack of morality. This

is reflected in how Greek and Roman writers depicted Corinth and its
• • t

inhabitants. To speak of a "corinthia!t_,::/oman" was to refeYtb -a:::pros~l.tut~ ,

while to ";act- --as- -" a " Co r i rit h i a n " meant to ,) ' p r a c t TCe fornication
" ~_ _ ,-=" • ...~•• ~ ~_,~.~'~._~k'_'· ·- --

(Tambasco :1991:65).

Interestingly, Corinth al~o was the home for a str?~g Jewish c~~~~ity. Some

have speculated that the Jewish community swelled at the time of Paul because

the Roman emperor , Claudius had ~~nish~~ all Jews from Rome. It seems likely

that many , like Priscilla and Aquila would have fled -!c:>_.2..£E.inth, which was a

more tolerant city. This :strong Jewish presence _pelps provide the context
,.....- --- - ----_..."... \, ~- -_ . ,_. _ --_ . _- _.,-_ ._----"_.y~

against which we should interpret the conversion of Corinthians such as

Crispus, the synagogue ruler.

3.2.1. Urban life

Paul was a- -·'EftY "iierson'. His corresP.QD.dence is full of examples and
-' -'0 -,-,,- _ .. "'=-~-- _~ ~ ~ " _ _ -

illustrations that city people would recognise . Therefore, a brief overview

of life in a pre-industrial city such as Corinth would be useful.

The cities that form the backdrop to Paul's letters were at the leading edge
~,. ",, - - _ --..... " ••. .i'

of the great po~itical and social changes of the period. Cities were the
.,.--....~.-..,

places of change., of progress and wealth. This progress was i~_~ haP?Ci.z~!_d, but

rather was towards the direction of a common ' Greco-Roman cultii'i::e. This was-"- - --- - - - .. . _ ---'

most noticeable in several areas, of which the most clear was language. In the

eastern Roman provinces the universal urban language was Greek. Yet, not much

distance from the cities, in the surrounding villages, Greek would seldom, if

ever be heard. The village~ were outposts. of tradition and conservatism 

holding on to the local languages and customs (Meeks, 1983:15).

In terms of organ:l,,~at-ion, the cities were also 'generallybased oJ :,Greco~oman--- .- .- ~, ~ - -- --'"'"':""--- -- .. ~ -"- " ---
models. Although the emperor was revered, the administration of the cities

" ~ such as Corinth was by and larg~_)~~~ tl,? the fc i t y-c o u n c i 'll . There may }:).~ a

significant Roman-pre'S'ei'lcei in terms of the a'rmY --~;-d-'oth;;~ofn':cials:-but the
~ -, " - -- .." -.....-.. -- - ----- - ---'

local notables and powerful families of the city were a~so__c:>ft~!!, i::n control

of importa~~ ::~osts, and would serve on the council. This aspect of city ' l ife

~/ does not feature very h i g h l y in Paul's letters, but the i~£Itutlons such as

~ ,t he family and g'~ iid;\~'I~5~~'would have be~n part of the ev;~;d~·;~-;i.stence for
r ( .i.. " .

most city dwellers~ Therefore, our sketch of the context of the city would be

incomplete without discussing these in some detail.

3.2.2. Roman social institutions

3.2.2.1. The 'city 'communitYi
.-_.,. -,- --~-_.---.__ .~"-"'------- ;

Roman cities ' were governed by certain idealistic principles. One of the
.. ---_.- . .. -" - - - +.-

strongest was the idea t hatpub l i c service in the democratically elected
..\
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council a nd city administration was one of the hig_he-sthq;~~~'S, and one of

the best forms of association between men. Hence, Roman cities held to the

ideal that democratic participation of its citizens in the affairs of the city

should be regular - ach.ie~~d th;:ough-_QQP~larassemblY. Similarly, there was

a sense of competition and pride associated with public service, which was

donated voluntarily and enthusiastically (Tidball, 1983:76).

This was the jd~~qnly . In reaJity, there were a number of social and legal

limits concentrating power in the hands of a few select and powerful families.

Only citiz~ns were allowed to participate in the city's affairs. However,_._-_.__. -~_.---_ . \ .

- / >'c i t i ze n s h i p_J wa s ridta.l,lt_omatic or ~~~.§ Y._J:.o come.Lby , There were certain

prerequisites that excluded most people; such as owning property, and not

being a woman, a slave a freedman or a foreigner.

In addition, the cities of the Roman empire, alt39~gh given a certain ~easure

of .i nd e p e nd e n c e , were cO::_~t~_~l1t-ly under the '~u le _of- Rome ; Rome was seen as a

protector, _ and this protection was bought at the price of subordination to her

authority. Hence, the cities in Roman provinces had a finely balanced

relationship with Rome . A city might,

keep her own local rulers; issue her own coins; perpetuate her own

local customs and above all practice her own particular religion

[but) On the other hand the nation states enjoyed freedom only so long- ._.---. -~ --------
as they did no t)incur the displeasure of Rome . So their autonomy was,

'--.., ~+"" '.~-_. ,. - ---- <_.....~,_ ., ":.. . ~-~--_._._--

in fact, seriou~~:r_~mpromised (Tidball, 1983:77).

Chow (1992: 63) even suggests that among-the aristocracy of Roman cities in the

province~, serving in public office was riot · enough to get ahead. One also

needed to have_.cOiit -acts with Roman administrators or army o f f Lc i.a'Ls ,
11, ~f!

3.2.2.2. Th e household community

Although the household had always been an important institution in Greek

society, i t was under the Romans that it became the primary structure of the

Empire. The entire Empire was based somewhat on the household, and existed as

a "complex network of households which all loyally interlocked into one grand

system under the authority of the Emperor" (Tidball, 1983:79). Central to this

system of organisation was the " ho u s e ho l d of Caesar" or familia caesaris. In

the same way that wealthy urban businessmen turned over much of their business

responsibilities to their slaves and freedmen, so Augustus and successive

Caesars turned over the business of the Empire to their familiae (Meeks,

1983:21). Hence, freedmen and slaves in the service of Caesar were in many

respects the civil service of the day. As a result of this responsibility,

some individual freedmen were able to accumulate much power and wealth .

Therefore the organisational structure of the household was one that an urban

dweller would have encountered in most official dealings.
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by which the collective

bound itself together

What then was a -'Roman-- ho uaeho Ld like? Tidball argues that it was a 'l a r ge
~--- '

inclusT VEUand socially cohesive unit. It was a commu nf.tiy; It was composea~of
'" ------ '-. -~ -- -~--- ----- - - - -- - --
several famiftes, and sometimes, individuals, who were bound together under

the -auth~oiity:of- the seni~r- patriarch of the principle - f-~~i-l; :--~he~e--~as no
~-

lrrnre to the size ;of the household as long as the householder was able to
~ -.'

support its members.
- ---~-

A Roman household had~severar-features. One of the clearest is an explicitly
- -- ------ -' .~-

delineated (hi eriU:',£hY-':-7 What this amounted to was the absolUte powEl:r of the
- . . .-......, . '.--~.._-~.----_.- - - ._--- ..- ~

householder. Authority was_based on seniority and gender) and everyone in the
- -_.-.-...- . '- -- '~,----"-. - / - ---

community would have known his or h,e£ . pJ:~£~ within the family structure.
~ ..~. . ~. ._.._------~ .._.-_._--~-~.- --- - _. - . ~-..

Besides family, members, the household could also consist of friends and
. .~-----'--- - . . ",-.-

cli~~t-~. These people's place in the community was not a matter of--passing

goodwill on the part of 't he houaeho Lder , but was based on a particular patron-.__'__~.h~___ ,..
cl_ient relationship whe:-e the householder was the pat!=,on who offered financial

help or security in return for services and the honour that the friends and

clients would bestow on him. Completing the house~old would be a number. of

freedmen and s l.aves".
/

There are some interesting features regarding this household structure. The

most striking is that it puts a number of peopLe of clearly di."fferent -cr~sS)-_. '--------- . ". -- , "- -~- -- .,_..~.

andst.atliSJ w~thin the _'~ame community. How . would a community that at the
. - -- . . -- _._--

sur f ace seems so' __~,~~er~~ , succ;eed in . .!?I:?y,i ng togethE!r? One answer is that

households were often centred around a common- economic ·-i nt e r e s t . Another
'.. !,"" -. _-

. binding force is (t!t~1: _of ' religion.

The solidarity o f ') the household was expressed in the adoption of a
---~.__._- ..-.- -. . - .,,~ .,,- - ~ -. ..

common religion, chosen by the 'heact of the house, which would serve not
_ /7"'- -' ~-'--- -" " ~ - - -

only to integrate them but to mark ~ff their boundaries from others who-- '. -=-. ~, - - -_. - ~~ _.- _ ..-.......- -,.

worshipped different gods. Religion then served them in a classic
". .- ~ -. . ""- ..

Durkheimian way in that it provided the means

soul of the family re-created itself and

(Tidball, 1983:81).

This leads us to an interesting area regarding the development of the early I" \

Church. Malherbe (1983:60) argues the accepted view that the eai·lY·church )had
,-- .....----. ------.. - -- ----- -- . I ...

tl~~se~hol9. a~.. !i t s __setting<if o r wors l::!l:P, p,rayer ,and so on. He argues that

this arrangement tells us much about the nature of the community. Malherbe

describes the process of the ·fo"rmat:ion--of- 'a ·hou s e"-c nurc hl a s one where new
---~.•_ ..~' _.- ''''. ," _..._-~._. ,.---- --" ~~-·--"·'S··"·····_·-- , !

converts would attach themse1ves to-'th~- household1iof a prominent Christian and

9 We will discuss the dynamics of these relationships in
more detail below, in section 3.3.2., which deals with patron
client ties.
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that the household character of the group would be retained although it became

a community with a larger and broader constituency than it originally had- -.--~---'-', .

(1983:69). In_r.!'!.t:ur.n [ i o« b€~rning m~lIIbers of_ the l1-,?_userLqld, the n:~__~~~~E~s

had ~'!..tn cteman_d~'1 placed upon them .~ which served to 'he i g h t e n the

exc l~~~~itY of the community.

Floyd Filson has, according to Malherbe, pointed out five ways that a study

of the house church furthers our understanding of the apostolic church and the

social factors that were involved: -

,-------.""'-
1. Although Christian worship "borrowed" from Jewish p!:_a_c_tice, the house

churches allowed a "distinctly Ch;-istian_worship and fellowship from the very. -

first days of the apostolic age " (Filson cited in Malherbe, 1983:61) .

2. The house churches 'give a credi?l~_~~?~~xt from which to interpret Paul's

writings re9a~d~pg_%amily life.

3. The "existence of several house churches in one city goes far to explain

the tendency to party' s Ei"ife in the apostolic age" (Filson cited in Malherbe,

1983:61) .

4. The study of house churches also reveals much of the social status of the

early Christian communities - revealing them to be across-section of society.

5. Church leadership can also only be understood wi t h the v iew that the house

church was a --'training ground.! f o r discipleship and new leaders . Filson' s..,,- '- .-----~ - -_.. --

argument at this point can be critiqued somewhat. As we shall see, ~h

strudure (was o rqan i.sed mainly ~J.(Jng the lin~!:i of pat.EOna ge '. This was a rather
_.-~------....J . ..- _.. '" --_._ , -, ._.__.- '- ' - - - ~.-'

exclusive system of leadership, which would have in all likelihood attempted

to keep power concentrated in the hands of a few wealthy and powerful people.

The notion that the house church was a training ground for new leaders seems

more appropriate for the modern church than it does for the first century

Corinthian church.

In addition to these points, Tidball (1~?3:84-5) adds several observations of

his own. He begins by noting that conversion in the New Testament was not

always an exclusively individual act.~ the riouse]J91dei:-were to convert, it
~---- .... ._------...-

follows that the re_El1: of the household wou Ld f 6 llow- s-u f t out of soLi.darLt.y-and

lo~alty. Therefo~e, co~ver,~ing=tne--householder-o'f - ; wealth~'-io~~i family can

be seen as part of ', p aur~ ~-__~trategY ~p beginning new churches. By doing this,

Paul established a base for the future meetings of the church, and also

ensured a core group of Christians who were already bound together in a

community.

3.2.2.3. Voluntary associations - clubs and guilds

In the Roman cities such as Corinth, clubs and guilds were a part of everyday

life. \M§~_t of these were ~C?l~sive Ln.i nat.uxe , orga!1ised, around a specific

cult, or arranged to regulate a particular trade. These were usually-small

assocLat.Lons with a wide variety of names. Often they were made up friends and
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relatives and were held in the households of patron's. A distinctive feature

of all these associations is that they had officers with official s~unding

titles and a clear hierarchy.

,, - " - " - " '\
(~e assoc~at_~ons or guilds were particularly common in the c Lt.Les , where

trade was brisk. These were likely to be social associations where people of

the same trade met together and provided moral and other support for each

other. It is not clear to what extent these associations actually regulated

, t he trade and brokered deals at the time of Paul. This aspect of the guilds

seems to have been emphasised more from the second century onwards (Meeks,

1983:32).

Similarly, in the second century the opponents of Christianity such as the

Roman officials, and literary opponents sometimes described the church as a

voluntary association. The church did also differ somewhat from the typical

voluntary association. They__had e n t £ance-requ ireme nt s ( u n l i ke any other club,
---'- -------- - - ' ----

and the Church consisted of indivJduaIs of ~aryihg status and ,wealth- who were
---_._-_._......-"~ .-. , "~ . . ~,. ~~ , ' .....,..,,~,..'""-" ..".- ....._.._-~'~..

seen as equal. Therefore, y o l u nt a r y - associat_~~ms wer,~_ :part _of th~ _ soc:ial

context' i n Corinth, but it is difficult to say whether the Corinthian
~~._-- ' ."

Christians wo~ld have seen themselves in this way or not. However, it remains

a possibility that we need to cons ider.

3.3. RECONSTRUCTING THE SOCIAL WORLD OF FIRST-CENTURY CHRISTIANITY

The social values and no r ms of the first-century world are often regarded as

rather difficult to reconstruct and understand. However, the work of Bruce

Malina in his 1981 book; The ' New Testament world: insights from cultural

anthropology is invaluable in this regard . It provides a clear and insightful

description of the social forces at work in the first-century Mediterranean

world. Each chapter describes a different aspect of the make-up of that

worldlO
•

3.3.1. Honour and shame

Malina describes honour and shame as the pivotal values of the first-century

world. He defines honour as

10 Th .ere 1S some debate as to whether one can refer to a
"pan-Mediterranean" world in the way that Malina does. Was the
Mediterran~an world really so culturally united? Although we
follow Mal1na's argument and use his generalised terminology, we
should be aware of this critique.
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in one of two ways. It can

gained simply by being who

the value of a~ person in his or her own eyes-:> (that is, one' s cl~i,!!'_to-- -- - . _. ... _----- --- ----- -

worth) plus that person's ~~lu~_in the eyes of his or her_~~ial_g~oup.

Honour is a cl~im to worth along with the social acknowledgement of

worth (1981:64).

In this world view there are three boun~~.!'y markers which mark off the system

based on ho nou r . These are ' p ower) (the ~bility to exercise control - over
<---._-"~ . ~-, . . . .-../"' •

others), se~ual status (the oughts and shoulds associates with bel.ng male or

female), a nd religion )(the attitudes and behaviours one is expected to follow
~ -- _.-- ----'"

in the religious and ritual life of the society). From this it is already

noticeable that a system based on honour will be one dominated by social rules

regarding acceptable and unacceptable behaviour, and rules that differentiate

people from one another along the lines of status.

Malina (1981: 30) argues ..that ,honour can be gained

either be ascribea or acquiredi. Ascribed honour is
\. '"'--. - • ._,•.-. . .~ ....~ . .•.. .•r'. .

you are. It is in~ed. One can be born int~ an, ~0!1 s>.I,!~!!ble f~mily. Lineage

is important. However, honour can also be ascribed by someone who has the

power-to--force -o t he r s to acknowledge one's status. For example, honour can be
C _c -------,- ,,--

ascribed to an individual by God, a king or even by powerful members of

society.

Acquired "honour, on the other hand, is gained by excelling in social

interaction. This interaction can be described as "chCl.lleng_ELa~d response" and

it underlies all interaction between individuals who are not kin. I ~~eraction

is therefore of a f u '::<:iame!1tally competitive nature. \ EsI~~ (1994: 27-8)

describes the f~~g~s of this process.

~J The first step is the challenge, which is a claim to enter the social space

of anot~~~_i~~i~~dual. That claim may be positiv~-=-~~ha~~ing the honour of,
the other person, mutually beneficial; or negative, to remove the other from

his or her social space.

2. The second stage refers to how the challenge is perceived. The recipient

of the challenge must judge whether or not it represents a potential harm to

his or her honour.
--"
3 ~ stage three refers to the response of the recipient. There are three

possibilities.

1. A positive refusal to act - by scorn or disdain - especially if the

challenge comes from someone of much lower rank .

ii. counter challenge

iifo negative refusal to act - which implies a loss of honour.

4. The last stage is the public verdict. This judgement determines who gains

and who loses honour i n the exchange. This is a vital part of the process.

Honour i~'only gained or lost if it is ratified in public. A person's social
'- -~ - - -- - - _.-- ~- ----. - --

sta~~s, a nd s~lf-image is socially defined (Esler, 1994:28).
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Adding to the social nature of interaction in the Mediterranean world is the

concept that a physical affront or challenge to one individual can also be

interpreted' as a challenge or affront to the social group or family which that

person represents. In order to maintain the group's .ho J::lC?,l;lr. and boundaries, the
~---' --~"" '~~"'----'--- ..- -_.

individual is duty .bound to respond t6~~~~~ch~11~ng~. To do _~ot~~ng means a

loss of honour.

As honour is both a personaD and communal , reality in this kind of society, one

would expect there to be several ways in which honour is symbolised. One of

the more important is the idea that honour is aymbo LLaed - oy blood. This is
• l. • •. . . _ .• <_,. ,

symbolic of f a mfly-or k in ties. In societies based on honour codes, there is

usuaily ~ ·s~spic ion_of-everyone_who is not a blood relative. This is explained

by Malina in the following extract:

A person can always trust his blood relatives. Outside that circle, all

people are pres~edt·;;·-b~ di-~h~-~~~·;~bl~ guilty, if you will, unless

proven otherwise. It is with all these others that one must play the

game, engage in the contest, put one's own honor and one's family honor

on the line (1981:33).

Similarly, just as one is duty bound to protect the honour symbolised by

blood, there is a similar feeling with the general community. Members of a

community are duty bound to protect the honour of the community from outside

challenges, which may affront the name of the community . Hence, honour is

often symbolized by blood and by a name.

Interestingly, gaining money :and possessions, and gaining honour are not!
necessarily achieved in the same process.

' Pr e s t {ge derives from domination of persons r~ther than t hings. Hence,
.-- - - -- \ -~----'

any concern people show for the acquisition of goods derives from the

purpose of gaining honor through generously disposing of what one has

acquired among equals or socially useful lower-class clients. In other

words, honor is acqu~~ed through beneficence, not through the fact of

possession and/or the keeping of what one has acquired. Thus money,

goods, and any sort of wealth are really , ~ in=~ri~ -t:"6 h009-r, and any

other use of wealth is considered foolish (Malina, 1981:34).

In sum then, honour can be seen as a social mechanism which places every

individual in a certain rank in the society. This rank entitles a person to

interact in certain ways with his or her equals, and prescribes specific

behavioral cues for dealing with one's superiors and subordinates, based on

one's power, sexual status and religious standing.
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3.3.2. Patron-client ties

An understanding of patron-client relationships is very closely linked to the

concept of honour as it refers to a type of interaction between people of

different status. In a 1992 study, John Chow emphasised the patron-client ties

in Corinth at the time of Paul's correspondence to that city. He argues that

an understanding of these relationships give another perspective from which

to interpret the events of 1 Corinthians. Chow (1992:31-2) describes several

characteristics of patron-client relationships.

1. A patron-client relation is an exchange relation. In other words the patron

gives the client what he needs:-a~d in turn gets from the client what he

wants. Through this system, various kinds of resources can be exchanged.

Patrons usually exchange tangible goods like farming land, economic a Ld,

protection or so on. Clients usually provide more intangible goods - e.g.

publicise the good name of the patron, support the patron in a political

process, inform for the patron ... (1992:31).

2. A patron-client relation is an asymmetrical relat:idn. This d~stinguishes

pa~~~nage ~rom f~d-SJ1~p. The patron and client are :~§J1 ~~'l i...!L t~!TIs__of

powez ; The patron is a person who holds a key position over the access to

resources needed ,b y the client. (1992:31-32).

3. A patron-client relation is usually a particularistic l a~d informal

relation. Re-=~~:~_e~__are channelled to apec Lf i c people, and are '~-c>t universally

available to all who approach the patron. A major motivator for the patron is.'- -~,--~~-_.~-_.-.-

the accumulation of honour, that helping the less fortunate person will bring.

If, however, the potential client is in no position to enhance the patron's

honour in any way, it is unlikely that the patron will help the client.

4. A patron-client relation is usually a , supra-legal relation. It is a
'-----------~-- - - -

relation based on mutual underst~~~~ng, seen as binding, but may be opposed

to the official law (1992:32). Again honour is involved here. The relationship

would probably be sealed with a word of honour - perhaps appealing to one's

family name.

5. A patron-client relation is often a bindi!!g and long-range relation. There
-.r- " . -"-' . " -"_",,, ,. ,__, N . ....... '.__..._·_ , · ,, -,_.-.~-

is a strong sense of personal obligation. If a client fails to honour his

obligation, the patron might censure the client in some way.

6. A patron-client relation is a voluntary relation. In theory these relations

are voluntary, but often the client is in ~_J2osit.i,Qn_where he hasCn,,- )
alternati;~\ (1992: 32 ) ' :- ~

)
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7. A patron-client relation is a vertical relatipn. It fe~~~~~=~h~~~~atgs-qu~/'

and discourages horizontal group solidarity among clients.

Chow explains that there are two paradoxes that seem to be associated with the

patron-client ' r e l a t i on s h i p . The first is the combination of inequality and

seemingly mutual solidarity between the patron and the client. This sounds _a

lot like the church a~ Corinth ' where there are clearly peopLe of varying

class', yet they are all members of the new community. Does this therefore

provide an alternative model from which to interpret the circumstances and

problems of that Christian community? The second paradox is the combination

of potential coercion and mutual obligation. It appears that the patron has

all the power in the relationship - this is true to an extent - he can coerce

the client in any number of ways, but, he is also obligated once the deal has

been struck. To renege on such an agreement would mean a loss of honour

(1992:33) •

What then are the conclusions reached by Chow? To what extent did patron

client relationships form the backdrop against which the church developed?

Chow addresses this question in a chapter entitled, Patronage in Roman

Corinth, in which he divides his attention into two areas: patronage and

society, and, patronage and institutions.

3.3.2.1. Pa t r o na g e and society

Chow understands patronage to be in operation at all - lev:eis~.'of s.()8~ty.
"",-~.-...-,.'_'- .''-.._' . ,.~~.- -- ,-

Naturally, the,e~peror was the patron of the whole Empire, including Corinth.

The emperor as patron, was honoured in several ways - coins bore his image,

statues were erected in his honour and, in Corinth there was a temple for the

cult of the imperial family. Festivals too, were another way in which the

emperor was honoured.

In Corinth, RO~~.r:._. c::>J.i.:i~~Ials would also have been regarded as patrons - they

represented the emperor, had access to him if necessary, and held positions

of power at the local level. Such officials operated as middlemen between the

emperor and the local people. They themselves had a patron-client relationship

with the emperor, and with the local people.

At the next level down t he hierarchy, were the LocaI" n6tables'~: They were often

regarded as patrons on account of their wea!~h ;nd- st~-, l;~al ly . These are

people who were p~_a.ristocratiC::'famil.i.es and who had probably served on

the local council or some other prestigious position.

However, in first-century Corinth, especially in the first half of the

century, there were apparently many rich people in the colony. It is

thus possible to postulate that there would be competition among them.
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And if one wanted to get ahead of other competitors, something more

than wealth perhaps was needed (Chow, 1992:63).

What Chow leads up to i s that to be a respected patron required more than

wealth. A good family background and a connection with Rome or Roman leaders

were advantages.

3.3.2.2. Patronage and institutions

If patronage was such a pervasive phenomenon in Corinth one naturally

would wonder how far such relationships might have been established

within the society as a whole. Would there be some influence on the

structuring of relationships in contemporary institutions, like

association and household? (Chow, 1992:64).

Associations and clubs (both legal and illegal) were a common factor of

Corinthian life. Many were · trade orga.,l1-hs<3,t~OI1,.§_jgl,lilds) made up of

tradespeople of a particular trade, which organised and regulated that sphere

of trade in the city. There were also, however, many associations in honour

of one or mo r e deities. These associations can be seen to work along the lines

of patronage. They looked after the interests of their members in return for

honour. If one became the leader of such an association, this was a position

of power and status - placing that person in a position conducive to patronage

relationships (Chow, 1992:64-5).

Chow argues that a similar system of organisation can be identified in the

Roman household. Talking about associations and the household, Chow notes;

"Interestingly enough, the two institutions sometimes overlapped with one

another when a society was formed in a large household with the head of the

household as its patron (1992:68).

As the head of a household, one was already a patron figure. The householder

would sometimes act as a priest to the whole house - interceding to the

deities o n the household's behalf. As such he was clearly a patron. However,

patronage relationships also existed at other levels within the household. The

freedmen of the household, the householder's literary friends, and those who

sought the help of the householder, would all have been in a patron-client

relationship with the he a d of the household.

Although slaves could be made freedmen by their masters, they were never

completely free. They would forever be in debt to the patron who gave them

their freedom and his family. He owed the patron honour a response

sanctioned by law (Chow, 1992:70). Similarly, philosophers or religious people

would cluster around a rich patron. These people relied on the patron for

material benefits such as food and financial support. · In return, these

"clients" would enhance the patron's reputation as a cultured man - a man of
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benevolence and virtues. There would also have been a number of people who

sought help (material or otherwise) from the patron. By giving help, the

patron again enhanced his own reputation.

Summing up, Chow also points us forward to .. how the Church may have . been

affected by patronage a ssociations and relationships:

If patronage formed such an important part of life in Roman corinth, it

would be most unrealistic to expect the Christians there to be wholly

untouched by its influence and to behave in a completely new way

immediately after their conversion. On the contrary, it is most likely

that patronage would become the background for understanding the

relational ties in the church and some of the problems Paul discussed

in1 Corinthians (1992:82).

Finally, before we discuss the social norms and values of Roman society that

we would expect to find at corinth, we need to be aware that there _i s evidence

pertaining to the identity and status of some of the Corinthian Christians

that is not apparent from 1 Corinthians. Paul ~efer s to ~he Corinthians h n ~
~ -i

some of h i s other letters . As such, this must also be included in our._._---------
discussion of context.

3.3.2.3. Who are the Corinthians?

According to Paul, the -i l r s t - f r u-it: s] at Corinth were Is t e ph-an u s and h i.s
- - - - -- - - - - .• - - I..

household (1 Cor. 16:15 ). They were baptized personally by Paul (1 Cor. 1:16).

In this l ight, Stephanus cannot be seen as one of Paul's opponents. Rather,

as a householder apparently of independent means (but unlikely rich), he was

in a position to render services to the church (1 Cor. 15 :15).

~~~PRil was also one of Paul's early converts; He too was baptized by Paul 

therefore unlikely to be an opponent. If this is the same Crispus mentioned

in Acts 18:8, then it is possible that he used to serve in the capacity of

synagogue ruler. As a householder and a person with experience of leading a

religious group, it is likely that he became one of the leaders of the

Corinthian church. As a synagogue ruler he was probably also wealthier than

most and respected among his own people. This is offset, however, by the

indic~tlon in Acts:18:8 that a synagogue ruler could be beaten up by the

colonists in the city. One is also not certain to what extent the Jews would

have continued to respect Crispus after his conversion. Therefore his position

in the Corinthian church appears rather ambiguous (Chow, 1992:89).

'Ga i u s is another person baptized by Paul and mentioned by name (1 Cor. 1:14).

He served as Paul's host when Paul later visited Corinth (Rom 16:23),

therefore he is likely to be an ally of Paul. As a man who could host the
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entire church, Chow understands Gaius to be a patron of the early Corinthian

church.

For-t-una1;-us--ana- -l\'c hai.c u fil are also mentioned as envoys to Paul from the
L-- .-.--- ---- --- -
Corinthian church (1 Cor. 16:17). Nothing much is known about their

background, but Chow notes that their names are of servile origin (1992:90).

However, whether they are rich freedmen, or dependents of a rich patron is not

known.

In 1 Cor. 1:11, Paul re fers to ~hroe'~_J?eople J in the context of the apparent

conflict in Corinth. They are said to have brought this situation to Paul's

notice. Beyond this, little is known.

Discussing the people we have looked at so far, Chow writes;

There are a few pe r s o n s of independent means and one who could have

served formerly -i n a significant position- as a synagogue ruler.

Presumably these people could be regarded as belonging to the patronal

class. But it does not appear that they were rich enough or prestigious

enough to be considered as socially outstanding (1992:92) .

However, one person who deserves further attention is ~rastu~ In Romans 16: 23

he is mentioned as a city treasurer. Many scholars, according to Chow, are

persuaded that Erastus was a riC:? _ ~!'1.dsignificant person in Corinth. By virtue

of his wealth and his links with the secular authorities he must be ranked

among the powerful few in the Church (1 Cor. 1:26) (Chow, 1992:93). However,

Erastus is only mentioned in later Pauline correspondence to the Romans

(written from Corinth), so we do not, know if he played a pa.x t in the

Corinthian church at the time of 1 Cor inthians.

On this no t e , we would be lacking were we not to mention Gerd The{ssen 's

important work concerning the ' socr ci"Ls t a t us ·o f the- -~~~ly--chrrstians:) We shall
"'--~.__--.- --..-------...---.- -----.:.. ----.1

not spend much time on this but to mention the core of Theissen's argument.

Theissen believes that t;.he -Te-a'"ding figures of the Christia; 'g;;;~p;i;;-c~rinth
'-___ __ ---.1 -, .__ . __... _.. '._._.-.._._,._ _ .~ _

belonge~_~..relativ~_~ ,hT(;t~economjA:: ancl-=-s6-c ia l l~,::~. They ~ere most likely

~ousehdTders-6'f'-locaC'famiTi-es; and patrons to the local c hurch. ii(;we ve r ,

T·heis·s·en-· ·~~g~g;;;t~·· - t-h;t ·-th~ .-~~st -. Of -t h ; ' community was as (V~ri~d ' as-soci"etYi

itself. The interesting point that Theissen raise~, how~v~r~---i;;--~-;t'th~tthe

Christian communities consisted of people from differeritsocial strata, but

the PCHfsi5fiITY that these differences in cra~s\ or status f c o u l d - b e the
...... , ---.-.....:.=..:-_-:--_~-:-~.._-.----- ...._. - . ~ "..- .~_._ _---: _<0_ ~~ _ .. • ~-.~ _ ...~._ , ••

backdrop aga_in~!:- ._whi£..~. -inte~p.i~t:. tp ..e cOT!flJctsJ .wi t h i n the Corinthian

church . This is a point raised by Meeks in a discussion of Theissen's work:
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The conflicts in the congregation are in large part conflicts between

people of different strata and, within individuals, between the

expectations of a hierarchical society and those of an egalitarian

community (Meeks, 1983:53).

3.3.3. The first-century personality: the individual and the group

In order to understand the personality of the early Christians, it is

important to view them as part of the social world where honour and shame are

the pivotal social values. Hence, the virtuous man is the one who is able to

maintain or even increase his honour rat ing along with that of his group.

Similarly, it makes sense to suggest that;

such .a .? =: s o n would always see hillls-= 1. ~ or herself thro.~gh the eyes .of ,.:.c.

others. After all, honor requires a grant of reputation by others. So
--_._ ---- -

what others tend to see is all important ... In this sense; a meaningful

human existence depends on the individual's full awareness of what

others think and feel about him, along with his living up to that

awareness (Malina, 1981:51).

In this society, then, it makes sense that individual uniqueness is of little

or no cultural importance. It is probably kept hidden, as it would be taken

as a sign of weakness. Of much more cultural consequence is that one fits into

the cultural profile of who and what you should be (Ibid:52).

3.3.3.1. Dyadic personality

If the first-century Mediterranean person does not share our (Western,

individualist) outlook, then what kind of cultural system did they have?

Malina suggests the following:

Instead of individualism, what we find in the first-century

Mediterranean world is what might be called "dyadLsm v (from the Greek

word meaning a pair, a twosome). A dyadic personality is one who simply

needs another continually in order to know who he or she really is •••

The dyadic personality is an individual who fp e r c e i v e s - h i ms e l f and forms
- __ ' I . -. '

his self-image in terms of w~at o~~_p~rc.e.ive and f eed bacJs to him.
'. ._....---- ... - -_.....

He feels a need of others for his very psychological existence, since

the i~.~.e he-!!...as .Qf .. Qi ms e lf mus~~gree~with the imag~ ~!.orl!lY.lated.and

presented by ~~g?~fica~~ others, by members of significant and person

sustaining groups like family, village, even city and nation (1981:54

55).
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This understanding of personality opens up a whole n~~_~~y of underst~~ding

the scrip~~_~, and the circumstances t.hat; precipitated the writing of the New

Testament. For example, the responsibility for morality and deviance does not

lie with the individual alo~e, but with the social body ; the group within

which the individual is embedded. Is it therefore logical to argue that we are

likely to find a substant:ial ,amount of time dedicated to ~~ul!_d~r'y maintenance

and the setting out; -'o f rules .' and regulations, since it is th~ group's

responsibility to kee~ __~!E;__ members in line with the group mentality?

Simil arly, -~ance can be seen as a symptom of a group that is not

functioning properly - where perhaps the dyadic personality system is breaking

down. Malina seems to support this opinion when he writes:

In Christian--'communities, the main problem was · to keep the Christian
.,,-- ~----....

group, the individualchur-ch, Ln-iharmony-: and unity, in sound state

(e . g., 1 Co r . 12 ; -Rom. 12: 3-21) ••• F~~the~ , --the -s~ndnes s of the group,

like the behavior of the dyadic personality individually, is heavily

determined by its impact on surrounding groups and by the expectations

of outsiders ... Christians have to be at ~east as 'good as the ous~iders
--- --_ .

are , and ,i"n-·t hnf"sen s e outsiders set'the norm/ for the group (1981:58).
f _ __ ••• __•• •__ • •• _. • ~._ _

How does this help us to understand the context of the Corinthian church? The

main point to be , grasped is that we cannot expect the Corinthians to think

like us, or to share our culturally conditioned concept of the world and how

it works. Rather, we need to understand that their view of the world and their

place in it was shaped in response to the everyday experiences of their time.

The shape that this took is l ikely to be very communitY_9rtenj:ed - where one

views oneself, and one's identity in terms of the wider society or group that

one is a part of. All motivations, motives, and attitudes are derived from

culturally shared stereotypes. As such, it is ,n :>.t - ' sUE2rising that early

Christianity was to take on a sectarian, bounded identity.

3.3.4. The perception of limited goo'd

In the first century Mediterranean world where life was a constant battle

against hunger for most people, there was a widespread belief that all goods

are limited, whether material or non-material. "All goods, from land and food

on the one hand to honour on ·the other, were regarded as finite in quantity

and always in short supply .•• " (Esler, 1994:35).

With this basic assumption, which was at the heart of what first-century

Mediterranean cultures believed, there are certain tangible consequences in

how people behave, interact and so on. One of the more important consequences

is the belief that an individual or family cannot increase his/ her or their

social position without depriving someone else of theirs. As a result, upw~rd

social mobility was viewed as a threat to the community. The valued social
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behaviour was aimed at maintaining one's social position and honor, and that

of one's family.

Hence, much effort was aimed at maintaining one's social status. Malina

identifies two strategies that an honourable person could employ to achieve

this - a defensive strategy, and by striking up strategic alliances (Malina,

1981:76).

3.3.4.1. The honourable person's defensive strategy

Status in the first-century Mediterranean world is inherited, and is perceived

in terms of honour and prestii;je. As part of a village community, or a similar

urban group, the i~dividual learns his. 0:: he~ po ~i~ion _ t.hzouq'h i.~~~~action

with others. The way in which an honourable person defends his or her status

is simply to live out a predictable, transparent, socially open existence.

" ••• he does not seem to be outstanding, but he know~ how to protect his

rights to his inherited status" (Malina, 1981:77).

3.3.4.2. The honourable person's dyadic alliances

In this particular perception of the world, the first century person £ound

that hard work, skill and thrift were essential abilities for maintaining

one's pos ition in society, but were not enough to get ahead. In this system,

where techpology ,is developed very slowly, wealth was also accumulated too

slowly to really make a difference . Therefore people had to develop different

strategies to help them get ahead . The main tactic was to develop a "dyadic

contract" which was b ased..on rec.iE~ocity. i. .e. These . were in the form of

favours done-for -each-other and consisted of obligations between persons of
i . .< - 0 ---- ~-.-- _ - -

equal status, and between people of different statuses (patron-client

contracts) .

Malina suggests that there were probably such dyadic contracts in Corinth that

may have been at the heart of the conflict among the Christian groups in that

city.

Finally, the factions in the church of Corinth seem to have .derived

from dyadic relationships to individual apostles (1 Cor. 1:12). I might

point out here, i.ncidentally, that Paul's solution to the problem posed

by such dyadism, much like the solution envisioned in Matt. 23:8-10, is

to point out that o~~_~~Citions owed to Jesus have to be paid back .no ts to

Jesus, but to others in dyadic relation with Jesus, that is one's.- .. --- ~ ---- _._-.~

fellow Christians. The result is a kind of polyadic relationship
., ~ u • .,~ ~ •• ,, ~ _

("poly-" means many): a number of people in equivalent statuses

organised around a single interest and mutually obligated in terms of

this single interest, much like a guild or Roman burial association

(Malina,1981:82).
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3.3.4.3. Limited good a nd the accumulation of wealth

Despite what Malina argues above, he still maintains that the cultural system

of that time was such that the goal in life waste maLrrta-Lrr-onejs status, : no t

tOi accumu 'la t e -;;ai1:h . Hence, ,, ~~ hono~~ble ~er~~n;~uld certainly st~i~e t~
avoid and prevent the accumulation of capital, since he would see in it a

threat to the community and community balance, rather than a precondition to

economic a nd social improvement" (Malina, 1981:83).

Only those who used money and extortion, or the power to exploit others, had

the resources to accumulate wealth, but they did so at the . cost of honour.

Traders, tax collectors and money lenders would have fallen into this

category. Hence, by modern standards, most people in the first-century

Mediterranean world would have been very poor. However, Malina suggests that

there could have been d ifferent criteria for understanding what - ~~po_~r2;--means\

in this type of society.

In the passages of the Bible that deal with the poor, it is difficult to

ascertain what ex~ctly the author means by the term -in many cases we must

simply guess - but in others, the context gives us some idea . Luke 6:20-21

ranks the p~9r with those who hunge~, thirst and mourn, while Matt . 11:4-5- ..,. .-.--,.'....,'_._ ,~,-,, --~,,----.- ~ .,,-'

L~.:!:_s t i:l the b Li.nd j' lame, lepers, d eaf, and the /de~d' with the poor. What can we

learn from this? Malina suggest s the following:

it would seem that being classified as poor was the result of

unfortunate personal history or circumstances. A poor person seems to

be one who . cannot maintain his inherited status due to circumstances

that befall him and his family, like debt, being in a foreign land,

sickness r death (widow), or some personal physical accident (Ibid:85) .

In t he perception of people in, limited-good society, the majority of

people are neither rich nor poor, just equal in that each has a status

to maintain in some honorable way. Personal assessment is not economic,

but a matter of lineage. Thus in this context, rich and poor

characterize two poles of society, two minority poles - the one based

on the ability to maintain elite status, the other based on the

inability to maintain one's inherited status of any rank (Ibid:85).

3.3.5. Clean and unclean: understanding rules of purity.

Here, once again, we follow the lead of Bruce Malina who asks questions such

as-: _What are purity rules? Why are they so important in first-century

Judaism? What impact did they have on early Christ ian groups? To begin with,

Malina explains some of the dynamics concerning sacred and profane aspects of
life .
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3.3.5 ~1. Sacred and profane

Malina def ines the sacred as "that which is set apart to or for some person.
'....!

It includes persons, places, things, and times that are symboled or filled

with some sort of set-apartness which we and others recognise" (Malina;

1981:124).

The opposite of the sacred is the profane, the unholy, the non-sacred.

The profane is that which is not set apart to or for some person in any

exclusive way, that which might be everybody's and nobody's in

particular to varying degrees. Thus the words "sacred" and "profane"

describe a human relationship of varying degrees of exclusivity

relative to some person or thing (and I include time and space under

"thing") (Ibid: 124) .

There are different lines that can be drawn between t he : sacred and the

profane. For example, between mine and yours, ours and theirs, and human and

non-human. Each society or culture has their own set of lines that are drawn

between the sacred and the profane, and which help to make sense of the world

around them. Referring to such lines, Malina remarks:

Human beings the world over are born into systems of lines that mark

off, delimit, and define nearly all significant human experiences. Not

only d9 people define and delimit, but they also invest the marked off

areas (persons, things, places, events) with feeling and value. Line

drawing of this sort enables us to define our various experiences so as

to s ituate ourselves and others and everything and everyone that we

might come into contact with, as well as to evaluate and feel about

those experiences on the basis of where they are located within the

lines. Thus the set of social lines we learn througn encultura~I~~_7

provides all of us with a sort of socially shared map that helps and'

compels us to situate persons, things, places, and events. Line-making.
normally results in a special social emphasis on boundaries, since

clear boundaries mean clear definition, meaning, and feeling, while

blurred boundaries lead to ambiguous perceptions and reactions

(Ibid:125).

3.3.5.2. Pu r i t y : clean and unclean

The point that Malina wants to make is that this system of drawing social

lines, is essential for us to perceive set-apartness. It will also help us to

explain the differences between what is called clean, and the unclean - as

every society draws a line between these two. Malina shows the link between

purity and the line between clean and unclean in the following extract:
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Now purity is specifically about the gen~ral cultural map of social

time and space, about arrangements within the space thus defined, and

especially about the boundaries separating the inside from the outside.

The unclean or impure is something that does not fit the space in which

it i s found, that belongs elsewhere, that causes confusion in the

arrangement of the generally accepted social map because it overruns

boundaries, and the like (Ibid:125).

How then, does this help us understand the New Testament world and the early

Christian communities? If we take the view that cultures are selective, and

develop cues for certain circumstances, we can assume that sooner or later,

that culture will have to face a set of cir:.~_ms!~e~__.~.~~:~_~!lOt fit.j,ts "

pr:co~ce.i_~e~_idea.:..~:_.~o~ things work . "These e ,,:periences that do not fit

socially shared patterns or norms are called ~~ma l_~~~_ _C!:!:!~ ...w9 r.d _ Li t er.a l 1'y

means something irregular). If we are enculturated to react with strong

negative feelings toward certain anomalies, to view them as triggers of

disgust or hate, we would call this class of anomalies abominations"

(Ibid: 127) . This is how purity rules develop. They are a response . to

experiences that do not easily fit into that culture's understanding of the

cosmos. Malina lists n :ve · way s that a cu Lt.ur-e i may deal with anomaLies and. ---.--- I --- ~~ ------- - - _ .. -----

abominations .
._----

,~ ii. The culture can settle on one way' of \~n·terp.~~'t·,i,hg~J).at._h~ppens in life.

This reduces ambiguity, and anything that does not fit that particular
--~_._" ---"----_.

framework can be classified! as, supe r t Lt Lon , error, and the like. Early.....,•..---:.~.~--~.-

Christianity achieved t h i s by approving a set range of beliBfs - the canon -

a~d ,rejecting all other~ as inauthentic.
,.2: An anomaly might be controlTed- ·physic~!lY:, e :g. ,oari i sh i~g lepers to the

outskirts of town.

3. A ' soc_~~ty might sl?~en 'ou t certain~~~~.E~f? , ~.for avoiding anomalous people,

things and situations. "Such rules affirm and strengthen what__Ls.. ~ol?ial ly

uI,1a;ccep~able and indirectly underscore what is acceptabJ,:e" (Ibid128).

4. The anomalous p~rson, thing, or event can be ( ~~bell. ed as ,a social hazard~

This l e nc ou r a ge s c,o n f o r mi t y , and P_':!t~_the l,~sSi.§!···~yon(r (fi,§=-u_s.,~ri.

5. Anomalies c;aE..be used-in · r itual.J!:?.,~l!r -!- ch mean i.nq and t ocall attention to

othe~Je~~s -Of -existence (Ibid: 129) .

Ma1ina sums up his argument so far as follows:

In the limited-good perspective of our first-century foreigners, the

main task in life was not symboled by achievement in terms of money,

but rather by the maintenance of one's inherited position in society.

This brought prosperity and insured the most harmonious relationship

possible in terms of time, place, interpersonal relationships with

one's fellows, and relationships with God. This kind of prosperity was
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the task of the dyadic personality as well as of his society as a

whole. The purTt yrules of the society were \iri~:~..e.E<:l.~~ t~_!?ster

prosperity .by-maintaining fitting, harmonious relationships (Ibid: 131) •

3.4. THE CHURCHES AS "SECTS"

To end off this chapter, and to introduce the following one on "Interrogating
- -

the text", it seems appropriate to sketch something of the likely response

that the early Corinthian church might have taken to the social and cultural

forces at work in first century Corinth. It is our view that understanding the

sectarian nature of small religious groupings such as the Christian

communities is invaluable, and will help us in our quest to understand the

text as fully as possible.

The argument here is that the Pauline churches are involved in a process of

self-definition. ThePauline correspondence is the main defining force. There

are patterns for entry, prescriptions for lifestyle and criteria for

expulsion. The result is that Paul positions the church in a place of being

a "third group" - an alterna~ive to Jews and Gr~eks (1 Cor. 10:32). This is

true on a practical level, although Paul would likely have been aghast at the

d istinction.

Gentile converts could not participate in the life of the church as if

it was one of many rel igions (1 Cor; 10:21). Moreover, although it is

conceivable that some members have attend~d both church and synagogue,

it seems that they were d istinct social realities (cf. 1 Cor. 5:1-5;

6:1-11; 11:17-22; 14:23-36) [Macdonald, 1988:33].

The overall outcome is that the church developed its own distinct identity

over against the society of which it was a part and the religious traditions

of that society. This was reinforced by its own entrance requirements - faith'

in Jesus and baptism. The identity of the church was also backed up by an

"ideology" that was also developing. Central to this ideology was the church's

attitude to the "world". Here the sociological notion of a "sect" becomes

useful. The work of Bryan Wilson is of particular importance. He defines a

"Sect" as:

a clearly defined community; it is of a size which permits only a

minimal range of diversity of conduct; it seeks itself to rigidify a

pattern of behaviour and to make coherent its structure of values; it

contends actively against every other social context possible for its

adherents, offering itself as an all-embracing, divinely -prescribed

society. The sect is not only an ideological unit, it is, to greater or

lesser degree, a social unit, seeking to enforce behaviour on those who

accept belief, and seeking every occas ion to draw the faithful apart
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from the rest of society and into the company of each other ••• the

sect, as a protest group, has always developed its own distinctive

ethic, belief and practices, against the background of the wider

society; its own protest is conditioned by the economic, social,

ideological and religious circumstances prevailing at the time 'o f its

emergence and development (Wilson cited in Macdonald, 1988:34).

~ \'

Therefore, we can ~w the '.P-~~i~c_b_urJ;he ~ as d~_~~l~ping_"s-~Qti" - over

against the greco-Roman--soci"e..ty ' in .wh~~!:l_ they f0l1.ll(L~h.§.rtl.§~1.v.es - who shared

certain beliefs, ideology and attitudes. The Pauline correspondence is the

ideological glue that binds the community together.

3.4.1. sectarian tension

Although there is a dichotomy of being set apart from the world, yet part of

the world (1 Cor. 5:10 ), Paul's cqlllI1\llnities do l·not. appear to resemble the
- . '-....-/ -~- .' -~ -- -.'

"introversionis.t" type of sect (often associated with the Qumran community).- .~-- - .-- --- _. - --. -- , -- ~ . ", -~--"

These sects are characterised by anexclusivity~and almost't~t~l withdrawal
-'-- . ~.. . - ......- .' ,.... " -- ._ . ~ - .'.

from any contact with the "world". The Pauline communities though, have a

strong trend t6wards evangelization - typical of Paul (cf. 1 Cor. 9:19-23).

Macdonald suggests that this dichotomy may be best understood in relation to

the "real - corrf I 'Lc.t s i encountered by community members as they strove. to
~ "". ;' -- -.. ,"

maintain their identity amidst the complexities of the Greco-Roman world"
- - ·,·_------- --- - ------- 1

(1988:39). Hence, she identifies the Pauline communities as ," c o nve r s i o n i-sb "

or : "proselytisi.!l9}' s;;;~-~ :-~s such, Paul wa;t'~~ed wi~~ certain ~~obl~;:-wfiere ' I
' ' '--- - - - - -- - - " --.~ --- .,' C' ,_..... • ' . . \,.:::.••-...,.r..-'

would the church meet? How' do members of different soci.':i_l s t::~!:us i., -!:n t e r a c 1;: ?

These concerns can be seen in much of Paul's writing. Theissen picks up on

this and argues that such practical concerns are the reasons why it appears

that the leaders of the communities were of higher social status than the.
average member.

Faced with practical problems, such as f ~n_di~.9 · ~_ :..!-.<:l,~g$_:'-_ li"o-u se·=~td li"Ol,d

~atherings" it would be reasonable for p~.'!~__ actively to ~ee~ the

~<:J~~er si~_n of a r ,E:!latively. werr=to::;"ao household~ Yet, implicit in

this campaign li~s the danger- ()t.: --comp_~Q.l!!..isirig --s e c t a r i an-v a l u e s
--- -------_._----~ .,- -.- --" ~.-~ .-

(Macdonald, 1988 :40).

3.4.2. Patterns for life: ~6ve patriarchalis~

Here, Macdonald again returns to the work of Theissen, who defines the concept

of love patriarchal ism.
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This love patriarchalism takes social differences for granted but
~,,-' - _. ....__.--- - -- - - . - - - -~_ ..._--

ameliorates them through an obligation imposed upon those who are

socially stronger. From the weaker are required subordination, fidelity

and esteem. Whatever the intellectual sources feeding into this ethos,. .

with it the great part of Hellenistic primitive Christianity mastered

the task of shaping social relations within a community. Which, on the

one hand, demanded of its members a high degree of solidarity and

brotherliness and, on the other, encompassed various social strata

(Macdonald, 1988:43).

Hence, Theissen argues that "love patriarchal ism" which ciTlows social
~_..-----'"

~inerences! to con~~.~lle ~ demands _that , alL.£.E;.l"a':t.ionsh~ip's- be marked_ ~~:-h a

~p£r [t·'pJ3.o.~~nd r~~ played a major role in the development of early- ---~ ~ -.._- ...._-- -- - - - - _ . . . ' ..

Christianity. In essence, then we come full circle back to the dichotomy

betweeri the sect and the world. A§. i3: C9."f!y_~sT(inis.t~se~ti , the community hopes
\ / \ . ~~._-_ .._- --- -._ - ----

t'C'effe·ct the -'s-a1vat"iori-of aU V therefore an ethos is re~red that allows for- _.- -- - -- '-------------- -'.. '

the accommocfa:tT o n -"6C -a f fJ1" ,- . '

3.5. CONCLUSION

The above descriptions of the context of Corinthian Christ ianity are by no

means exhaustive~ There is much more that can, and perhaps should, be said.

However, we must now t urn our attention to the text itself. What secrets are

hidden in the first letter to the Corinth ians? What can we learn about the

community and its apparent conflicts? It is our belief that these questions

may more readily be answered now that we have ou~lined the ' ~oc io~h istor ic a l ! ' /j~

~;t( Of corin-!c~_~I1_ j:he__fir.s;~·c~ntury C.E. --.. ,-. /
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CHAPTER FOUR

"INTERROGATING THE TEXT"

4.1. INTRODUCTION

This chapter takes up s teps two and three of our outlined methodology. This

is where we begin the process ~f ( interpre~ation as oppg~~2-~ ~~ '~descripti~n.
~, ..........,-~.......-" "------- ---- . -." -- - '.~ ~. ~._-~~ ---~~_ .- .-

Firstly, we will use Kee 's questions to "interrogate the text". Our belief is

that in doing so, we will be able to focus on the text in a holistic fashion,

while still keeping our focus anthropological. In this process we will draw

as much as possible on what we have learnt about the context of the first

church in Corinth. In this way we will be able to build up a profile of the

Corinthian church, and the issues that Paul deems important for that

community. The results from this interrogation will then allow us to analyze

the Corinthian community and Paul along the lines of "group" and "grid". We

will be able to plot the Cor inth ian church's position on the "group/grid" map

with confidence, and with as broad and holistic an understanding of the

community as poss ible.

In this chapter" we are somewhat bound by the f -ac t; that this is a Master's

thesis and not an exhaustive study. Therefore, in answering the questions put

to us, we will aim to pick out the mos t __p-~rtJ,n_e.nt...obaenvat.Lons., and to get a
~ --. --'-~- ---~

o.verall:el!~! of_~l~~ _ ~ et:ter . We will 'IIl::LtJbe_ . Cl.!?~,: to .,~J_El£.\lSfL~.::..~iY_:r-:eference

and det aLl , as this would be ~oo ~,a..r_g_~_ , .a task. However, in another context,

this would be the more favourable approach.

4.2. BOUNDARY QUESTIONS:

"By what authority are the boundaries drawn which define the group?" .

There are several sets of boundaries that appear in Paul's dealings with the

Corinthians. There are those boundaries that the corrntITDans-EhemseLves have
_ _ _ __ ',- ----.J

drawn, distinguishing between the di ~Jgre.D:t_f_ac_tj,.ons within the community; and- -- ~-

those boundaries emphasised \ e.y~=-!'.auTj which draw the focus back to unity in

mind and thought (1 Cor. 1:10), and unity in Christ. Paul draws these

boundaries by appealing to h is (:-s t~u sr as anapbstle who has been specially
~ ""- --- - - .". -- \

called by Christ. Alluded to as well is P~tflrs-sl2ec~'crl:::::re:'l~t-~on!!bip to the

Corinthian church as the ~Joun~~5 of the community. Paul sees himself as the

highest earthly auth~rity over the Corinthians.
~--~--- _. " .. - - --------

. On another level, we ought also to ask whether any of the group's boundaries

('/ h a v e been e~j1~y_o_utsJders, or through interaction with ~u~siders. In the
. ~ - , ---- - -- - - - _._ - - - - -
previous chapter we discussed several institutions (~~7d, ~ol~E!'~ry

associations) which may have provided a frame of reference within which the
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society would have understood the church. We have also discussed ho~ the

church adopted the p'atron-;;;:c r reht l mode of organisation of their communities.- .~ -------.~-~- -- ~

Therefore, one could a rgue that in the process of adopting some of the

society's norms and wa y s means of organisation, the church allowed it~elf to

some extent to be shaped by the society at large. Beyond this general

influence of society a~d context on the new churches, there is evidence in 1

Corinthians that the church turned to . outsiders in more concrete matters,

which one could argue helped shape the boundaries of the community. The prime

example here is 1 Cor. 6:1-11, where Paul complains that me~ers of the

community have taken others to the "paqaii" ccurf] t? ,s e t t l e disputes. This

would suggest th~t 't-he"'-:-Corinthians r;~'6<id=r§id' b~t~Tde-aut:hori.t:YYo Paul would
}. _.... ... "- ..

rath_e:~ see the cor~lil.~ettl~Ifg,~!J1eir:...q'y?II~gisp!:!!-.¥s, and he chides them for

their actions and lack-' of maturity and wisaom._._..... .-,_.,.~'. ) ',.... .1

"What are the \-Elirea'E'$ to the maintenance of these boundaries?"_____ _ I

The threats to the community are clear in the first chapter. As far as Paul

is concerned, the threats are the t..n~e-rna·l-d±vis~ons and qua-rreITing between

the fa~s of the Corinthian church. The source of the divisions appears to

be differe n ces -6'V'er" "loyalty and allegiance to the various evangelists or

traveUi-n'g-pr'e'aCher~- th~t " ~had Visi1:~d--"~he community. Hence, some follow

Apollos, some follow Cephas and so on (1 Cor. 1:11-12). There are a~so ~he

quarrels over t.he Lord"s -supper, which as Theissen has shown can be seen as
_..- ' ~ ..,,,...... " '- ..., . -.- ~~ ...----~ .-,.. .-=- - _•. .(

a q~~::::.=.!...betw':en.thewe~~thy and. th~__~~~3 wi~!1 the ..c.ommunity. In some cases

the divisions within the community are so pronounced that members of the

community have taken each other to court (1 Cor. 6:1-11). This disunity serves

to make t he community .".,eak')and vulnerable. Therefore, the worry is that the.,.....-=~.-:...-.. --- - " ""'-~------. ~......_..~_/ ~ - -- .

church wi ll become so divided that it will cease to be the church at all. Paul
_~_' _ • ......~- ••.• . - -' • . _ ", • ~ -"....,...",.".__ c=.. • ....-__, ••.,. ; ., .•__. _,,- . . . _

is also worried that some members of the community are being i.9nored~,and\ left

dll."f :

"Who are the insiders? The outsiders? Can an insider become an outsider?

Does the threat to the boundaries arise within the group or from without?"

There are several factors that all point towards boundary maintenance on the

part of Paul. One of the strongest is the way in which Paul describes the

church. It is not necessarily specific commands alone that lead to boundary

maintenance, but particular ideas expressed in language. For example, the

lett~s of Paul are rich ,in words and phrases that ~~eak of the\ ghris~~ns as

I " a ' verj '=:spe'c'ial cjioup ~ The relations between members are also described with

:~~-t:..~~n. This se~'~:s as ' b.o~~d~Ey m~.~ntenance as it encoura~es gro~p
cohesiveness and ~nity .

In 1 Corinthians, the letter is addres:sed to . the'(·saIni~.? (1 Cor. 1:2). This

immediately sets apart the lberrEiy~r'si -'as "insiae?s" from the (unb e l 'i e ve r s' who.... . _.. - , .. ,.-.... _--~< ' .
are the (~~~.gers ll . Simi,~Clrly, the term C~~) as used in 16:1 and the

emphasis on being "can:ed") that is pervasive in the letter, have the same
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function. The notion of being loved and "known" by God also serves the same

purpose. He_nee, at first glance, 1 Corinthians se:~~~__ ,,:~_b.:__!?:.=o c c u p i e d with

' !?9..l.m da .r.:y_ maintenance .- --

Further-evidenc'e are the- t!errris' that Paul uses for the church and the outside.
L . ____- -.. --_._~---.--_.._~- -

For example, he uses the i~agery"of a ~~~y ;when he .r' e f e r s to the community as

the ~~~~y'-= : ?!_~~Chr1st~; , which is contras~e,~ against the ( l ; wor l~ " . Again this

serves to highlight the differences between the two groups, to cement

togetherness in the church, and reinforce its status as a separate entity. A

further i nteresting use of language in 1 Corinthians, is the use of terms

which describe the church as (a"--:fami i i] Set against the background of great
~ ~. ~_.. - . I..~~

tension and competition between anyone who is no~ kin, this is a particularly
...-' " -~------ \ ---' --' -~ .

powerful and emotive use of language. It implies that the challenge and

response type of relationship which one would expect to see in operation

between people has been suspended. Indeed, not only has it been suspended, but

abolished, and replaced by something far more intimate and trusting. It

implies that o~n~ is bound together in the community of the church,

as it is in a family. Hence, the =-C?~0r.L~s~ of the words "brother" ~ or "S:i.stE3~")

implies much more than it would for us today.

Equally as powerful in demarcating the boundaries between insiders and

outsiders is what Meeks (1983:94) calls the t~E~i~ge--oi'- se~arat ion ~ \J u s t as

Paul has special terms for those ~ho- b;iong , he has terms for thQR~_w~do
,. • .. ,.~.,... -'"' .... ~ '..........c. •.~ ..,.pJ' - - _

~For example, 1 Cor. 5:12 sees the term "outsiders" used to denote those

outside the community's boundaries. However, Paul is equally fond of wider

expressions such as " t:l1e'~1.d", "unbelievers" and "tne unrighteous"( 1 Cor.
'_ .,--. .... . " "-../ .... j

, 6 : 1,9). Similarly, althOQgh Paul goes=to .~great - l e ng t h s;-t o ' s how that there is

~ ) ";~d\~ f (e~ehce ' betw;~n ,~~w-' )lnd G,~.~_t ~le, one cannot help ~eling that he

sometimes uses the word "gentiles" as an expression for "outsid~,s" (cf 1 Cor.
,- • J

5: 1).

Moving away from the language of boundary maintenance to more concrete

matters, the discussion regarding whether one is allowed to eat meat offered

to idols (1 Cor. 8:1ff) is particularly enlightening. Not only does this

passage reveal something of Paul's thinking, but it also shows something of

th: .situation at . Corinth. Paul d~st~gui_shes-be:t;ween the ~~" and ~the

'~e;.~'. The "s~~ong" do n-C?_t"~-iieed bo~nci_a.!-:.ies imposed by Paul because of their

knowledge. They apparently know that the idols pose no threat to them.

Hc:>.~~er, the "~ak::. were accu_s ~0lIl.=~...!-~__~_a.~_~~.<J_ ." idol meat" and participating

in the cultic activities before their conversion, therefore, they need s~hg

bound~~ie~ - so that they do not fall back into their~~ous lifestYl~ . The

result in the letter, is a rather pragmatic rule where the Christian may eat

anything as long as it is not part of a cultic ritual (10:27ff). However, the

"strong" believ~l:' must be (pre p a r ed t2-for~g'o this freedom if it becomes
~. ", '- c_...__~·___ ,

problematic for the "weak".
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Again, on another level, boundaries are ,~~~ained and imposed b~~~l.

There are iritua~s-of initiation and rituals of excommunicat~on, and rituals
l_- ",---.J <. '__,_, __ ",_ -,

that emphasise -group coherence and unity. Thebap~ism ritual is clearly one
" ~ - '-~

that denotes the difference between a berfever and a ,n o nb e l i e v e r . One cannot
,--------~ , '------,-, " ,

become a member of the community without undergoing baptism. Hence, it is most

often described as an initiation ritual. The language and symbolic actions

involved in the ritual all emphasise the difference between the past life, and

the new life being entered into. As such it is a vital part of the community's

boundary maintenance strategy.

The~~~pp-E;r is ,-ano.!!t~_r r-itu~ which was central to the life of the

community. Interestingly, itto~an be interpreted in terms of boundary

maintenance. So strong is this aspect of the ritual, that one could argue

quite convincingly that this has become the primary function of the ritual,

although i t perhaps would not be articulated as such. Above anything else,

this ritual is one of unity. It re x p r e s s e s the brotherh0 9.-Ci of the community,
--,--~--'- -- '---------- ------- -

that there are Lno --dif fer~_rice s) bet~~~e~bers, and that @fl}r E7 -C5 Chris,t~.

That it apparently had broken down in Corinth, and no longer worked in this

way is clear. It had become a ritual that highlighted the social differences

between members. However, it is the unity of the church that Paul emphasises

in the letter. He points the Corinthians back to the unifying power of the

ritual. In order to illustrate more clearly the boundaries associated with the

Lord's !:L4P.per, it might be useful to _ask-mo~e specific questions such as: "Who

is, admitted:to--th-e'- -meal?" "Who is excluded?"
'---- ./

Paul's description of the way in which the Corinthian community celebrates the

Li~upper in 1 Cor . 11:17-34 is.-!-. d~_~~r~pj:ion of{(a-div-ided---community. He
1.... _ ......._-..1

reprimands the Corinthians in the following way:

When you come together, it is not the Lord 's Supper you eat, for as you

eat, each of you goes ahead without waiting for anybody else. One

remains hungry, another gets drunk. Don't you have homes to eat and

drink in? Or do you despise the church of God and humiliate those who

have nothing? What shall I say to you? Shall I praise you ,f o r this?

Certainly not! (1 Cor. 11:20-22).

This text suggests that in Paul's mind 'a l l members of the Christian cO~Jlnity

should b~~__~~a_l_-l_¥~~~~~?~~ _ at this celebration which is so important to the

identity of the community. This is the most important rite of the community,

therefore all ~ho~~d be present and the celebra~~on should be conducted in a- -,- -- _..__.-~~ - ._ -
mannez fitting "theoccas ion. Thi s wou ld s_l::!_r~£!!~tp re infol:',c:e the ~c2~J.spiri~ , r

within the group, and a~so emphasise the boundaries between insiders and

outsiders. It seems fair to assllme that only, those who had been baptised and

formally accepted into the community would have been welcomed at-the ~ord'-s

s~pper.
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Having said this, there is also evidence that the Lord's supper was the

setting in which th_,?se mernber s who had ,f a l l e n out of favour may have been

excluded from fellowship in the community. Discussing discipline for those

members of the community who hadvLo Lat.ed the group's moral norms, Paul ,a r gu e s

that the rest ~_the _. community are "not:' even to eat with S.llc:h_~.9ne" (1 Cor •..~.., .. - -

5:11). This in~~~~~~ion may include other m~als besides the Lord's supper,

however, ~~s~QQifrom this ritual would have been a particularly effective

form of discipline. Not only would it be a public rejection of the individual,,-- - '- -' - _. - -~-----

but it would also serve to reinforce the boundaries of the community by making
~~_.-----_._.-.._--- ---- - - - -~

an example of the immoral person. The group's boundaries and the consequences

of contravening them would become plain for all to see.

1 Corinthians contains several .othectexts which su~:-.~_<:_~~~e of those who

violate the community'~ moral codes. For example, 1 Cor. 10:15-22 suggests

th.it 0 !le C~!:lIl_~e share in the Lor~~~sup~r as well as participate in any ,

recognizably c~ltic m~al in a pagan setting. Noting links with the Didache,

Meeks (1983:103) suggests that the curse of 1 Cor. 16:22, "If anyone does not- - -
love the Lord, let him be banned. Marana tha" may similarly have been employed_. - ---_._..- -
within the setting of the Lord's supper. If this is the case, then it seems

that the Lord's supper is without a doubt the primary means of boundary
-.-- -.-~--- - --- _.

maintenance in Pauline communities. It also reinforces the belief that those

who violate the moral codes of the community have no place in the celebration

of the meal.

So, in terms of gr..9_u~undaries, what kind of community are we dealing with
--- --- <

when we read 1 Corinthians? It was a co~unity that was cle~£~~_~_~~p~.r:t from

the~world" and the " ~nrighteous", but it also was a 'part of that world. 1

Cor. 5:9-13 addresses this distinction and ~i s t s , those groups of people who

should be excluded from partici~~ti_'?!1 .i..r:t th.I:!_ .C:0lllfi.lu~~ty . Paul writes:

I have written you in my letter not to associate with s~x?ally immoral

people - 'not at all m~aning the people of this world who are .i mmo r a l ,

or the greedy and swindlers, or idolaters. In that case you would h~ve

to leave this world. But now I am writing you that you must not
.J,,"

associate with anyone who calls himself a brq!=l)§!r but is _ ~exu,al ly

immoraL or greedy, an idolatet- or a slanderer, a drunkard or a

swindler. With such a man do not even eat. What business is it of mine

to judge those outside the church? Are YJ;JU not to ju.dg~_j;J19.se__insrd e ?

God will judge t hose outside. "Expel the wicked man from among you".

It is interesting to note at this point that Paul's boundary maintenance in

this passage is particularly focused on bodily orLf Lcee and what -enter_sVand
\"..",,~-~--

~~j... ts the body. Those who are sexually immoral, those who are greedy, along

with idolaters, slanderers, drunkards and swindlers do not have control over

their bodily orifices. Remembering Mary Douglas's schema of the relationship
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between bodily and social control, one can recognise ~aul's leaning towards

t_~9~~ __~~~trcn of the aoc La Lvbody through tight control of the physi~~l· bOay.

The result is that Paul emphasises strong boundaries between the "inside" and

"ou't.s Lde " at Corinth. However, the - threat to the group is n~} from the

"outside", but from the -divisions, -th"~~;ighteousne s s and selfishness within

the community. By labelling this activity as typical of "outsiders" rather

than "insiders", Paul creates a system of social pressure to conform. All of

this, it seems is a i.med at combat.t Lnq __the lack of group _ cohes ivene~s . a nd

unit~. It appears that the Corinthians themselves have developed their~~wn

i~t;rria.l· s~~\of .boundary lines - distinguishing between members ~~cording to

'" allegi'ance ,t o leaders, accord Lnq to wealth and so<:.~al status and perhaps

between those who ate idol ' meat . versus those who did not. Against this

backdrop, Paul emp~_~~ises a commorrpuxpoae , a common calling ; 'u n i t y and I~roup

cohesI;e1i~.s_i.~

"What' bounds of t ime"'and space does the group occupy?"
'- - '-.:.::. --- -

It is difficult to determine from the letter if the members of the Christian

community in Corinth have any bounds on their time. However, it makes sense

that the community would meet regularly. On the other hand, Paul has urged in

other letters that Christians follow his exampl~ in working ~9.~ a ~iv~hg and

not remo~ing themselv~s from the "world". Therefore, we may assume that the

Christians in early communities such as that at Corinth would have spent much

of their time~rrg~~__:t:rad~.J so that they were riot ~o l e ly dependent on other

Christians or patrons for their provision.

Regarding the factor of '~c:::e", it appears that the early Christian community

in corinth was based-in households. Paul makes mention of several households

in his letter, such as that of Gaius, stephanus and Priscilla and Aquila. As

in other citi~s, it is our belief that the Christian community in Corinth was

composed of several household fellowships which may not have had regular

interaction - although we know that the~e-of '~ius , for example, was' !~rge

en~~9E t~ ,a c c ommod a t e -·t he -- e n t i r e Christian ass~_mbly. These bounds of space

suggest to the cynical observer, a predisposition to the development of

factions and competition between rival households. It is not unlikely that the

factions mentioned in chapter one were based in the different house churches.

The fact that the church was b~sed in households is also significant in that

the church developed in contrast to other established religions in the Roman

world which were based in large and elaborate, temples. The small and secretive
--.~"'.-._~,~

impression we get of the Corinthian church suggests something akin to the

voluntary association, and also of a sectarian outlook to life.
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"Which factor: group identJty or the criteria for
"'-......----. - ---

be!.~n~gv~)

On the question of group identity and the criteria for belonging, there

appears to again be a clear difference between Paul and the community members.

'P a u l ' s e e s unity in Christ and un i t y ~n mfna and thought as the most important
-- _.-" - "-'-~--'-"'- ' '~.-. - --- -' , -

factors for the community, while the Corinthians seem to put more _emphasis on

the criteria of beLonq i.nq to the1Jar~ousfa1:t-ions - that is loyalty to a

part ~:_ular~an~~l i st or travelling preacher. It also appears that certain

, i nd i v.t d ua l s within the community have ~u~ _~~~msel~e~ ~nd their ow~ interests

above those of the group. H_~.~ce the q~~rrelling over the Lord's supper, and

the indications that individuals had taken other community members to court.

4.3. AUTHORITY QUESTIONS

"What are the roles of power within the group and the means of attaining

them?"

The most clear statement regarding the roles of power in the Corinthian church

is that i n 1 Cor. 12:28. Here, Paul writes, "God has appointed in the church

first apostles, second prophets, third teachers, then workers of miracles,

then healers, helpers, a d mi n i s t r a t o r s , speakers in various kinds of tongues".

From a careful reading of this passage and the letter as a whole at least

three rather informal categories of leaders can be distinguished. First there

are the apostles and their co-workers who are not necessarily members of the

local community, yet have authority over it. Secondly, there are those who

have authority on the basis of the gifts they possess - such as prophecy,

teaching, healing and so on. Thirdly, there are those who have authority

because o f their wealth and position in society. We will outline each in turn.

Apostles and their co-workers

Obviously, this is not a function centred in a local church. However, apostles

and their co-workers and messengers, would visit local churches and would have

direct influence over the workings of local congregations. They would also

correspond with local churches giving instructions and encouragement. The 'Lro-:;-e

.:: f the :~.P~-~~ ~'~ is« ~~periT ~·~<:'::"¥.~J:_~ __ita~~re , / and there~_()re was theoretically. _~t

the top~.of~the-heap in terms of influence and power. It was also exclusive in

that it was limited to those who had been individually chosen by Christ. This

impl ies that apostles were filled with the Spirit, and should be respected as

specially chosen. On a more practical level, Paul may have found himself in

a position of powerlessness. When he visited the local churches such as

Corinth, he was a guest in the homes of patrons. It is likely that they would

have viewed him as one of their clients. Therefore, the realp~wer in the

local churches was probably in the hands of the patrons, and a struggle for

power may have been a legitimate concern and a real problem for Paul. This

issue is compounded as we do not know if the Patrons recognised Paul's
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authority as an apostle. This would make clearer, Paul's constant attempts to

legitimize his own influence over the Corinthian church.

The authority of the Spirit-possessed in Corinth

Prophets .

In 1 Cor . 12:28, 14:1-5 and 14:27-33, Paul presupposes the existence of

prophets in Corinth. There is no indication that they would be wandering

prophets in the same mould as apostles, therefore it looks like they had a

permanent and important f u nc t i o n in the worsh.sp of the local church (Holmberg ,

1980:96). It is also si~nificant that Paul places this role next in importance

to the apostles. This suggests that Paul viewed prophets as the most important

leaders in the local church. This opinion implies that there was a closed

group of prophets within the community who were involved in exhorting and

building up the community. However, the existence of a permanent group of

prophets is put in doubt by Paul's exhortation in 1 Cor. 14:1 to, "Follow the

way of love and eagerly desire spiritual gifts, especially the gift of

prophecy" .

As regards the means of attaining the role of prophet, the text is unclear,

but it is described as an ascribed gift of the Spirit. Whether or not is was

in actuality such an ascribed gift, or was acquired by those with influence

is a matter of conjecture, however the text would have us believe that it was

a gift from the Spirit.

Teachers

Discussing Paul's use of the term "teachers", Holmberg (1980:98) agrees with

the consensus that teachers "formed a close group of recognized and

authoritative teachers, neither less well-defined nor less 'charismatic' than

the group of prophets". As such, their function is s imilar to Jewish scribes

and rabbis:

they gave instruction and delivered exhortations on seemly conduct,

they received, preserved, and transmitted the body of tradition in the

church and occupied themselves with interpreting the Holy

Scriptures (1980 :99).

If Holmberg is correct in this regard, one could infer that teachers would be

people of some learning . They would be literate and respected individuals.

The authority of the wealthy and privileged

Administrators

Further down the list in 1 Cor. 12:28, Paul includes the term

"administrators". Again, Holmberg sees this as a closed set of individuals.

A central thread to this function is the notion of serving and leading. Could

it be that Paul has in mind here the patrons and householders who hosted the

church and served it. If so, then passages such as 1 Cor. 16:15ff which talks
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about "serving the saints" and "all those who toil" in Stephanus's house

become important. This role may have different criteria to the others in that

it implies a degree of wealth and ability to serve the church.

The most obvious criterion here is that these functions come through

possession by the Holy Spirit. Not everyone prophesies or teaches, but only

those who have been given the gift. However, this is not the only

differentiating factor. Some functions are based upon human ability or on

social and cultural standing in the society. For example, great emphasis was

placed upon the host of the Christian community. Filson argues that:

The host of such a group was almost inevitably a man of some education,

with a fairly broad background and at least some administrative

ability. Moreover, many of these hosts in the earliest years of the

Gentile church came from the "god-fearers", who had shown independence

enough to leave their ancestral or native faith and establish contact

with the synagogues. They had thus shown themselves to be men of

initiative and decision. In a mission movement which required

resourcefulness and courage, they were likely candidates for leadership

(cited in Holmberg, 1980:105).

Theissen also makes mention of leadership structures based on wealth and

position. He argues that there are four criteria that characterise a leader

in Corinth:

1. To be active in a civil or religious office in Corinth

2. To possess a house

3. To have served Paul or the church, or both, and

4. To be able to make a journey (cited in Macdonald, 1988:58).

These ,criteria would certainly make more sense when we take into account the

people who are mentioned by name in the letter to the Corinthians. We do not

hear of Stephanus the prophet or teacher, but rather, Stephanus the head of

a household, and Erastus, the city treasurer. Therefore, it is my opinion that

the list in 1 Cor. 12:28 may refer to the leadership of the meetings held by

the church. However, there is a whole range of community activity that falls

under the authority of the patrons who are the leaders and administrators of

the church. I believe that these patrons had a disproportionately large share

of the power in the Corinthian community, so the list of 12:28, may also be

seen as a measure to counter this concentration of power.

"What are the structures of power within the group, including rank?

How do the titles of leadership function in terms of authority and status?"

Although the ranking of roles in 1 Cor. 12: 28 points to a process of

formalization in leadership structures in Corinth, this does not necessarily
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mean that the Corinthian church operated in that way. The fact that Paul saw

it necessary to elaborate these roles may even be taken as evidence that the

Corinthian leadership s tructures were "open", "unclear" and "informal".

Although Paul does list the roles and ranks of "offices" in the church, he is

rather ambiguous in the way he describes them. As we have seen, I Cor. 12:28

gives much authority to the apostles and teachers, but in 1 Cor. 3:5 he reacts

strongly against authority being concentrated in individuals. He argues that

congregations are not t o be subject to apostles and teachers, but only to

Christ. In addition, Paul allows the Corinthians much freedom in making their

own decis ions. He does not say that the prophets or teachers should do this

or that, but implies that the group should use common sense ( 1 Cor. 4:14,

5:1-5, 9: 12). Hence, although Paul makes mention of roles and structures, it

is not clear that they are in operation, and wh a t the scope of their influence

is.

Having said all this, we must be careful not to emphasise the few mentions of

leadership roles too much . The overriding picture of the Corinthian community

is still one where leadership is not emphasised much. Local leaders are seldom

mentioned and their tasks are not very demanding. They are even sometimes to

be appointed in a rather ad-hoc manner. For example, 1 Cor. 6:1-8 makes

mention of Christians taking other Christians to court in the pagan courts.

To Paul, this is unacceptable . Therefore he advocates the appointment of

judges, even "men of little account in the church " (1 Cor. 6:5). He says this

to shame the Corinthians, but the idea is clear. If a problem arises, use

initiative to solve it internally. Illustrating this "low" and undemanding

view of leadership in Pauline communities, Holmberg writes:

(a ) They do not represent the church to outside authorities. (b) They

are not responsible for any central church fund (cf. 1 Cor. 16:2 par'

eautw). (C) They are not in charge of church discipline (1 Cor. 5) nor

do they act as arbitrators between Christian brothers (1 Cor. 6). (d)

They do not lead worship or keep order during it. (e) When serious

conflicts arise within the church Paul does not ask the local leaders

to settle them nor does he give them any responsibility at all

(Holmberg, 1980 :112).

On the Corinthian church, Holmberg goes further:

Still, the situation in Corinth was apparently so fluid that Greeven is

correct in saying that nobody exercised the functions of leadership

that Paul had expected the church to cope with. Thus it can rightly be

said to lack stability and independence, as it lacks an integrated body

of leaders, acknowledged by all its members. And it ,i s this immaturity

that forces Paul to intervene with rebukes, orders, admonitions,
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explanations and detailed rules to an extent that is unique in his

letters (1980:114).

Regarding the question of rank, we have covered the main points already, but

a summary would be as follows. From 1 Cor. 12-14, one can argue that Paul does

different iate according to rank. Obvi6usly an "apostle" is top in terms of

importance and power, second is prophecy, and third come the teachers. This

can be ascertained by Paul's treatment of these three functions. The criterion

for the rank of gift or function is the degree to which it builds up the

community . There is however, a practical authority given to the patrons of the

church who host the community.

"How is the leader chosen? Who is in charge?"

Throughout the Corinthian correspondence, we get the impression that Paul is

defending his authority over the Corinthians. He clearly sees himself in

charge, although physically removed. He needs to assert his authority so that

he can correct the Corinthian community, and draw their attention back to

unity in Ch r i s t . As an apostle, Paul sees himself as chosen by God, by Christ

and the Spirit. This is evident in Paul's self understanding. He regularly

reminds his readers that he is an apostle, and he believes that the words he

preaches are not his own, but those of God (1 Cor. 14:37). Paul's status as

an apostle and spiritual father of the Corinthians is supported by the power

that accompanies his preaching. He .has the gift of tongues (1 Cor. 14:18), the

gift of prophecy (1 Cor. 15:51), and other spiritual gifts that come from the

Spirit.

However, on a local level, it appears that there are several leaders. We do

not know how these leaders came to be chosen as such other than what we can

guess. For example, Paul mentions that Stephanus and his household were the

first to be converted in Corinth, that they devoted themselves to the service

of the saints and therefore those such as these who join in the wo~k and

labour at it, should be submitted to (1 Cor. 16:15-16). This suggests two

possibil ities. The first bei~g that the oldest converts become the leaders of

the community. The second that those who join in the work and prove themselves

in the labour of the gospel earn their leadership status. How these leadership

positions are ratified and legitimised is a question not easy to answer.

However, in the letter, it seems that at a local level, there is no one person

in particular who is in charge of the community. Holmberg even goes so far as

to say that in Corinth, "nobody exercised the functions of leadership"

(1980:116). If this is the case, then it must be the primary reason for the

unruly nature of the community. In addition, there seem to be allusions to

several ways that leadership can be attained, but no mention of how these

leadership positions are legitimised, or how the different leadership

positions relate to each other. This also leads one to suspect an ethos of
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competition for leadership and power in the community, as the leadership roles

are not clearly defined .

"Can authority be transmitted to successive generations? If so, by what

means?"

Paul's leadership of t he communities that he has founded has often been

described as "charismatic leadership" in the mould as described by Max Weber.

Following Weber's thinking, this would certainly pose a problem for the church

when Paul died, or when he was no longer available to them either by writing,

messengers or in person. However, this is a problem that is rather low on

Paul's agenda in the letter. His main aim is to impose his own authority on

the community once more through reasoned argument. This may entail a

restructuring and encouragement of responsible local leadership as well, but

Paul is not worried at this stage about the succession of leadership. There

are much more important issues to address.

4.4. STATUS AND ROLE QUESTIONS

"Are age groups or sex roles defined?"

There is very little said in the text that defines roles according to age.

When Paul refers to baptising and converting whole households, the assumption

is that this includes children, but there is no specific mention of the role

and level of participation of children in the church. Similarly, although no

specific mention is made of the aged, it is assumed that they participate

fully in the life of the community - and may have been looked up to as people

of wisdom. This would concur with the cultural setting of the Roman Empire,

where the oldest members of the family were respected, and generally had more

authority.

On the other hand, Paul is quite specific regarding the respective roles of

men and women in the life of the church. 1 Cor. 7 addresses the virtues of the

married l ife versus the celibate way held by Paul. Although Paul sees celibacy

as the better way, he argues that marriage is also good, especially if

physical urges are strong and are distracting people from the work of the

church . " I n this regard, Paul implies that women are the weaker sex. They

distract the men from focusing on the task at hand.

A more enlightening passage regarding the role of women is that of 11:1-16.

Verse 3 clearly shows Paul's idea of the hierarchy between men and women. The

man is the head of the woman, as Christ is the head of the man. This implies '(

that access _~:'_ c::~Eist is mediated through men, and that women have a seccndary

position in p~blic. However, this does not mean that women have no place in

public leadership or worship. Verse 5 says that women can pray and prophecy

in public just like t he men, but they must keep their heads covered as a

matter of respect. Women are the glory of men just as men are the glory of
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God. Woman (Eve) came from man(Adam), not the other way around! hence, for

this reason, and "because of the angels" (11: 10) the woman must cover her head

as a si~!!.- _Qf_thl: _~~~hor ity she is under. Although women can participate in

worship, they must do so with a head covering which symbolises their position

under the authority of men.

On the other hand, though, this picture becomes somewhat ambiguous when we

take a close look at 14:33b-35:

As in all the congregations of the saints, women should remain silent

in the churches. They are not allowed to speak, but must be in

submission, as the Law says. If they want to enquire about something,

they should ask their own husbands at home; for it is disgraceful for

a woman to speak in the church.

This reinforces the view of women as under the authority of men, but makes

confusing whether women participated in the church or not. qo ul -d-tt - b e...c _t h a t ' )

women 'aia7 p l a y a significant part in the Corinthian worship and contributed
~. --- ------. . - - .. ---_. -- --_. . .~-- -- ~- -

to the ( ':.nr~:J:X=E~~~Ee of the worship there, . h_ence ·-paul-..' s . .~t:!:.oTlg __sj.at.emerrts ,

Even if this is the case, we cannot ignore Paul's view that women should take

a back seat "as in all the congregations of the saints". Anot~er_~~n(\!.s-rng ,

aspect may be raised here. Previously we have argued that ;worship in the early
'---------- -------_._--

Christiancommun1ties ~()ok p Laoe :rii-.p~J?J21e§l_~-_-n6u se:~j' If this is the case, h~w

does the instruction to "asktheir'own_h\isbands_at_home~' relate to the setting' '".--,------ -- '-._-- - ----_.__._- --_." ..• . - . - --- _.------._.. ~

of the worship. One possible understanding of this is that the majority of the

congregation did not live in the house being used for worship, but elsewhere

with their own family. Only the household of the patron would live in the same

house in which the congregation would meet. Therefore, we would expect the

instruction to make sense for most of the congregation, but we can expect some

confusion for those who lived and worshipped in the same house.

6

certainand prophesy in public under

are to keep quiet in church.

In sum, men hold the positions of power in the community. Women are allowed

freedom in that they may pray

circumstances, but in general, they

"Are there identifiable classes and ranks within groups?"

The issue of the status of the Corinthian Christians is one that has been much

debated. 1 Cor. 1:26-27 is usually used as the starting point for such

discussions. It says,

Brothers, think of what you were when you were called. Not many of you

were wise by human standards; not many were influential; not many were

of noble birth. But God chose the foolish to shame the wise; God chose

the weak things of the world to shame the strong. He chose the lowly
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things of this world and the despised things - and the things that are

not - to nullify the things that are .. •

This declares that most of the Corinthian congregation was made up of poor

folk, but it also assumes that some were not. In other words, it implies that

the Corinthian congregation was a fairly similar make-up to the society that

they found themselves in. The majority of the community were poor - slaves,

artisans, freedmen, and so on - but there were a few that were rich and of

some consequence. There is some evidence in the letter to back up this

opinion. The people Paul mentions by name in the letter are more wealthy than

the average person in that they are householders, in Gaius's case wealthy

enough to host the whole church. Similarly, Erastus is a respected citizen of

Corinth - having been the city treasurer. Following this train of thought, we

would expect these wealthy members of the community to view themselves in the

role of patron, and the rest of the community as their "clients".

There is a fairly strong argument, then, that the most prominent and active

members - and those close to Pau~~- are of a generally higher social status
~. - ---- , .-.--------- -_ ._ .._.~----.-_._-.__.._-----_.~-.

than the rest _o L t.he.i .chur .ch.. However, the church cons~st~_:'.!__p'e~p"~=_ f_rom a

cross-section of life, and is -Ei1"e r e f o r e repres~_nt ~t1·""' l': 5)_~ . 1:~l': Corinthian

s o c i e t y . This does not sound particularly remarkable to us with our modern

worldviews, but in a system dominated by the challenge-response mechanism of

social interaction, being in such a mixed community would have been rather

conspicuous.

"What are the attitudes expressed regarding wealth, buildings , clothing, or

ritual equi~~~~l:?"

"Who has special privilege? On what basis?"

The clearest rule here is that regarding the head covering of women during

worship. To avoid repetition, we will not repeat what we have said above. Of

the other areas, perhaps the most relevant to the Corinthian context is

"wealth". However, there is little direct evidence regarding the attitudes

expressed here, other than what one can infer.

For example, in the debate over the Lord's supper (1 Cor. 11:17-34), Paul

addresses the rich and condemns their selfish behaviour. From this passage,

we can reason that the rich believed that they had special privileges - being

able to have the best food, the best position at the table, and more of it 

even to the extent of getting drunk (11:21). Paul's response is to appeal to

unity and common sense. If one is hungry they should eat first at home, and

the ritual should take place in a proper manner, lest one places oneself under

jUdgement by being disrespectful.
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Therefore, it appears that Paul is admonishing the wealthy and more powerful

members of the community , who facilitate the ritual, and who keep the best for

themselves . This is significant, as Paul asserts his own authority over the

. community, and shows that even the rich are not above reproach.

"If there is E-~iii~w~~h~~_":he ~:~.~~ , what are the issues?"

There are a number of issues alluded to in the letter which suggest conflict

and division within the group. We will outline the main conflict scenarios in

turn.

1. Factionalism

In the first chapter, Paul complains about the disunity among the Corinthians,

where different factions have appeared - each following a different authority

figure. One of the most powerful ways in which Paul counters this disunity is

by using the metaphor of the church as a body (1 Cor. 10:16-17, 12:12, 12:27).

In these verses, Paul uses the metaphor with the aim of unifying a church on

the verge of dividing. Paul argues that personal differences should not hinder

unity. Rather communal participation in an ordered and properly functioning

church will enhance unity.

2. Church discipline (1 Cor. 5:1-13)

Paul's concern in'this passage is to counter the immorality in the church by

emphasising the nature of the community under God. This is a conflict in that

Paul ~ :>- -~.t: __~_~.:_~~t_~__~~~_ Corinthians .who have refused- .to-: e x p e l an immoral

Christian.

It is actually reported that there is sexual immorality among you, and

of a kind that does not even occur among the pagans: A man has his

father's wife. And you are proud! Shouldn't you rather have been filled

with grief and have put out of your fellowship the man who did this (1

Cor . 5:1-2).

3. Lawsuits among Christians (1 Cor. 6:1-6)

Here, Paul addresses the issue that Christians have taken their disputes to

the pagan courts for arbitration. To Paul, this is unacceptable as it reveals ,/
- - ---- - - - - -- .

t? ~ll_ t:.~e~_ c::I:~~.':l n it¥_ in the church. He chides the Corinthians for not being t,

able to f ind a wise man from among them to solve such differences. Paul is so

angry with the Corinthians that he suggests that even men of little account

in the church should be appointed to judge such cases. Paul makes it clear .

that he says this to shame the Corinthians!

4. Eating meat offered to idols (1 Cor. 8:7-13)

The conflict here appears to be between two groups which Paul labels "strong"

and "weak". Paul suggests that the "strong", who are those who eat food

offered to idols without concern, should accommodate the "weak" whose
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"conscience might be offended by their behaviour (1 Cor. 8 :9) (Chow,

1992:182). The reason Paul gives for this rule is very interesting. He says

that by becoming a stumbling block to the "weak", the "strong" are sinning

against Christ who died for the "weak".

When you sin against your brothers in this way and wound their weak

conscience, you s in against Christ. Therefore, if what I eat causes my

brother to fall into sin, I will never eat meat again, so that I will

not cause him to fall (1 Cor. 8:12-13).

5. The Lord's supper (1 Cor. 11:17-34)

In the Corinthian community, the Lord's supper became an occasion where the

poor within the community were humiliated by the rich. Paul reprimands the

Corinthians for their disrespectful attitude to the poor. He encourages them

to wait for everyone to arrive, and to avoid greed and drunken behaviour, as

their actions are disrespectful to Christ.

6. The order and form of worship meetings (1 Cor. 14:1-33)

Although not clearly a matter of internal conflict between the Corinthians

themselves, the unruly nature of the wor s h i p of the community i s a major

concern for Paul. However, if the disorderly nature of the worship did not

cause conflict, there was apparently a controversy over which spiritual gift

was more important - the Corinthians evidently having elevated glossolalia

over the other gifts.

Paul reasserts the importance of an orderly service in which everyone was

included, and which would build up the community, not divide it. Hence, Paul

emphasises the priority of prophecy and other gifts that edify, encourage and

console. These are more important than speaking in tongues and even teaching,

which should be suppresses if it does not build up the church.

"Who performs rituals?"

It would appear that the patron of the community also performed the role of

the ritual elder. This would make sense of Paul's criticism of the way in

which the Corinthians celebrated the Lord's supper. Surely the way in which

the meal was administered was sanctioned by the patron. Paul too has performed

the role of ritual elder in the past, but he seems reluctant to continue in

this position. This is highlighted by his statements in 1: 14-16 "I am thankful

that I did not baptise any of you other than Crispus and Gaius ••• ". The

criteria for becoming a ritual elder is not explained in the letter.

Therefore, we again have to read between the lines and assume that the

position was filled by the patrons of the community.
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4.5. RITUAL QUESTIONS

"What are the key formative experiences of the group, including initiation,

celebration, stages of transition?"

Paul's letter to the Corinthians is full of allusions to ritual practic~, such

as baptism, and is particularly explicit in describing the ritual of the

Lord's supper. however, besides these two clear rituals, there are suggestions

that other rituals may have existed. We shall begin by describing these, and

then discuss the rituals of initiation (baptism), and boundary maintenance and

unity (The Lord's Supper).

Coming together

In this letter to the Corinthians, Paul regularly refers to the community

"coming together". In 1 Cor. 11:17, 18, 20, 33, 34, this gathering of the

believers is precisely for the purposes of the Lord 's Supper. However, 1 Cor.

14:23 and 26 suggest another context for the c hurch coming together. At this

meeting of the church , Paul alludes to other kinds of worship. Verse 23

addresses the merits o f everybody speaking in tongues versus the upbuilding

gift of p rophecy. This is emphasised in verse 26:

What then shall we say, brothers? When you come together, everyone has

a hymn, or a word of instruction, a revelation, a tongue or an

interpretation. All of these must be done for the strengthening of the

church.

Although this type of worship could have been part of the Lord's supper, it

is not alluded to in Paul's lengthy discussion of that ritual (11:17-34).

Therefore, it seems that the singing of hymns, instruction, and so on, may

have also occurred at a separate ritual of "coming together" to build up the

church. Paul mentions all this because the Corinthian meetings had been to

unruly. They were no longer encouraging solidarity and unity (Meeks, 1983:142

143)

Exclusion

1 Corinthians 5 is a particularly interesting passage in that it alludes to

another possible ritual. One where the immoral Christian is excluded from

participation in the community. When Paul hears of such an immoral Christian

("a man has his father's wife"), he is clear regarding the action to be taken.

His description of how the exclusion of the immoral brother is to take place

appears to be formalised and clear. Although not present in person, Paul also

sets himself up as the ritual elder who oversees the process. He writes:
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Even though I am not physically present, I am with you in Spirit. And

I have already passed judgement on the one who did this, just as if I

were present. When you are assembled in the name of our Lord Jesus and

I am with you in spirit, and the power of our Lord Jesus is present,

hand this man over to Satan, so that the sinful nature may be destroyed

and his spirit saved on the day of the Lord.

Here the ritual elements are the fact that they are to be assembled, "in the

name of our Lord Jesus". The power of the Lord Jesus is to be present, and

judgement is to be passed publicly and officially. It almost seems as though

Paul wants to make this immoral believer an example to the rest of the

community, showing the consequences of sexual immorality. · Therefore, the

ritual itself could be one of boundary maintenance. By expelling the immoral

believer, the community knows clearly where the boundaries are, and they are

placed under strong group pressure not to do the same - lest they too be

expelled. This pressure is increased by the ideological belief system which

hands the sinner over to Satan, no less. Also, a precedent has been set. If

a similar situation were to arise, the Corinthians wo u l d then have a ritual

context within which to make the exclusion of the believer formal.

The initiation ritual: Baptism

There are several different ways in which this ritual ·could be interpreted.

It could be a ritual of purity - a cleansing rite. It could be symbolic of

withdrawing from the world - being set apart. Or it could be a ritual of

socialisation - learning one's place in the social order and the behaviour one

is expected to show. I think that all of these aspects are present in the

ritual, a nd are interwoven to an extent that they cannot really be separated.

However, having said t his, the dominant theme in the ritual is one of a new

beginning. It is an initiation ritual.

The references to baptism in first Corinthians are generally brief - short on

the practical details and theology of the event. The key reference to the form

and meaning of the ritual in the letter is to be found in 1 Cor. 6:11. Here

Paul writes, "But you were washed you were sanctified, you were justified in

the name of the Lord Jesus Christ and by the Spirit of our God". This clearly

puts baptism on the level of being washed and cleansed. Therefore, the

symbolism of the water includes this. An anthropological means of analysing

rituals such as this has been proposed by Victor Turner who distinguished

between the sensory and ideological poles". The sensory pole refers to the

outward appearance and experience of the r itual. In this case water is

commonly used to physically cleanse away dirt. On an ideological level, this

11 Turner's u s e of the sensory
explained further in his 1977 book
symbols: aspects of Ndembu ritual. N. Y.
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everyday experience is given other meanings whereby water becomes symbolic of

purity, and dirt symbolic of sin. Paul makes this clear by his use of the

words, "sanctified" and "justified".

As a ritual of initiation, this kind of language associated with the action

of being immersed or washed with water draws a line between the past and the

present experience. One has been sanctified and justified through the action

of the Spirit of God and in the name of Jesus. The new believer now becomes

part of a group which sees itself as "clean" and justified. This ritual

implies a new status of equality with the other members of the community. 1

Cor. 12:13 makes this c lear: "For we were all baptized by one Spirit into one

body - whether Jews or Greeks, slave or free - and we were all given the one

Spirit to drink". Again. this sets the community apart from the rest of

society and strengthens the boundaries between the two.

The Lord's supper

I Corinthians contains a detailed passage (11:17-34), discussing the Lord's

supper. This is interesting, as Paul includes in his discussion what appears

to be a sacred formula used in the celebration of the meal. We are familiar

with this formula as it has been incorporated into many modern liturgies. We

must be careful not to see in our discussion of this ritual, the symbolism

that is attached 't o it in our own experience. Rather, we must attempt to be

sympathetic to the concerns of Paul, and the experience of the Corinthian

community .

The beginning of the passage sets the scene in that Paul explains his worries

about how the Corinthians have been conducting themselves during this ritual.

Firstly, there are divisions within the church (11:18). Secondly, there is

selfishness where some go ahead without waiting for everyone. So some get

drunk while some go hungry. Elsewhere, we have described this as a conflict

between the rich and the poor~ This view is enhanced by verse 22. Paul says,

"Don't you have homes to eat and drink in? Or do you despise the church of God

and humiliate those who have nothing". Paul makes it clear that when the

Corinthians gather to celebrate the Lord's supper, this is not what they are

doing. Therefore, he sets out the meaning and context of the celebration by

reciting the sacred formula (11:23b-26) mentioned above.

This formula makes obvious that the ritual of the Lord's supper is one of

remembering Jesus and the new covenant which he established. The formula, "do

this in remembrance of me" is repeated, and therefore central to the ritual.

On another level, the celebration of the Lord's supper is one of imitating the

meal of Jesus. In a way this allows the believers to be present with Jesus at

the last supper, just as the apostles were with him .
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In addition, the ritual is one not only of remembering Jesus, but of

remembering his death, and acknowledging and accepting the vicarious meaning

of his suffering. This aspect can be seen in the phrase, "This is my body,

which is for you", as we ll as the final statement, "For whenever you eat this

bread and drink this cup, you proclaim the Lord's death until he comes".

Paul uses this eucharistic formula to enhance the importance of solidarity and

unity in the community. These are aspects that are undoubtedly central to the

ritual. It is the very essence of being a Christian. Paul makes similar claims

when he asserts the power of the ritual, and the taboo of partaking in it in

an unworthy manner. He says this is why "many among you are weak and sick, and

a number of you have fa llen asleep".

In sum, then, the ritual of the Lord's supper is viewed by Paul as a place for

the articulation of the community's beliefs. Both 1 Cor. 11:17-34 and 10:14

22 (which contrasts the Lord's supper and pagan sacrifices) are full of

language which reinforces the ritual's nature of self-definition. The sacred

formula of 11:23-26 is particularly distinct in this regard. As such, the

ritual is at the very heart of what it means to be a Christian, and to treat

it in an u nworthy manner will result in unfortunate consequences . Hence, the

ritual is one which encourages unity in the church, but which highlights the

disunity in the Corinthian church. Paul surrounds the sacred formula with

language which enforces the group's boundaries. For example he explains the

taboo and consequences of unworthy behaviour during the celebration of the

ritual. Hence, the boundaries are strengthened by a combination of encouraging

unity through self-definition, and warning against deviant behaviour.

"Who performs these rites, and what are the purposes of them?"

As we have mentioned elsewhere, it is likely that the patrons filled the

position o~ ritual elders. Paul only reluctantly acted in this way (baptizing

Gaius and others) and this was probably as part of his initial missionary

activity, before the church was established in Corinth.

As regards, the purposes of these rituals, we have already answered this

question above. In brief, the sociological function of the rituals is to bind

the community together, to build a common ideology, and to maintain the

boundaries between the insiders and the outsiders. Paul expres~es these

concerns in terms of unity and disun~ty, and by using the metaphor of the

body. The rituals such as baptism also include aspects of purity - being set

apart. However, this too can be seen as boundary maintenance.

"How are t h e rites transmitted to the suc6essors?"

This is a difficult question to pin down, as Paul says nothing in this letter

about how the rites are transmitted to the next generations. One can only

assume that the status of ritual elder in successive generations would be
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conferred on people who had assimilated the community ethos, were respected

in the community, and were filled with the Spirit.

"Is there evidence of changing attitudes toward the ritual in successive

generations? In what direction is the change?"

Again, this is not a concern in the letter under consideration, as the first

generation Christians have not assimilated the correct attitudes (as far as

Paul is concerned) to the rituals, and need to be corrected by Paul and his

co-workers. The Corinthian Christians are more ecstatic and spontaneous, not

to mention divided, than Paul is comfortable with.

"To what extent and why has the group altered the ritual?"

This is a question pert inent to the Corinthian Christians. Although they have

not altered the ritual over successive generations, to suit their own purposes

and context, the Corinthians have apparently not grasped the nature and

meaning of the rituals in the first place. They have also not understood the

change in morality and identity that becoming a Christian meant to Paul.

Hence, the Corinthian Christians have treated the rituals in much the same way

as they would were the church a voluntary association. They have behaved in

accordance with the Roman culture, where the more powerful members of the

community were put above the others, and were given privileges and honour.

This is a likely 's c e na r i o for the Lord's supper in the Corinthian community.

"What language is used in the ritual?"

In the ritual of meeting together, we have noted that there would have been

hymns, prophecy, instruction and so on. This implies a combination of the

formal and the spontaneous. Beyond this we cannot ascertain much. We do not

for example, have an example of a . hymn that may have been used in the

Corinthian church.

Similarly, in the ritual of baptism, we can only guess as to the kinds of

things that would have been said. 1 Cor. 6:11, which we discuss above, is our

best guide in this regard. However, in the Lord's supper, we would expect the

eucharistic formula of 11:23-26 to have been recited during the ritual. As we

have noted, this contains language which is predominantly of a self-definition

and unity building nature. It also contains the essence of the Christian

experience, and therefore it is appropriate that it be formalised into a

recitable format.

4.6. LITERARY QUESTIONS WITH SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS

"What genre does the group employ for communication within the group? With

those outside .t h e group, if any? What does the choice of genre imply?"

"Does the author's choice of a specific genre influence the message he/she

wants to communicate? In what way?"
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What we have in 1 Corinthians is essentially a correspondence between Paul,

an apostle who has authority over the group, yet is not part of it in the

local sense. Therefore, I am not sure that we can talk of the letter as

communication within the group. Yet, on the other hand, Paul is part of the

group in that he is the f ou nd e r of the community. For the purposes of clarity,

we will discuss the letter as communication within the group, as communication

with those outside the group implies unbelievers.

The genre employed by Paul is that of a letter. However, it is more than a

letter as it contains instructions, admonitions and so on. Therefore, it is

better described as a circular letter, to be read in public and to be acted

upon. Paul writes as an apostle, not merely as a friend. He wants to assert

his own opinions over those within the community, and correct the perceived

wrong thinking and practices within the community. The implications are also

that Paul and his readers are familiar with each other.

There is also e vidence within the letter, that the Corinthians have

corresponded with ~aul. Twice he makes mention of Chloe's people who have

brought to his attention the divisions within the church. It is not clear

whether Chloe's people are simply messengers, or whether they also carried

some kind of written correspondence. The latter seems likely, if one takes the

conventions of the society into account.

As for the implications of the choice of genre, it seems to me that Paul

didn't have much choice over which genre to use. He needed to address

practical issues within the community, and emphasise his authority over them.

As with all his other correspondence, the best way of attaining this was a

personal letter which shows his understanding of the situation within the

community, and his concern for them. A letter such as this also allows Paul

to assert his own authority without alienating his readers, which given the.
factions within Corinth may have been a possibility. Paul's allusions to his

relationship with the Corinthians as being one of a father to his children is

an example here (1 Cor. 4:15).

"What are the themes in the test (text) of the communication? What is its

argumentative strategy? Who is supported? Who is combatted?"

There a number of themes in the text of 1 Corinthians, however they are for

the most part linked i n that they are concerned with correcting the divisions

and disorders within the Corinthian community. These themes may be broadly

listed as follows:

1 Cor. 1:1-4:2l. Divisions in the Church

1 Cor. 5. Church discipline
1 Cor. 6 . Lawsuits and sexual immoral ity
1 Cor . 7. Instructions on marriage
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1 Cor. 8: 1-11: 1. Ins t rue t ion s concerning questionable

1 Cor. 11:2-14:40.

1 Cor. 15.

practices

Instructions regarding public worship

Instructions regarding the resurrection.

In an above section, we outlined the major issues and points of conflict which

Paul addresses in the letter. In each case, Paul's strategy is to appeal to

his own super ior understanding of the gospel, and his position as an apostle

to give weight to his opinions and rules.

In the various issues that Paul addresses, he supports and combats different

individuals and groups. He combats those who have set . up factions and

divisions in the community (chl-4). He combats the moral and ethical disorders

in the church - particularly sexual immoral ity (chS-6). He combats the unruly

behaviour in the worship of the church (11:2-16) and the division and

selfishness on the part of the patrons, which has debased the Lord's supper

(11:17-34 ). Of those people that Paul supports, he mentions some by name. He

implies that he supports Chloe's people for having brought to his attention

the division in the church. He supports the "weak" who may be troubled by

others eating meat that was offered to idols (ch8). However, most clearly, he

supports Stephanus and other righteous people like him and his household. He

writes:

You know that the household of Stephanus were the first converts in

Achaia, and they have devoted themselves to the service of the saints.

I urge you, brothers, to submit to s u c h as these and to everyone who

joins in the wo r k , and labours at it (16:15-16).

"Has the genre been modified to serve the specific aims of the group? In what

way and for what means?"

The short answer to this question is yes. The genre of the letter has been

modified to include a range of instructions, formulas and so on, that we would

not normally expect to find in a letter . In short, the letter genre has been

modified by Paul, but the proper beginning and ending conventions have been

adhered to. The change has occurred in the content that the letter conveys.

It does not really convey much in the way of personal information about Paul

and his co-workers, t hat one would expect in a letter. These modifications

suit the purpose of Paul who wants to exert his authority over a distant

group, but does not want to be too impersonal and detached.

"Is there a canon operative within the cOIllDlunity? How is it defined?"

It does not appear that there is a set canon in operation yet within the

Corinthian community, other than the Old Testament, which Paul quotes a number

of times. However, Paul's correspondence is seen as authoritative, and to be

obeyed. I t is apparent that Paul had written to the Corinthians previously
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about matters such as associating with sexually immoral people (1 Cor. 5:9) .

If this is the case, then it may be that the Corinthians used such instruction

as a precursor to a canon.

"How does the literary organization of the communication serve to promote

conceptual and social order for the communi"ty?"

This question presupposes the existence of such a canon or organisation of

communication. We cannot assume that the Corinthians were in possession of

such a collection as the letter we do have is reasonably early. However . if

they did have other letters from Paul, or even other leaders such as Apollos,

the organization of such communication wou ld serve to give the community a

corporate identity, and would cement the boundaries of the group.

4.7. QUESTIONS ABOUT GROUP FUNCTIONS

"What are the dynamics of the community? What are its goals?"

The text is quite specific about the dynamics of the community. Paul believes

that it is in a mess. There are divisions within the community on several

levels. There are sexual immorality and conflicts between members of the

community. This can only add up to a divided, floundering community with

unclear boundaries, ineffective leadership and unruly worship. As the dynamics

of the community were so confused and divided, one would expect too that the

goals of the community were unclear and unfocused - or even nonexistent. The

latter seems to be the case as far as Paul is concerned. Therefore, he imposes

his own authority, and gives clear instruct ions and goals to the Corinthians.

They must learn to love each other (ch13), understand that they are a unit,

a body, and work together i n a ordered and focused manner befitting the

gospel.

"What helps or hinders the achievement of t h e group 's aims?"

The group itself does not appear to have explicitly defined and united aims.

Therefore , Paul makes his aims, the aims of the group. What hinders Paul's

aims for the Corinthians is the continued division, selfishness and lack of

integrity within the community. What helps is to take to heart the

instructions given by Paul, and to participate in the work of the gospel.

"What are the tensions within the group? What are the tensions with the

surrounding culture? Who are the chief enemies?"

There are several areas of tension within the group. We have discussed them

all above, so it is not necessary to go into much detail. One of the key

problems seems to be concerned with allegiance and loyalty. Paul points to

this when he writes, "One of you says, 'I follow Paul", another, 'I follow

Apollos', another, ' I follow Cephas', still another, 'I fol10w Christ'" (1

Cor. 1: 12). This suggests that leadership in Corinth was either very

fragmented, or nonexistent.
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Another key issue is the conflict between the patrons of the church and the

poorer Christians. The patrons would keep al l the food and the best places for

themselves at the Lord's supper, while the poor went hungry. The patrons would

probably have seen this as their right, while the poorer members would have

felt excluded. Other i ssues are the controversies over idol meat, which

spiritual gift is superior and so on. These are the concerns that would have

plagued the Corinthians themselves. In addition, Paul highlights a number of

problems centred around morality issues, and the concern for unity.

The more interesting question here, is the possible tensions with the

surrounding culture. It certainly seems as though the tension over the Lord's

supper may be interpreted in this light. It could be that the patrons had not

conformed to the ideology of the new Christian community and saw their role

in a similar light to that of patrons in other religious movements and

voluntary associations where there is a distinct hierarchy. However, beyond

this, there is little direct evidence of tension with the outside world. Paul

is certainly concerned with boundaries, and in chapter 8 he discusses the

problem of idol meat. We have already suggested that this reveals an internal

conflict. This is true, but it is an internal tension that comes about due to

outside interaction. The heart of the matter is that the new Christian sect

has a different value system to the many cults in operation in Corinth.

Therefore the tension that the "weak" Christians had to contend with is one

of conflicting value systems to what they were used to. Paul does also mention

other practical tensions such as marriage between a believer and a non

believer (7:12ff). These may have been real problems for theCorinthian

church, however, the central issue for Paul was not t.he tension between

believers and non-believers, or even the persecution that the Christians may

have had to endure . Paul was worried about the internal conflicts.

Hence, for Paul, the enemy to be faced is the division, selfishness, and

immorality within the community. The enemy is within, not without.

"Does the group use body language? If so, in what way? What does it imply?"

The answer to this question is an emphatic yes. Neyrey (1990) has embarked on

a full study of body language in 1 Corinthians from the perspective of the

grid/group model, so we will refer to some of the discoveries he has arrived

at.

Neyrey (1990:116) argues that there are two distinct views of the physical and

social body at Corinth - the view of Paul, and that of his opponents. He

suggests t h a t Paul's view of the physical body is that of a highly controlled

body.
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It is a bounded system, to be strongly controlled; it is a pure or holy

body and so must guard its orifices. Its concern for order and clarity

make it fear unconsciousness or loss of control; it takes a negative

view of spirit possession. It is a regulated and harmonious body whose

parts are clearly differentiated and co-ordinated for the good of the

whole body. No individual member is allowed to disrupt the body t s

disciplined functioning (Neyrey, 1990:116).

In accordance with Douglas t s model of the body, Neyrey continues to argue that

this view of the physical body corresponds to a view of the social body which

is strongly controlled, and which is marked by formality, smoothness,

structured features and ritualism12
•

In contrast to Paul's view of the physical and social body, Paul's opponents

see the body as an uncontrolled organism.

Fearing no pollutants around the body, they see no need for control of

the bodily orifices. Accordingly, the bodily boundaries are porous.

Porosity is accompanied by celebration of freedom, of movement and

spontaneity. Trances and spirit possession are looked on favorably

(Neyrey, 1990:116).

Again, this view of the physical body corresponds to a perception of the

social body as marked by weak group pressure, informality, unstructured

features and effervescence.

From this overview, we will now take a brief tour of some of the more relevant

passages in 1 Corinthians, which deal with the body.

Sexual orifices: 1 Cor. 5-7 .
In these passages, Paul is concerned with sexual purity. His very controlled

view of the body is apparen~ in the variety of rules that he discusses. For

example, 1 Cor. 5:1-8 discusses the issue of an incestuous marriage where a

man "has his father's wife". This is a blatant crossing of the line in Paul's

mind, and the result is just as glaring - excommunication.

Similarly, in the case of fornication (1 Cor. 6:12-20), Paul asserts that the

body is holy. "The body is not meant for immorality, but for the Lord, and the

Lord for the body" (6:13). Similarly, "Your body is a temple of the Holy

Spirit within you" (6 :19). Such sins are understood by Paul to pollute the

interior of the body, unlike other sins which are committed "outside" the

body. Such an opinion is extreme in its control of the body.

12 For a definition of the terms "smoothness" "ritualism"
and so on, please see chapter two.
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The mouth: 1 Cor. 8-11

In 1 Cor. 10:14-22, Paul distinguishes between "holy" food and "demonic" food.

He defines the food of the Eucharist as "holy", while foods sacrificed to

idols, or which are part of a cultic setting are "demonic". See for example,

10: 21 which says, "You cannot drink the cup of the Lord and the cup of demons.

You cannot partake of the table of the Lord and the table of demons". In this

view, demonic food is taboo, and demands for bodily control are strong.

This opinion is reiterated by Paul in his discussion of the Eucharistic ·ritual

(11:17-34), and the controversy over idol meat (ch.8).

other passages in which Paul emphasises a controlled physical body, and

therefore also a tightly controlled social body are:

- Tongues: 1 Cor. 14

- Prophecy over tongues: 1 Cor. 14

- Control of bodily boundaries and surfaces (hairstyles and head coverings):

1 Cor. 11 : 2-16

- Relationship of head to body: 1 Cor. 11: 2-16, 15:20-28

- Eyes and ears/hands and feet: 1 Cor. 12

- Body of Christ: 1 Cor 12:12-31

- A resurrected body?: 1 Cor. 15

The sum effect of all t he s e passages is an overwhelming concern for bodily

control and purity on the part of Paul. This may be a "kneejerk" reaction to

the situation in Corinth, but it is a particularly strong thread throughout

the letter . According to Douglas's model of the relationship between the

physical and social body, this reflects a strong concern for a formal and

controlled social body.

"Is there a problem of cognitive d Ls sorianoe within the texts produced by the.
group, or between its texts and its experience? - How are these problems

solved?"

At this stage, a brief definition of the theory of cognitive dissonance is

required. We will use the brief description in Gager's Kingdom and community

(1975) :

the theory states that under certain conditions a religious community

whose fundamenta l beliefs are disconfirmed by events in the world will

not necessarily collapse and disband. Instead it may undertake zealous

missionary activity as a response to its sense of cognitive dissonance,

i.e., a condition of distress and doubt stemming from the

disconfirmation of an important belief. The critical element of the

theory is that "the presence of dissonance gives rise to pressures to

reduce or eliminate the dissonance. The strength of the pressures to
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reduce the dissonance is a function of the magnitude of the dissonance"

(Gager, 1975:38).

From a reading of the text, I am not sure that events in the world are the

reason for the situation at Corinth. I do not think that any external event

has disconfirmed any fundamental belief held by the community. The possible

area is that of the delayed parousia, but this is not a concern for Paul in

this letter. The problems are much more internal. In addition, according to

the theory , we would expect to find an emphasis on missionary work in the

letter, if the community was in such a position. Although present, this is by

no means the central concern.

Despite this, . there is evidence that Paul has written to the Corinthians

previously about sexual immorality. Presumably this letter would have been

kept as one of its texts. There may also have been other circulars that had

become part of its collection of texts. If t h i s is the case, then it appears

that the Corinthians were living in a manner which contrasted the views

expressed in their texts. This is handled by Paul in the letter we now have

by laying down a number of rules, directives and the like. He also emphasises

his authority over the Corinthians, and the boundaries of the physical and

social body.

"What are the ritual means of establishing and reinforcing the group

identity?"

We have already answered this question in a number of our responses to the

above questions. The main ritual means of establishing the group identity is

the proper celebration of the Lord's supper, the excommunication of the

immoral believers, and strong boundary maintenance of the social group.

4.8. QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE SYMBOLIC UNIVERSE AND THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION

OF REALITY

"What are the shared values, aspirations, anxieties, and ethical norms of the

group?"

Once again, there appear to be two sets of criteria here. Those of Paul, and

those of the Corinthians: Paul values an ordered, tightly knit and bounded

group where there is an ethos of brotherly love, equality and common purpose

in sharing and living out the gospel. Paul's anxieties are mainly to do with

occasions where these values are not lived up to. Hence, his reactions to

sexual immorality, divi.sions and so on. For Paul, ethical norms are strongly

associated with the body, which must be controlled - in terms of sex, food,

and language and so on .

On the other hand, Paul's opponents at Corinth, seem to value spirit

possession and the charismatic loss of bodi.ly control. For them, this implies
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a strong connection with the supernatural.

typical social values of the Roman world,

Some also appear to share the

where there is strong social

stratification. The rich expect honour from the poor, in return for favours.

In general , the Corinthians are pulled in several different directions. They

have different factions , conflicts and so on. Therefore, it is difficult to

talk of shared values other than a common belief in Jesus Christ. A belief

that they should meet together and perform certain rituals is apparent, but

these gatherings have broken down into chaos according to Paul. Hence, the

. anxieties likely to have been shared by the Corinthians would likely have been

those of unclear direction, a lack of leadership and confusion over ethical

and communal norms.

"What is disclosed about the symbolic universe of the group by its shared

understandings of supernatural beings (good and evil), of miracles and

portents, of magic and healing techniques?"

"How does it perceive God in his essential being, and in the divine actions,

both within the cosmic structure and among human beings?"

I Corinthians is consistent in its use of terms to describe the areas of good

and evil. Paul's main phrase to describe the sphere of all that is good and

holy is the "kingdom of God". God is set apart from all that is evil, and

human beings can inherit this "kingdom" if t he y too set themselves apart from

sin and evil. 1 Oor. 6:9-10 implies this connection:

Do you not know that the wicked will not inherit the kingdom of God? Do

not be deceived: Neither the sexually immoral nor idolaters nor

adulterers nor male prostitutes nor homosexual offenders nor thieves

nor the greedy nor drunkards nor slanderers nor swindlers will inherit

the kingdom of God.

In addition, Paul implies a "cosmic hierarchy" (Neyrey, 1990:33ff). 1 Cor.

11:3 says that just as Christ is the head of every man, the man is the head

of the woman and the head of Christ is God. Hence even Christ is in a

structured relationship with God. Because of this relationship, Christ is

given the power and authority to subject all things under his feet (1 Cor.

15:27). Hence, for Paul, even the supernatural exists in a controlled and

ordered manner. One might even argue that he believes the church should be a

reflection of this order.

For he "has put everything under his feet". Now when it says

"everything" has been put under him, it is clear that this does not

include God himself, who put everything under Christ. When he has done

this, then the Son himself will be made subject to him who put

everything under him, so that God may be in all (1 Cor. 15:27-28).
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However, this order is under threat from the forces of evil and wickedness,

which threatens to bring chaos and disorder to the cosmos. This dualistic

worldview is implied in several passages, where Paul describes the power of

God and Christ to dispel these evil forces and maintain an ordered and bounded

cosmos. For example, talking about the resurrection from the dead, Paul

writes;

But each in his own turn: Christ, the firstfruits; then, when he comes,

those who belong to him. Then the -end will come, when he hands over the

kingdom to God the father after he has destroyed all dominion,

authority and power. For he must reign until he has put all his enemies

under his feet. The last enemy to be destroyed is death. (1 Cor. 15:23

26) •

Hence, Paul believes the cosmos in a dualistic way where the forces of good,

marshalled by God and Christ are opposed by the dominions, authorities and

powers of evil. These evil powers will finally be destroyed by Christ in an

apocalyptic scenario.

As far as miracles and magic are concerned, these reflect the dualistic

worldview that Paul has. There are forces of good and forces of evil. The

spirit as a force 'of good may manifest itself in several gifts including those

of healing and working of miracles. Paul takes these to be a sign of God's

faithfulness and power over evil, but does not rank the gifts of healing and

working miracles above other gifts such as prophecy which build up the church

(1 Cor. 12:9-10, 14:1ff). In contrast to the work of God, Christ and the

Spirit, Paul believes that evil is manifested in sexual immorality, division,

loss of bodily control, chaos and disorder.

Hence, Paul sees God as sovereign and enthroned in heaven, from where he will.
pronounce eschatological judgement on all - meting out punishment to fit the

crime (1 Cor. 4:5, 3:17). However, God is not distant to the point of being

unreachable. Paul also views God as being intimately involved in the Christian

life. He has chosen the believers (1 Cor. 1:27-29), has called them (1 Cor.

1:9), knows them (1 Cor. 8:3) and his Spirit dwells in them (1 Cor. 3:16).

"How does the group understand history and its own place within history?"

In 1 Cor. 10:1-14, Paul gives counsel to the Corinthians to learn the lessons

from Israel's history. He exhorts them not to partake in pagan revelry, and

suchlike sinful behaviour. By making this link, Paul is associating the

Christians with the Israelites. He believes that they are "our forefathers"

(10:10). Hence, just as the Israelites were the chosen people, Paul asserts

the same for the Christian community. He likens the Corinthians to the

Israelites in an explicit manner - using the terminology of baptism, the

eucharist, and Christ to describe the Israelites journey in the desert. In
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other words, Paul is concerned with establishing a new fictive kin and new

ancestors, so that the Corinthian Christians see themselves as a continuation

of the history of the chosen people.

They were all baptized into Moses in the cloud and in the sea. They all

ate the same spiritual food and drank the same spiritual drink; for

they drank from the spiritual rock that accompanied them, and that rock

was Christ (10:2-4).

This passage (10:1-14) implies that Paul consciously associates the Christian

movement with the history of the Israelites. The new Christian movement

continues and develops that history.

"What is its view of time?"

Although Paul is not as explicit in his use of the language of time in 1

Corinthians as he is i n his other letters , we can still distinguish certain

elements. On a general level, Paul's conception of time is linear. He

understands time to have begun with the creation, and will end with the

apocalyptic return of Christ, which will usher in a new era.

In the text of his letter, Paul also uses language with implications of time.

For example, he' may talk of the time before his audience had become

dhristians, contrasted with "now" that they are believers. He also talks of

a process of growing up, where the Corinthian Christians need to become mature

and ready for Christ's coming (14:20).

"Are there dualistic elements in the group's perception of reality? Do these

good/evil factors assume political, moral, social, or cultural forms?"

Dualism plays a formative role in the community's perception of reality. Paul

is preoccupi~d with maintaining boundaries, and he achieves this by making

distinctions between categories of good and evil, and insiders and outsiders.

Hence, the dualism is practically on a moral and social level, however the

dualism associated with Paul's perception of the cosmos is more a cultural

form building on the Jewish worldview. Some of the dualistic categories

include :

Saints vs. nonsaints, those not justified (1 Cor. 6:1,9)

Saints vs. the world (1 Cor. 1:20-28; 2 :12; 3:19 etc. )

Insiders vs. outsiders (1 Cor. 5:12-13)

Believers vs. unbelievers (1 Cor. 6:6)

sanctified vs. unsanctified (1 Cor. 1:2)

Called vs. not called (1 Cor. 1:2, 24)

Known vs. not known (1 Cor. 8:3)

(Neyrey, 1990:41-42).
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"What are the dominant symbols for the group and its place in the universe?

In what distinctive ways does this group use symbols that it shares with other

groups?"

"What are the distinctive symbolic features of the group under scrutiny?"

One of the aims of 1 Corinthians is for Paul to correct the symbolic behaviour

of the Corinthians, for example in the r Lt.uaI of the Lord's supper. Hence, the

symbols we find in the letter are predominantly those that set the community

apart from the surround ing world. They are symbols which emphasise the group's

uniqueness, yet also it's unity. The symbol of the body is a good example

here. The body of Christ implies a uniqueness in that it involves only those

who have been called i nto the holy and set apart Christian community, yet it

emphasises the need for unity, and the strength that comes with it. other

symbols include the bread and wine of the eucharist, and the water and

symbolic action of baptism.

The symbol of the body is somewhat unique t o the Corinthian church, as it is

discussed in detail and with reference to the specific context of the

Corinthian church, to a degree not found in the other letters . Similarly, the

emphasis on the Lord's supper, and the symbolism involved, not to mention the

consequences of the unworthy celebration of the ritual is also unique in the

detail to which Paul d iscusses it. Only in the gospels, is the Lord's supper

described in as much detail.

4.9. ASSESSING THE CORINTHIAN COMMUNITY ACCORDING TO "GRID" AND "GROUP" r r.

4.9.1. Assessing the "grid" scale

At the outset we need to remember how Douglas defines the "grid" scale. She

said that it was the degree to which "a man is constrained not by group

loyalties but by a set of rules which engage him in reciprocal transact ions"

(Natural Symbols, 1970:ix) . In other words, i f measu res- -the amount of~ocnl1 (

c~~~~ that s~ty. exerts over- "the incr~Y-idua~-~,,;ci - .!:h e ·~~~.C!i~!~ua! ' s j
~J:? l igat ions - toothers i. Key pointers of high "grid" are a classification system

which is coherent, consistent, and broad in scope, while "weak" grid is the

reverse. The classification system is narrow in scope, it is lacking in

coherence and encounters difficulties in ordering the broader dimension of

reality. Competing systems of classification are also said to be a symptom of

weak "grid". In addition, the degree to which social roles are defined is also

an indication of "grid". Where roles are no t defined or are ambiguous, weak

"grid" is in place, while clear definitions of social roles points to strong

"grid".

How does the Corinthian community fare according to this scale? I think that

it is helpful here to distinguish between the view of Paul, and the view of

the Corinthians themselves. Based on the evidence we have gathered above,
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there is no doubt that the Corinthian church would have scored very poorly on

this scale. Their 3~<?IJ:U1lunity')oJa s one typical of we~~ '.'_gJ;'id'> The sociar-iol~s

were so ill-defined that if actional~~§m had become a hallmark of their

community-: -r:;';a ci; ; s Ki.p ~s n~h=e~-i~tent. Their -,wor.:~hJp·Jwas nothing short of
\. ~ . . -.-

chaos;:> where· the more physically spectacular gi~t_~(tongues), which involved
\. ,/ ._.-,- -. --, _.__ ..". .__ ....,,,.,,. -.. ',-..,,- ..--".-_. ,-,~

a --~ss-Of-bOd-i-l y ---- contrdL were held in hig,h esteem. Similarly, their
\ ,-, - _•.- ._.._- .

ce-l-ebratTon of the Lord' s supper was c har a qt.e r Laed by seJ:lishnl§lss and greed.
'- - --.. - ----
We have noted that pe'rhaps part of the reason for this is the cc:~eting

classification systems and social norms whe r e the patrons expected the best
_. --- -

food and so on. This adds to our view of weak "grid". Hence, it appears that

the cor~nthia~h~ltlP_ioned the . O; -f~-~~(~'-rn.,; ' 't ha t came_.witl1J ?E:!_i,.!!g__~ . ~l:l.r.~stia}'1.' and

were reluctant;-·to-impose regulationsl which wou l d impede this "freedom". One"'-- --- . - '" . ..- - - - ~ -~

c~uld even argue that those who expressed t he i r "freedom"~t were _l:l~.ld in
_._ ." _ ._~ ~_~._._ _ • ~ ~' ~..-....-._~~ . -~_" '4~

esteem by the group. The case of the incestuous marriage is a case in point.-- . . . _- - ~-- - ..-. - ----~

her e . Hence, it is our opinion that the Corinthian church was without a doubt,

a church typical of the very }-owest-"grisl" value.

How does this compare to the views expressed by Paul? The main concerns of
_ _ _ __._.~_ ._~.~• • _"H"'_'." .. _ . .. '..o--~\~.... ~~ J

. Paul in the letter, is the 1?e's t -ora tTon o t. tll~_ 1.lni.!: Y;, .b I:!. . _~_he group. A secondary

issue is to emphas±s~=1}rs_o;~:i~;hori.ty~-5veLthe -groli'p~', which he does at every
k··-'-- ..-- --

opportunity. Part of this authority is expressed ~n ._hi s ~ut~9ge at the lack
..-."'...."."'.~"',..-~ -.,".." ...~~ ....'....,.-." . .. .,' - -' -' ..._... ....... - , ._ ,_.~,.. ,," ...... , .'.

of morality in the Corinthian community. By putting the Corinthians straight
..,,- -- - - - - --'--""--_.....---

on the issues of immorality, and by even going s .?_ _far as to demand the

exc6mmu nIca£fon \of the immoral, Paul is requiring-"·a - "cliange to a more
(-_.~_._._. ..- ....~.- ... . -~-~' -'-'--~ ,
str~~_~_and coherent 'sYs~em . He is e~~~a_~,~ !?J.!1g_a strrorrger-"grid")pos~~on,

beCa u s e his new-morality rules! are e xperienced by the individual as social
'''"- _ ......,.....~..._ - ----- . ---. ~ ,,-._. ~ -,..~--- ~" - ---- - ... _ ._-~_._-, --- - ---.._------_._--

,c on t -r o l .-
Elsewhere , we have also noted that Paul emphasises a very Gorftrolnm-dpin-lon

.- '---_._---~~.-=.- -- -

of the physicaT }?C?C!y in the letter. Therefore, we would ~pect .h i.s view of the

s;~2'~arfiO~7to_~e v E?Y-GOI)t,ro-!-lect-as-wei-i. As we have suggested, this ad~s up

to a much stronger or ~igher~"~::_~d"·pos-it~@n. Despite this, I am ~eluctant to

classify Paul's po§j..tion as completely _"~i~~ ·~_9_~. "strong" "grid". Early on in

our investigation, we noted that Paul differentiates between certain church
._----~ ---_. _."~ .- -

.~ct:!-qns or "otfices". Although this too suggests a movement towards high

"grid", Paul de_scribes the functions or offices in sufficiently (l i t t l e) detail
~~--. -,--". "," --..- ..:. __. ..... . ... ._.-.--- - .r-' '-._

to 'leave -quest-ions as to the .ex a c t.v ro l ea) of those mentioned. What are the
\ . - '.. ." ." ._..._~--,.--"",," .-.~. ,, - ..... .-

limits of a prophet's authority? What about an administrator? To what ~~tent--- -------------~~-_.- _.~~-_.-...._-~ _.-~ ~.__._,,"--" - ~ -~--~-

does someone with the gift of healing have a say in the functioning of the
IVloflte ri '

church? Thi~, _~~i_st of offices is by no means a\: __~aet~n~9 \ as those~rl_ t:~e '': i ip-{('u"c
letters to _Ti mo t.hy / and Titus, for example. f/t"IIl{;~ "

• . r- - .. • . .. . --~ "--" ...--~
Where does th~s leave us? I th~nk Paul emphas~sedcontrol~ order~and structure

'--.. . - _. .__.... ' '- ~' '-.....•--' . '---- '
in this letter because of the Rart'icu-lar-situation-at-Corinth, 'which

~- - ---- -. _...- -~. - ~.. _..- --- --'" --
necessitated such strong leadership and direc~ion. However, I do not think
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My i~pression of the

disiritegr-at~ihg due to

bo~ndaries of the group

Paul was entirely at ease with such strong a "grid" position. This is

evidenced by his reluctance to define the church functions or offices clearly •

. In the text, it is not even clear whether these offices are permanent

positions or not. From other passages (ch 14) it appears not. Therefore there

is some ambiguity, characteristic of lower "grid". What is the overall

impression? I think we should see Paul as showing a slightly ambiguous

position where the overall effect is moderate to high "grid".

Hence, as a result of Paul's letter to the Corinthians, we would expect the ~~
_ __ __ _ --~_ . - .-:c'_ . - -

community to emphasise the "grid" aspect of their.. t:.e>!!lIll.l.1fiaL ..l .if.e" I!II;!<::h more. We
-~ ~----------~ --_.__.... " _. " "'--' - ' - ~---'--'" ,,-_._-_. _'~... - ,- . , ~

would expect them to move uE..__~h~_ ~gri,d " scale from a very weak position, to- - --- --
somewhere c:J .osex_to.the intersection of the "grid" and "group" lines. I would,

however not expect the Corinthian community to cross over on the map to the

"plus" side of the grid characterised by strong "grid".

4.9.2. Assessing the ."group" scale

As with "grid" , we need to refresh our memories concerning the scope of the

"g r o up " scale of Douglas's theory. Discussing this aspect of the theory,

Spickard (1989:156) writes: .

The group dimens ion (horizontal in her schema) "expresses the possible

range from the lowest possible of associations to tightly knit, closed

groups .••.. The further we travel along the line from left to right,

the more permanent, inescapable and clearly bounded the social groups"

(1970:57). Any form of structuring that is dependent on group

organization is included in this measure. The duration of group life,

the degree of a sense of "them" versus "us", the number of activities

taken in common r a t he r than individually all combine here (Including a

quote from Douglas 's Natural Symbols) .

Once more, I th ink we need to distinguish between the reality of the

Corinthian situation, and the views expressed by Paul. We will look at the

Corinthians first.

-' -'- '1
C6J~j.:I11: liian communij;YJ is that it is a community

a .Lac k of ' . c?hes ~.on_ and , u n i t y) in the group. The

have !.J..2-t::b~en maintained, there is no) longer a clear
. '-- -- -'-- --......-... - - -

definition of "us~ versus "them". There is much evidence to suggest that the

Corinthians score a lower' " <j~.(:lUP" score thanpauI:: "~~!,ec~:? of them. He chides 9

them for being divided to the ~x-t:-E:!.!.J.t that , f a c t i on s ')h~ve developed. There is ? ~.;"~ :I; ;t
no unity in purpose at th~· i.o~-d, s supper ~ Their ~?;~h-il?-me-~~n~' ~re. (!lo .Lonqez li e, f ,' / "(, ,,1'
occ~ons wh:~~ the.__9E<:uJ? ~(i;. bU~ !1:;. up , The r e is fie.~~~~.~~=~~oE-~l::ity, ,~hich
breaks the community down. There is also division between individual ch~rch--.---_. "",--~-- .--- '~'-'"~'--~'-' -~'-' --"'--- - " -- ,- ......- _.
members. All these factors combine to suggest a v.erLlow ::9r()~J:'~ score.
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This is offset to \s ome --de <fi:' e e though by the fact that the c~mmuni:!:y, '~l!.!!_~,:!-gh---. "--~---'- ' . -

d!:--vided,~et-; tog~ther t~_celebrate the._.!'ord ' S --S\.flrp e i '-/ and to ~~E.ehip

together, albeit in a way that does _nqt help their unity . In addition, there

is --evidence--t-h~t some membeI:'§, of the comm~nit;-I- h-av~the wellbeing of the
--~_ . ---_. -- _._ .~._- \-- ~ ~----- ._- .-

community---in mind. We hear of Chloe's people who send--wor'd -toPaulrtelling him
-- - -,--- - - -------'---_ . .- ', --.~- .•.. ---' -

of the trouble in the c ommu n i t y . We also made note of the praise which Paul
,..-' - .............--- -'-- ... 4 -- . . " _ " --.... _ . ._- -. _

gives to S'tephanus--and--hi:s -nousehord~ Therefore, there could be some within- -- - - ---- - --_. . -~ ----. -
the Corinthian community who ~~~h to build up the unity in the community and

strenqj;,J1.en its boundarLes , In addition, although the group boundaries have 'not -;
.--~ - -'- ~ - '- - - .

b~~n ~~]!""d , t ~,~x.. __~~~ : _~-~.iJJ...::._t h e r :e-__tosome. _ E!_~1: §! nt. We do ffot; he.~_ of

oU-Esi-ders being weHcorile at the Lord's supper for example. What then is the
\ - _ .._ '--- ---- ._----. ~- - ---" .- -" --_.---.-- .~-- - .- - - --
aggregate score along the "group" scale for the Corinthians. I would argue

that they would be somewhere n~ar the d~v_ision between h~.g1l.......and low '~group"

but probably j :':!.~~on t he side of "low".

What about Paul? Paul offers a peffEfcE ---c-dntra~t to the Corinthians in this

regard. He emphasises a t every turn the need for~mity), strong boundar.Le s and
~.". - --- _. ''' "-~_. ,,....._--_.-_._--- ...- -- - '--"--' , ._----------_._----_.. '

a cornriion-l::iurp~, for the church is the_ 'chosen peopJ -e of God. Hence it is'-------- 0.---- _ _ _ . .____.

clear beyond any doubt that Paul advocates a -h i g h-- "g r o u l?"--p o"s i t i o n .
\ •.• >'- ,

4.9.3. Checking these assessments

In our methodology section, we included a profile of the four quadrants of the

"grid/group" map according to the corresponding cosmologies. One way of

checking our profile of the Corinthian situation is to check to what extent

the cosmologies of the Corinthians and Pau l agree with the cosmologies of the

quadrants we have classified them under. We have so far classified the

Corinthian church and Paul as being in quadrants Band D respectively. This

is illustrated below:
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FIGURE 1

THE GRIDIGROLJP DiAGRAM :\CCORDI~:G TO
NATURAL SYMBOLS, lQiO EDiTION

GRID

+

GROUP

A C

+

How do these mappings of the Corinthians measure up to the cosmologies of

quadrant 0 and B groups? The cosmologies of those groups are described as

follows:

Quadrant B: low grid; low group.

Purity: There is no emphasis on purity. Group control

Ritual: Effervescence and spontaneity are valued.

controlling.

Magic: No magic. Independence is valued.
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Personal identity: No antagonism between self and society, but roles and

control rejected.

Body: Irrelevant. Spiritual is more important than physical. Therefore either

ascetic or effervescent attitude may prevail.

Trance: May be welcomed. No fear of loss of self-control.

Sin: A matter of own personal choices, not defined by group.

Cosmology : Likely to halve an impersonal view of the cosmos.

Suffering and misfortune: Love conquers all (Isenberg and Owen, 1977:8).

Within this description, there are some points that are strikingly similar to

the situation at Corinth. For example, in Corinth, spontaneity and

effervescence . are valued highly, while Paul is uncomfortable with such

freedom. Similarly, the Corinthians appear to have viewed the body in an

. informal, uncontrolled way. The spiritual was more important for them than the .

physical. This is clear in the controversy over the gift of tongues. Again,

on the issue of trance, it appears that the Corinthians were not afraid of the

loss of bodily control. On the matter of sin, it would appear that some of the

Corinthians saw sin as a matter of own personal choices . There are the

problems of sexual immorality and incest which seem to fit here.

Differences may appear though on the level of the rejection of ritual.

Although the Corinthians did not carry out the rituals in a proper manner

(according to Paul), they still saw ritual as a part of their faith and

regular practice. They did not reject ritual completely. It is also unlikely

though, that the community had an impersonal view of the cosmos, unless one

subscribes to the view that the Corinthians were influenced by Gnosticism, in

which case this may make more sense. I think the evidence in the letter is

ambiguous, but the Corinthians' emphasis on speaking in tongues and their

apparent ambivalence over bodily control and trance states suggests to me a

leaning towards a personal view of the cosmos. Tongues and so on are a way of.
communing with their personal God. It is my opinion that these differences can

..~. ~ .

be explained by the marginal and ambiguous position of group coherence on the

part of the Corinthians. Their "group" scale is too close to the edge of the

quadrant to conform to the typical cosmology of quadrant B groups. Some of the

ambiguity over the position of the Corinthian group may be due to the

possibility that they we r e experiencing pressure to conform to a position more

typical of quadrant D. This pressure was being exerted by Paul, and likely

also his messengers and other outsiders with influence over the community.

Quadrant D: low grid; high group.

Purity: Strong concern for purity. Both the physical body and the social body

are under attack from outside forces.

Ritual: Ritualistic attitude. Ritual focused on maintaining and strengthening

group boundaries and expell ing pollutants (witches) from the social body.
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Magic: A source of danger and pollution.

Personal identity: Located in group membership, not in the internalization of

roles. Roles are confused.

Body: Social and phys Lca L bodies tightly controlled as they are under attack.

Trance: Dangerous, may be identified as demonic possession, or evil.

Sin: Sin is understood as pollution. It is the evil stuck in society and the

body. Internal state o f being is important, as is the obedience of social

rules.

Cosmology: Dualistic understanding of warring forces of good and evil.

Suffering and misfortune: Attributed to malevolent forces. Therefore it is

unjust. Not necessarily seen as punishment.

This description of the cosmology of a typical quadrant D group describes the

view of Paul as seen in 1 Corinthians exactly. Each of these points is true

of Paul. Therefore, it seems as though there may be some room for error

concerning our analysis of the Corinthians, but Paul fits neatly into a

quadrant D classification.

4.10. CONCLUSION

Assuming t h a t our analysis of the Corinthian group and Paul are correct, we

are now in a position t o interpret specific texts within the letter from a
_ _'-- I · . .... ~~_~__ ~.~__. ~. . ._.. _ ~_ . _~_ ........

more enlightened position. We are able to predict more confidently how we- .--_..._------ -.- _.....'-- _.." .

would expect Paul and the Corinthian community to behave. We believe that Paul

displays a typical quadrant D perspective, with concerns for tight control

over bodi ly orifices and correspondingly, group boundaries. This is contrasted

with the position of the Corinthians themselves who display on the whole a

position of low grid and low group - quadrant B. Their world view is

characterised by effervescence, spontaneity and Spirit possession, where their

is a lack of concern ov~r bodily control and correspondingly group boundaries.

In the following chapter we will assess our methodology by comparing it to

that of Stephen Barton, and also ask to what; extent it might be helpful in an

analysis of specific texts such as those Barton discusses.
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CHAPTER FIVE

"COMPARING METHODS: 1 COR. 11:17-34 & 14:33B-3611

5.1. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we take a close look at Barton's 1986 article entitled,

Paul's sense of place: An anthropolog ical approach to community formation in

corLntih'", We refer to Barton' s work not because we think his research is

invalid or poor, but because he raises some valid points, and because his

methodology is similar to ours . In addition, the issue of community formation

and the household is one that particularly interests me - as I belong to a

church that has as its focus the small group or "house church".

The aim of this chapter is simple. We have seen that using Howard Kee's

' que s t i o n s to "interrogate the text" in conjunction with Mary Douglas's

"grid/group" model allows for an anthropological approach to the New

Testament which .!~ke s both the 'E(:~:c-i~~t~~~t:T![iices ,,!-.~d the ~~~:TIlserLousLy , In the

previous chapter, we saw this in operation on a general level which gave us

' a n overview of the text, and an idea of the sociological and anthropological

issues facing the Corinthian community, although we noted that a more

comprehensive interpretation of the text wo u l d be mo r e suitable. In this

chapter we ask a more specific question: "Does a similar anthropological

approach which deals with 1 Corinthians in a mor e specific manner, reveal any

shortcomings in our own methodology"? If so what are they, and how can they

be countered?

The way forward then, is first to summarise the main arguments of Barton's

article. Secondly, referring to the questions asked by Kee, and the predictive

power of the "grid/group" model, we ask whether or not our approach would be

effective in a similarly intense study? Does Barton' s work reveal any

shortcomings i n our own methodology? We will avoid embarking on our own

analysis of the texts, as this will prove repetitive. Rather, we will focus

on how the two approaches could learn from each other - using the texts as a

reference point to illustrate our argument.

5.2. SUMMARY OF BARTON'S ARTICLE: "PAUL'S SENSE OF PLACE: ANTHROPOLOGICAL

APPROACH TO COMMUNITY FORMATION IN CORINTH

Discussing the first letter to the Corinthians, Barton focuses on two texts:

11:17-34 and 14:33b-36. He argues that these texts reflect "two critical and

tell-tale points where conflict occurs between Paul and the Corinthians over

13 New Testament StUdies, vol. 32, pp. 225-246.
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where ~he line is ~o be drawn between church and household" (1986:225). This

question of where the line is to be drawn between church and household is the

issue that Barton addresses.

Barton begins his argument by noting that in these passages, Paul regards

certain kinds of activity as "out of place' as far as his view of the church

is concerned, but" in place" as far as his view of the household is concerned.

By doing this, Paul is using an exercise in b o u nd a r y - definition, in an attempt-- -~ - - --.-- --- ~~-_ ._ --_... - ~- --.. -- . ~-.-

to -separate churc!1-spa-ce from household -s p a c e , church time from household time
---- - J ---._ _ _ .-

(Ibid:225) . Having identified that these texts are primarily concerned with

boundary definition, Barton looks to the prominent scholarship in this area .

he notes several important factors in this scholarship:

1. Boundary definition is about the wa y s in which human groups construct their

social worlds. Boundaries bring order and meaning to a seemingly disorderly

universe.

2. Time and space are prime areas for boundary definition, as they are

artificial divisions that bring meaning to human existence. Therefore, time

and space preserve a society and its values. Time and space are not "natural

boundaries", but artificial ones that bear witness to the socially constructed

nature of reality .

3. Divisions of time and space are made at every level of human world

construction - whether practical or highly abstract.

4. Divisions of time and space are sometimes given importance by designating

them as sacred or taboo. Hence, rituals are divisions of time and space as

they divide time into sacred/holy time and regular time, and space into sacred

and ordinary space. There are also a number of other boundaries which define

the sacred and profane. For example, order/chaos, dirt/non-dirt, friend/enemy.

5. Boundaries themselves may sometimes take up time and space. For example;

a city wall divides civilised from wild, and the sabbath separated the

different working periods.

6. It follows then, that due to its separat ing function, a boundary is a locus

of power, "for it is there that most control is required if the social order

is to be maintained or, conversely, if it is to be changed" (Ibid:227).

7. Boundary markers are binary in nature - they separate into categories:

inner/outer, up/down, p r e s e nt / f u t u r e , beginning/end.

8. Boundary markers draw attention to differences, not similarities.

9. Boundaries are often represented by a number of symbolic media - for

example, body symbolism, baptism (water) (Ibid:226-228).
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5.2.1. 1 Cor. 14:33b-36: Speaking in church

In this text, Paul says:

••• the women should keep silence i n the churches. For they are not

permitted to speak, but should be subordinate ••• If there is anything

they desire to know, let them ask their husbands at home. For it is

shameful for a woman to speak in church.

Here, Barton shows that Paul is giving a rule which designates the speaking
f

of wives in the churches as "out of place". Using Douglas's definition, of dirt

as "matter out of place" - it appears that wives speaking "out of place" is

dirt (pol lution). The force of the rule is made plain in a number of ways. It

is repeated three times. The sacred location from which wives are excluded is

also ment ioned three times, and the content of the rule is more uncompromising

than many other rules in the letter.

Hence, in Paul's point of view, the church is distinct from the household and

he draws a boundary between the two by placing a rule of silence on wives in

church. If the wives wa.nt to know anything, they are to ask their husbands at

home (14:35a). From the wives perspective, there is not a distinct boundary

between church and household, "since they have carried over into the church

gatherings the practice and, with that, the authority which was already theirs

within the household" (Ibid:230).

For the wives, the gender and sex-role boundary between ekklesia and

oikos is not nearly so clear-cut as for Paul. In fact, we have evidence

here that they viewed church as an opportunity to extend their

authority beyond the household and iuto the church gathering, doing so

by insisting, through verbal action , on the equivalence of church and

household boundaries (Ibid:230-1).

From this view of Paul and the wives, Barton cont inues to make a number of

observations:

1. Authority, expressed in terms of gender and sex-roles is one of the issues

at stake , and one of the reasons for Paul's boundary definition. Paul is

concerned with maintaining patriarchal authority. Women may only speak in

church if divinely inspired (11:5, 14:23-24).

2. The a uthority at issue is also that of Paul himself. Paul reveals this in

his emphasis that his view is "of the Lord" (14:37), and in his threat of

expulsion for those who do not comply.

3. Paul reinforces his rule by referring to its universal implementation - "as

in all the churches of the saints" (14:33b).
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4. The rule of silence is also a control mechanism - as Paul believes that

women should be subordinate (14:34).

So, where is the boundary between church and household? For Paul it lies in

the line marking gender defined speech. In the household, women have authority

and may speak, in the church they do not have authority and do not speak. For

the women , though, this boundary line would have been confusing as, "the

church meetings were in some sense public gatherings which assembled in

private space" (Ibid:232). The private space in which the church met was the

space where women had their authority. This would explain why women had felt

free to speak in church, taking into account the patriarchal culture of the

Greco-Roman world.

In sum, Paul sees women speaking in church as "pollution" - as something out

of place. Therefore he engages in boundary definition to rectify the situation

and emphasise the patriarchal hierarchy of the church.

5.2.2. 1 Cor. 11:17-34: Church meals

Barton sees this passage as dealing with the division between church and

household as well. Paul opposes the Corinthians, who seem intent on collapsing

the spheres of church and household together. In this case, however, Barton

argues that the conflict is over "commensal ity" and the boundary marker is the

meal itself. He notes several ways in which the meal can be a boundary line.

1. The meal is the locus for divisions among the community, and the

perpetuation of such d ivisions.

2. It is said that boundaries are surrounded by danger and marked with

anxiety, and that this is usually worked out through ritual action. In this

case, Paul is anxious due to the manner i n which the meal is celebrated . He

also believes that there is danger involved with severe consequences for those

who are not sincere in the way they partake of the meal (11:29-30,32).

3. The meal conveys social divisions of "clean" or "unclean" in the type of

food/drink to be eaten or abstained from.

4. It conveys divisions of time and frequency of eating and fasting.

s. A meal can be marked off as a boundary by the time taken to prepare it. For

example, Sabbath meals were prepared beforehand.

6. The quantity of food consumed can distinguish social groups at the meal.

7. Commensality (sharing) or non-commensality (exclusion from a meal) is a

strong boundary marker showing guest/stranger, insider/outsider, pure/impure.

8. The spatial organisation of the meal conveys divisions. Who is at the head

and the foot of the table?

9. Are meals taken in silence? Is there a commentary which explains the

significance of the meal? (Ibid:23S-236).
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These are some of the boundary lines that can be present in meals. What is

happening at Corinth? Paul clearly wants to distinguish between cornrnensality

in church and in the hou sehold. Twice he contrasts the church meal with eating

and drinking at home (11:22a, 11:34a) . Apparently, Paul believes that

household patterns of cornrnensality are intruding into church patterris in a

disruptive manner.

The household pattern which Paul is unhappy with is one that is controlled by

the wealthy~ They are the ones who eat and d rink excessively (11:21). They are

able to arrive early ( t he y have more free time). Paul argues that their

behaviour, which would have been normal in a typical Greco-Roman household

means that they "despise the church and humiliate those who have nothing"

(11:22) •

Noting that Paul seems to be addressing the wealthy householders, Barton links

this with the factionalism mentioned by Paul, and argues that the conflict is

between d ifferent households - with rich households competing for dominance

in the church. Hence, the church meal has become a place for household

rivalries . Paul's intervention is intended, therefore,

to provide the s etting for a re-ordering of social relations in church

by restricting the intrusion of household-based power. In general, Paul

valued the household and wished to conserve and perpetuate its

authority patterns within its own bounda.r Le s, , . But the ekklesia

provided a new sphere for rich household heads to extend their power

through patronage, ostentatious consumption and emotional blackmail.

Paul views this as illegitimate ... (Ibid:239).

Paul's response can be ~in a number of facets: \

1. Paul appeals for unity between household factions by representing the

church as "one household" with Paul himself as the father (4:14-21).

2. Paul gives prominence to other models and metaphors of association in the

letter: building, temple, field, dough.

3. Paul sought to control the meal by making it different - setting it apart

from normal meals.

i) It is different in that it occurs when the church is gathered together

(11:17, 18,20, 33,34).

ii) It has a sacred name: "The Lord's supper".

iii) The meal is linked to a holy tradition "received from the Lord" (11:23

25) •

iv) The meal at home lacks such a tradition.

v) The use of the traditional words implies a beginning and end of the ritual,

and an ethos of togetherness.

vi) The danger of the meal (11 :27-32, 34) also shows its sacredness.
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Hence, Paul saw the household model as useful as the general sphere of church

organisation, but household space and time needed to be carefully separated

from church time and space.

5.3 . COMPARING THE TWO APPROACHES

5.3.1. Common ground

Both our own methodology, and the approach set out by Barton are

anthropological. Therefore, we would expect them to cover many of the same

areas, and even come to some of the same conclusions - within reason. It is

my belief that this is indeed the case in this regard. Most of the questions

asked by Barton are al so asked by our own approach. A brief survey of those

questions asked by Barton compared with those in our methodology will

illustrate this. Some of the questions that Barton asks or implies are listed

below:

Was church distinguished from household?

- If so, how? by whom? and for what reason?

How does the text reveal Paul's own sense of place?

- How strongly ~s Paul 's position emphasised?

- What are the boundary lines in the texts?

- What does the boundary separate?

- What is Paul's aim in laying down these boundary lines?

- Who are Paul's opponents?

- What is their position?

- What kind of power is at stake?

What tensions/conflicts are apparent in the community, or with Paul?

- How does a meal constitute a boundary?

- How does Paul use it as a boundary marker?

These questions are mirrored by a number found in our approach . They are:

- By what authority are the boundaries drawn which define the group?

- What are the threats to the maintenance of these boundaries ?

Who are the insiders? The outsiders? Can an insider become an outsider?

- Does the threat arise within the group or from without?

- What bounds of time and space does the ,g r o up occupy?

- Which is the more important factor: group identity or the criteria for

belonging?

- What are the roles of power within the group?

- What are the structures of power within the group?

- Are age groups or sex roles defined?

- Are there identifiable classes or ranks within groups?

- If there is conflict within the group, what are the issues?
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- Who has special privilege, on what basis?

- To what extent and why has the group altered the ritual?

- What are the dynamics of the community? What are its goals?

- What is its view of time?

It is my argument, then, that an honest and meticulous answering of those

questions that form part of our methodology in relation to the specific texts

in question, would no doubt lead to a comprehensive and insightful

interpretation of the texts in their own right. In addition, "interrogating

the text" would allow the researcher to put the texts into the context of an

understanding of Paul a nd the Corinthian cOIIDnunity. Hence, the two approaches

have a common theoretical base which results in the asking of similar

questions . Since the questions are similar, the extent to which similar

results will be achieved is related to the competence and thoroughness with

which the questions a re answered. Despite the common ground between the

methods, there are still several differences. This implies that the two

approaches can learn from each other . We will outline first our critiques of

Barton's approach, when compared to our own, and then the critiques of our

own, on t he basis of Barton's work.

5.3.2. A critique of Barton

In his article, Barton emphasises strongly the boundary between church and

household in his interpretation of the texts. Admittedly, this is a novel

concept, and therefore worthy of the attention, but he does not really take

into account the range of other possibilities as well. For example, he does

not build up a comprehensive profile of Paul's attitude to women in the church

which takes into account the controversy over head coverings, which presumably

could be seen as another boundary line ensuring the submission of women in

church and a guarantee of patriarchal ism. Nor does he go peyond mentioning the

fact that Paul allowed women to prophesy in church (1 Cor. 11:5) - a point

that may be seen as creating ambiguity in Barton's opinion.

,.
Although Barton's approach is unique in that it focuses on a new

interpretation of the t e x t , his method is not comprehensive enough. This can

be seen in his interpretation of 1 Cor. 11:17-34. To begin with, Barton draws

our attention to the factions that cause chaos in the celebration of the

ritual. It seems perplex ing that again he does not go beyond mentioning the

factions that Paul counters in the first three chapters of the letter. This

leads us to ask, are these the same factions? Are the reasons for their

existence the same? These are questions that are covered· in our approach from

several angles - i.e. with an understanding of boundaries, ritual, authority

structures and so on. I think it would be helpful to locate the conflicts and

factions within the overall context of the Corinthian situation, and then

discuss the specific details of the confl icts mentioned in the passage.
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This leads us to another critique concerning context. Barton does not relate

his argument to either the socio-historical or cultural context of corinth and

the Greco-Roman world. It seems that the same critique that was levelled at

Howard Kee by Elliott l4 , also applies to Barton. That is, he fails to take

significant notice of the historical setting in which the text was written,

and in which the original readers lived.

Another critique of Barton's analysis of 1 Cor. 11:17-34 is that although he

makes much of the binary nature of boundary definition, he does not make

explicitly clear in this case who the insiders and outsiders are. He notes

that Paul addresses the wealthy and influential members of the church (the

patrons). Are these members viewed as outsiders by Paul? If so, does this mean

that Paul views their behaviour as "dirt" and "pollution" in the same way as

he does t he wives who speak in church? Barton suggests that this is the case -

rightly viewing the problem in terms of the intrusion of household-based

power - but he tends to ignore the way in which Paul turns the tables on those

at Corinth. He affirms those who "have nothing" and who have been treated as

outsiders, effectively suggesting that they are the @ al) "lE-siders" , in the

community, while those who have seen--themselves" a s : "L n a Ldezs " become the
,---- ------------_._ ------------_._--- -

"outsiders".

In addition, one'of the apparent strengths of our own approach, is that it

allows one to make links in the text at a number of levels not immediately

apparent to the casual reader of the letter. For example, using our own

approach would also have pointed to a reas such as~f.l S!ynariiTc-s.! and the

c~~~r~a-~~~-·b~~ongipg. This, then, would lead us to ask about the dynamics

of the community . It seems as though, in this instance, (~and~~~r had

become_-..!!!9r e.= .important crite.£~a for b e longing than : f a i t h, in _Christ. As a-- . . "'---- ----..- ,------- <---- . -
result, group·-~dEmt.·i-:ty has broken -down into factionalism.
• ~ - ---- -- ---- - --... < .

Therefore, the core of our argument is this: Barton assumes that a methodology

which focuses on social boundaries is an anthropological approach. While this

may be partly true, it remains our argument that anthropology is much broader. '--...._- - -- "- ... .
~n~pe, and has at i t s core the making of links in seemingly unconnected

areas. Hence, we argue that Barton's approach is rather narrow in that it only

takes boundary definition into account. However, i t -s-s t -r en g t h is that it is

y e r y..::=f6Cus'ed ,; and it incl~_'l~s__._ ~ __ EE i e f ~~~~~~~~~ ._~~_ ~he th~~~~~i~'~l
considerations concerning social boundaries.

14
See section 2.6.: A critique of Kee's "interrogating the

text".
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5.3.3. A critique of our own approach

One of the strongest critiques of our own approach that became apparent in our

summary of Barton's work is that while our questions point the researcher in

a number of interesting directions, they assume that the researcher is

familiar with the theoretical considerations from which they arise. This is

a strength of Barton's approach, that is lacking in ours, as Barton includes

a discussion of this area. For example, in our approach the boundary questions

do not make clear that boundaries are intimately connected with power. This

is perhaps alluded to in the question: "By what authority are the boundaries

drawn which def ine the group?", but this connect ion is not explained.

Similarly , one of the questions about group functions assumes a background

knowledge of the theory of cognitive dissonance. Therefore, the method becomes

somewhat specialised . Only researchers who are already familiar with these

areas wou ld understand the focus of the question. This reduces the field of

people who might find our method useful .

Still on the level of what we can learn from Barton's approach, there were two

aspects o f Barton's work that clearly differ from our own. The first was that

Barton did not confine his study to the text alone. When useful he referred

to a number of biblical and other passages ranging from ·the gospels through

to Josephus and the other Pauline letters. Th is can be seen as a confinement

of our approach, but it is one consciously taken, as it heightens our

awareness of the specific issues at Corinth, and doesn't confuse with similar

concerns that may have been the case elsewhere. Depending on the aims of the

individual researcher, he/she may wa nt to include such links in his/her study.

Secondly, Barton shows the skill of a literary critic, as he notices aspects

such as t he number of times an order is issued by Paul. Our approach does not

ask this kind of question directly.

There are also several other problems t hat were encountered in trying to

"interrogate the text". One of the more frustrating is the apparent repetition

of the questions. For example, the questions: "If there is conflict within the

group, what are the issues?" and "What are the tensions within the group?" are

asking the same thing unless one sees a subtle difference in a conflict and

a tension. Further, some of the questions are poorly phrased - leading to

confusion and frustration. The prime example is the following question, which

had us baffled: "What are the themes in the test of the communication?" It

seems then that the questions for "interrogating the text" could do with some

streamlining and editing where necessary, learning from the sharp focus of

Barton's work. However, on the whole they provide a powerful interpretive
tool.

On a theoretical level, our approach also seems to have a key flaw. As it now

stands , we "interrogate the text" in order to build up a profile of the
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community on the "grid/group" map, so that we can interpret the text more

insightfully. This circular argument is problematic. It also tends to put the

most powerful aspect of the method - the "grid/group" model, in a secondary

position - exactly the problem we were trying to avoid. Therefore, our four

step methodology needs some restructuring so that we do not lose either the

thoroughness of our "interrogating the text", nor the predictive power of the

"grid/group" model.

5.3.3.1. A modified methodology

As it now stands the problem with our approach is that we have allowed steps

two and three to be compressed into one, which is dominated by the questions.

As a result, it is the questions which have pointed out links in behaviour and

action, not any ~nalysis using the "grid/group" model; although our plotting

of Paul and the Corinthians on the "grid/group" map, and our profile of the

two positions can be seen as a move in the ~ight direction.

There are several possible solutions to this problem. In each of the

solutions, the questions must be either edited and/or restructured completely.

One alternative would be to return to the idea of restructuring and rephrasing

the questions so that it is immediately clear to the researcher how they would

relate to the "grid" and "group" categories. In this scenario, one could

continuously be assessing the principal players and their theological

positions according to the "grid" and "group" categories as one answers the

questions . This could be achieved by adding an element of rating to the

questions . For example, at the end of each category of questions it might be

useful to add questions such as the following (depending on how the researcher

has chosen to define "group" and "grid"):

To what -ex tent do the group's boundaries, authority structures (or whateverf __.___

the case may be) , const r ai n and controL the individual? Do-'the-type, and ' na t u r e
"' .... c.__ .. -, ._ / \..-... .. ..-- ----- I . ' - '-- _ ._,

of the boundaries, authority structures e tc. suggest strong)or ~e~k social
' " . o r • -'-> --~" .." .,- ...~_._.J ' " "__.

~ressure? In terms of boundaries, etc. where on the "group" line would you
---.-.----....,..

plot the p r i nc i p a l players of the text?

A similar range of rat ing questions could be applied for the "grid" scale:

Are the boundaries, authority structures etc. a shared system of

classification by all members of the group? Do the boundaries, authority

structures etc. bring order and intelligibility to the individual's

experience, or disorder and confusion? Where on the "grid" line would you plot

the principle players of the text?

It is my belief that a restructuring o f step two in this manner would

alleviate most of the problems that we have encountered. We would not lose the

thoroughness of the questions, and the focus would be primarily on using the
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"grid/group" model e f f eot LveLy , It would also allow an interesting and focused

comparison of positions. For example, we would be able to trace a group 's

position and discover whether or not they show a consistent position. It would

become interesting if a group had a strong "group" position in terms of

boundaries, but a weaker "group" position in terms of authority structures.

How would one interpret such inconsistencies, if they do occur? This' would

result, I believe, in a method that is equally adept at showing the overall

picture of how groups and individuals within a text act, but also at pointing

out specific discrepancies in theology and behaviour of the principal players

within the text.

5.4. CONCLUSION

There are a number of problems with our methodology as we originally set it

out. The primary issues were that the questions used to "interrogate the text"

were rather long-winded and poorly phrased; and that they dominated the

"grid/group" model too much. We have learnt from our comparison with the more

specific and focused approach put forward by Barton, and have proposed a

restructuring of step two of our approach - so that the questions are more

clearly focused on the areas of "grid" and "group". Despite this modification,

the general four step outline of our approach stays the same.
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CHAPTER SIX

CONCLUSION

6.1. SUMMING UP

We began this study by discussing the ~~ that the ~ocral~re~e~~~~e

played in the discipline_Q_LN~w_ Testament_,stug._~es over the past three decades.

we~rgu~d that ~~h~f the work _being produced in this line tends to use the

Bib~~~~ text _~elect~~ely ; We similarly noted that those studies which take

a ~~<?E~=-Xtt~rE.~:X} pe~~peE!-ive and focus more on the structure, plot and themes

of the text sometimes tend to focus so intensely on the particular use of

words, tenses and so on, that our _v-.r.~~~_~~~-=-t.~~~~2~2pl~ o..LJ:he._ ~~~t becomes

obscured. These studies also tend ~ to keep up _t 9 . date with the latest

sociological and other social scientific discoveries.

The question we asked ourselves and the resulting task we set, was a

consequence of pondering this problem. We asked whether it was possible to

propose a holistic, thorough and realistic methodology which on the one hand

was completely social scientific, yet on the other undertook to interpret a

complete text in a competent manner - avoiding the temptation to lift passages

out of their context.

To achieve this goal, we deve Loped a four step methodology which combined Mary

Douglas's "grid/group" model with a series of questions developed ,by Howard

Kee for the purposes of "interrogating the text". Our argument was that this

experimental methodology has the potential to become a truly anthropological

approach to the study of the New Testament., In the process of developing this

methodology, we discussed a number of associated issues .

Firstly, we examined more closely the ,fe f a t i o ii·s h i p between the so·c i a l sciences
~. _.------~.. - ..- . _ ~-. -_. -. - .....:=- . -......._--_._---_.__.... -

and the 'Ne w Testament'. We outlined the "'cy r te fT a:T for a social scientific
_ •. _- - ._--~- .-J.-'

method, highlighting the ~mportance o f models and moving beyond mere

d~scription t ,o El..xPl.aI1l:l:tion and- ihterpretati'()n~--w~ then disc~ssed some of the

critiques that have been directed at previous social scientific studies of the

New Testament.

In chapter two, we focused more specifically on cultural anthropology. We

noted that this discipline has the potential to provide fresh insights into

the people behind the production of the New Testament texts by pointing to

questions and issues that have seldom previously been asked and probed. What

motivated the early Christians? How did t heir communities operate? What were
/
! the structures of leadership? What were the boundaries between insiders and

) outsiders? Having recognised the potential of cultural anthropology for New
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Testament study, we had to ask whether i t was possibll? ' for cultural
1 - -,,:-,:-.;> - '-_.- ---'

anthropology to make the transition to the analysis of historical groups and

societies such as the_early Christian communities, which can be studi~.~..5~.~ly

in the ~~en~~~hey and those pe~ple~~~ey-came-intolCont~~ith, le~~ .behind

- such as their ,wr i t 'i ngs , and perhaps archaeologicalr.emains. This was a vital------ "'"'-- --"- ..- .. - -

question, as cultural anthropology and its models were ,de's i g n e ci::-_ f o r the

purposes of ~~art ic ipant " o.~~~i::va·tion, ; where -~here is an _ \I n.,l.~~~1:.~? ._CUllount of

data. Although the data available to us in our quest to understand the early

Christian communities is very limited, we believe that historical anthropology

is not only possible but incredibly useful, as it allows-us-t-o- pr:ed'i -:-qt typ_~~al

responses to events, unlike other tools.----.. - ---

Having discussed the general usefulness and applicability of cultural

anthropology to New Testament studies, we turned our attention to the specific

models which would form part of our own experimental methodology. We reviewed-the development of Mary Douglas's work in her examination..of the 'l i l'lk s 15E§.~ween

the physical .E,o dy and the social b_C?c:lY' through to her outline of the
~-_.-- '- .....__._- -

"grid/group", model in the 1970 edition of Natural Symbols and the subsequent

revisions of the model. Our belief is that the "grid/group" model provides an

invaluable means interpreting the New Testament text, however, one needs to

be careful to define the "grid" and "group" dimensions of the model with care,
__- - . ~ .~ ~O • ._ -- _ .~ ... - •• _ ~ . - ..,.••

and then stick'to those definitions. Not doing so may lead to ambiguous and
\.'v -

untrustworthy results.

By disC?_~ssed c!lJ::ttii:5i.r~:·.~ril:hi;opOlo(j'Y i~._general and more specifically the work

of Mary Douglas, we had concluded our analysis of the anthropological element

of our methodology. We still needed to ~a~a_nce .this out with a healthy respect

for the text and the secrets hidden therein. To~helP us achieve this, we

turned tc:> the work of Howar.cCKe~l. He had proposed a s..§£.-k.er§C6Lqtiest.i6ns which,

he suggested, if answered properly would form the basis of a s'ociological-...."-'""~-~ \_~,. ~--~ . .

i,J:lIi3.rpretatTo·ri '~t..the-t~j What attracted us to these questions was that they

were expl~E~~.~X_..~j..m"':.~..2-J:, the ~..~!:.!:2:.qa l"· : text; yet remained soc~_'>.g~cal . in

orie~~ation, and would therefore help us to gain as much informatioll as

possi~~~ from .t 1:l~..-!.~~j:_," Information which was necessary if the "grid/group"

model was to be employed reliably.

As we have already mentioned, \the-~i.~\iJt) of this analysis wa_s our '~four ' s t e p

methoq which we believed would satisfa.s:J :.Qrily meet the requirements of an
" , - ' --- - . _ -" . . ..~- 1

approach t o the New Testament which is ,comp.Le:t~,!:y c:..nt~.~<?p,oJ:ogi~~! , yet \\ihich

emphasises the importance of a holistic and responsible attitude to the text.

' We decided~~ this ..!:~imen!:AI_.app,r.o ach .. by putting it to work in an

analysis of the first letter to the Corinthians. We chose this text as we

would be able to co~.our re~t.s wit b-...~ s~milarly anthropol;;gi-;;~l-~~i.hOc.ci)

put forward by Stephen Barton, which also_.9iscu§:;e.9 ~l__~orhnt~~':l_~~--·-·
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....---- -,
./ Thef r~ of our /c, s t were '-=-mixed. On the one hand, we were able to d;~E:!lop

a d~ailed""pi:cture1-/~f the kinds of events' and issues which were shaping the
( -...-._---,--," , " ,,, , .. ,. /-. .-"

Christian community at .~Qrinth . As hoped, we were ~br~ -:'to'-~Iot -· b.othYthe
- '------- _ .. _.-

positlon'Ej' of Paul and the Corinthians on the "grid/group" ~~ap . This pr,ovided
-~~--~~ ,------_ . \'.0..;

a ~ful--r,e :ference-'pO"i:ne from which tc)~-c:~o_~'rast:--t:ne Two ,j and fr~~__....,hlch to

discuss the conflict\be~ween ~aul and the Corinthians. However, the questions

aimed at " interrogating the t e x t " proved to be rathert:umbersome~ They were'------ -- _... - _. .-- . ....------ -_-.
poor~ypnra~_ed and repe titive. The result was that the "grid/group" model,

---......_-,_..._-- ,...' ''''--
which formed the key interpretive aspect of the method was overpowered by the

questions. In our I compariso~ with Barton's analysis of 1 Cor. 11:17-34_and
............ --- \-. - -- ._~- -~- - 1 I

14: 33b-36, we discovered ' that 0t:t_r",,~l?e..~~~E~ cou.ld ! a lso- use-:?=sharper':':'fct£!:!§'~" but

we believe that i t rema'ins"a 'useful -analytical tool for both a (b r Oad overview. -- " .._,--" ' --' . '---....-" " '"

o,f the events and forces facing the character~ of the text, a n.9 a vshaz-per

analysis of specific passages within the whole.

In .t.he light of these shortcomings, we proposed a mod ifica tio n .o f " step two of
--,-,..-----~_._- -" ........ . , .~_._-....---------- _. -- .-... .

our original methodology. We proposed these modifications with the conviction

that this exercise has been a fruitful one. We must learn from our mistakes

and carry on going orward. Essentially the modifications involve 't wo
) ? .....~ ...- - ----'------~ -- .-_.-~-----_....-..

processes. The first 'me a n s the editing 'of-Kee's-questi,ons so that they are not
_ ",-----.1 '.-"_"~'~-'~-_"-'__""'"- .--.~~- _._-' - ", ----- _.. ..

so repetitive and poorly phrased. This will streamline-·the·~.process and make
, - ". '''-'''- ,:' '' ' , "" ",' .... , _ • "-, ,,. ..."._._. .......... __ . - •..• • - ...• ,. ,·1 J ,.; ._ _ .

it_ mO-!..~ ~~" .\l)?er--:f J; LendJ..:Y" . The second modifying process is th'e ~::"Cl.;- ienting of

the questions so that they are eXp"l:-icit-lr:aj.~d at. eval'uating : the dimensions
~ . - ' --" -- = ' - ~~- - - - - - -- - ---- - '--~

of "grid" and "group". This is achi~:Y.~<:l__ tl!£Q-ugh adding standard questiorl"s..:,at
. ' _~'- -..:.:;:; · " _ _ ~_ ..~,c......._ . • •.•_._ _ ,~, ._._

theend 'bf each category of the "interrogating the text .. array of questions.!.. - I . .~ _. --- ,----~. -,

Thes'e are designed to fac:ilitate an eas'y '-iank-ing 'of the principal players of
, ....-- - ' . -;",.- ' ",,",~=- ......~

the text on the "grid" and "group" axes of the map. Hence, one is cbntTnu.ously. .....- \. " . .,..

~v_aiuati~-l:~he:::cha-I.'-aG1;'~rs,,·of ~he text alo~g the lines of .. "grid" and "group" -

thereby al~owing a more focused and specific analysis.

relatively minor alterations to our approach
-'~:"'-'-' . -_.-:---_._----- ~ ---" " ~'" .-_. ''-' .. ..

attainable and effectiveness of the method a great

It is our conviction that these
"

will improve 1the results

deal. We look forward to testing the new version in the future.

6.2. INTERFACING WITH OUR OWN COMMUNITIES

As was mentioned in chapters one and two, it is my belief that a method that
......,...__,. . C "

does ( 1'1o t '\ in some waY,J ill1ifact, on our 'own communities, is a method that is

eli~ist or i;relev~~t~ The process ~f ~~~e~ring what we have learnt in an

~cad~IIl~C::-Elett-ing to that of a contemporary-denomirration 'is . one that is often
, .,' '-". u... .. , .• ,._.'" , _,,~,, _ ..._ •• ~ .. . . --' .- "". - ,' - - _-"

neglected. This is the rationale for including this process as step four in

our methodology. It is now our final task to discuss several ways in which

this approach could be used to impact on our churches and those who work in
them.



pne]o~the ~~blems that I have encountered in church work is that there is

o£ten~a-gu~~ that grQws bet~_~~n the preacher/minister of a church, and the
-'-'~" - -'~ "'-. ,

coogregation, due to di-f·ferent-ways of understan<,'l~;the Bible. This is mainly
- • __. -- - " ~\....._~ • :. ' _ _ • • __ 0" __ • __ ~

,'<:ruet o the fact that formal tertiary. education in Theology and New Testament

' studi~s teaches critica~~i;Y', Y:~~ile those who are I)._~t) t:r~ine:..d in this ~ay are

more li~iy- to read the Bible /lIt eraI i y:' These differen;es may lead to
.-. . -'"' - - _. \_- -- - -~ .

,s u s p i c i on>o f the minister or preacher by the congregation, and f~u.s.:t raEi0!1 on

the part of the minister or preacher at the conservatism of the congregation.

There are a number of appr-oe.ches that may be taken to reduce this problem • .one
"~. , ."..__ . _".__ ... .-..-... :::',,1'" , ..: -,

revolves around accept.-ing ·the'different"'125:!.£~P~ct'ives ~3 valid, .. and working...~----_.-"'---'--- ~-'----- - ----_. , _ ._~ ,~.

w~thin that under~~anding. Another may also $~~_~ith this a cce p!a n c e of the-- - -.--- .-- -..-.......... .. .. ._,-,~ .. .. .. {l '-

differences, but hopes--to-cha-I-leng~-and~stimurate 'd i s 'cu'ssTorll'b e t we e n those who

hold the .oppo·snrgvre·~~0It·-i-~--;;' ~eii~-~-~~t--the ~t appr"oac0s ,a:[l.,~vasion
-- ; -..._--_._---..

of the issues and hinders" personal growth, while the second may be more
" , .> ~ ' •• ~ _. -'" ' ¥ ' .

difficult, but ultimately will bring a closer bond between those involved . How

! does this relate to our methodology? There are l;w6-su (ige st-~s that I would

~ like to make here.

~he first is that the ques t.Lon s we' outl ined for an " interrogation of the text"
"-

could relatively eas-i:-ly-be-mou-lded--tnt'o-- a: series of Bib i.e- studi.es which has
'--- - ~ ~_.~ . ' - -

as _~~~)~~~~!:he challenge of r~o~~~ :~2:W l a~~~~~ ---mc:>re : ·c-r1tica l" ~tioEs E..-0 t

o?~ of the_--:J:eXt, but also of our own faith, can lead us into a fuller

understanding of the Bible, and ourselves. Similarly, this scenario is

comparable to that experienced by first-year students embarking on a theology

degree. One typically is faced with a conflicting views of faith and the

Bible. As in the previous example, I believe that trh~guEtR.t:t:.o.nEC iis e d in this

study could -be developed with the pu;P~se of encouraging- students to t h"ln k
~... .J.=---- . "' - 'W_ '-O<- .. __ :' •• .~ __•• _ '"-__~ •.,.• _ . __ " _~~ ;,.

erf£1car ry·. ~
.r

.., \

c . Another way in which our m_e_i:J.:l0dology £9.gl(:Lj,.!!!p-a,.~~.9..tl our own communities is

by providing a resourceh-as e-for ministers and preachers. It might be useful

to att~:;mPt~o'develoP'-a-:p.r3~~ the 0ir~ou.: Cnristian communTri~' that we

c~e across in the New Testament. Ttlis would -he lp,~~!lose in the.. ministry to

". _~s~ c:~ -- t.n=~,!:~UCl1 with the - ratest-~nsT~ht~ into the New Testament, as well as

pro,vide a Ee !3.<?,: r c e which they could'use in their preaching. Therefore, I would

argu~ that <:>_UE~.exp~t::.i~~nt in method r~p_r.esents a potential fordevelopment of

new insights not ,o n l y in the world of New Testam§~~_~tudies, but also in the

wider Christian community.
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